Foreword

We are in a decisive decade. Urgent and ambitious actions are needed to combat climate change and protect nature while working towards a just and prosperous future for all of humanity.

Recent innovations in artificial intelligence (AI) hold the potential to profoundly transform and accelerate climate and nature stewardship for a positive global impact. We need efforts at collaboration and cross-pollination, such as those facilitated here by the Bezos Earth Fund, to help us realize these opportunities.

AI is everywhere, from the headlines to the apps on our phones, but it is not a panacea or silver bullet. Collectively, we need to approach this new technology with cautious optimism and encourage critical and honest thinking about the ways AI can—or cannot—help solve our climate and nature crises. This report synthesizes current advances and applications of AI across a range of thematic areas that can aid in the transition to a low-carbon economy, enhance climate resilience, or improve the protection, restoration, and management of nature. Initiatives and institutes working at the intersection of AI, climate, and nature are also highlighted to showcase current strategies and solutions. The Landscape Assessment examines key issues concerning AI ethics, equity, safety, and sustainability and explores existing barriers to impact at scale, highlighting the importance of data, trust, governance, deployment, and workforce development.

Each sector has a unique responsibility in the AI for climate and nature solution space. The private sector provides the critical engine of growth to accelerate scalable solutions. Philanthropy can unleash the potential of promising ideas. Policymakers and nonprofits play fundamental roles in upholding the preservation of safety, privacy, and accessibility. Academia can nurture and leverage intellectual leadership, creativity—and critique—to incubate the ideas and people that will change the world. All these sectors need to safeguard equity and justice. The report highlights opportunities to buttress AI foundations, explore untapped thematic areas, and identify where investment in the enabling environment can unlock further impact.

Columbia University’s Climate School and Engineering School have collaborated in partnership with the University at Albany, State University of New York, and Esri, to produce this report. The study was made possible through the valuable contributions of many domain experts from academia, the nonprofit sector, and private industry, who provided their expertise and time to this report.

The Landscape Assessment was commissioned by and in collaboration with the Bezos Earth Fund; we thank the Earth Fund for spearheading this initiative and convening global experts and industry leaders around this important topic. We sincerely appreciate Dr. Pierre Gentine’s leadership in producing the Landscape Assessment.

Columbia University is committed to developing and inspiring science, education, and innovation to address the inherently complex and interdisciplinary challenges facing the world. We know that these goals cannot be met alone. Thank you to our partners and to the many collaborators that contributed to this report.

Together, we can meet the opportunity of AI for climate and nature.

Jeffrey Shaman
Interim Dean, Columbia Climate School

Shih-Fu Chang
Dean, Fu Foundation School of Engineering and Applied Science
Our planet is in crisis. We are experiencing biodiversity loss to such an extent that researchers suggest we are in the midst of a mass extinction event.¹ The rampant increase in greenhouse gas emissions is leading to catastrophic climate extremes, and “hottest year ever” records are being broken nearly annually.² Of the nine planetary boundaries that have been identified to keep Earth livable, we have already breached six of them.³

Transformative system-oriented changes are urgently needed to address these challenges, yet progress toward policy ambitions to achieve these changes, such as the Paris Agreement and the Sustainable Development Goals, are off-track.⁴,⁵

Artificial intelligence offers us a way to better understand these vital and complex problems and—if applied strategically—to dramatically accelerate the pace of solutions. This report explores both the current uses of AI in climate and nature as well as emerging opportunities at the nexus of those fields; we are particularly focused on the development of applications that will hasten the implementation of impactful and scalable solutions while ensuring they remain trustworthy, ethical, and equitable.
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Key Concepts in AI

**Artificial Intelligence.** AI models are computer programs that perform tasks considered sufficiently complicated to require some level of higher reasoning or intelligence.

**Artificial Neural Network.** A popular type of machine learning model that was inspired by the organization, structure, and function of neurons within biological brains. It incorporates large numbers of nonlinear components arranged like neurons, with connections sharing information among them.

**Bioacoustic Systems.** Bioacoustic systems use sound information as their primary input. Similar to computer vision data, the analysis of bioacoustic data is dependent upon the task, which can include detecting, identifying, or counting items or people in images, and predicting the trajectories or positions of objects.

**Computer Vision Systems.** Computer vision systems derive information and meaning from visual data (e.g., images and video). Computer vision data can be analyzed in various ways depending upon the task. This can include detecting, identifying, classifying and segmenting images, or predicting the trajectories or positions of objects.

**Convolutional Neural Network.** Convolutional Neural Network is a class of deep neural networks, most commonly applied to analyzing visual images. They are used to recognize patterns and structures within images or sequences, and are a cornerstone of computer vision applications.

**Deep Learning.** Deep learning is a more recent type of machine learning that uses deep neural networks, i.e., with many hidden layers, to mimic the complexity and level of abstractions of the human brain, and is capable of more advanced visual and language learning.

**Digital Twins.** Digital Twins are sophisticated computer simulations of a process, assembly, or phenomenon aimed at mimicking a complex system with a high level of realism. They are meant to be digital counterparts (twins) of real-world systems or processes that can be used to accurately, quickly, and inexpensively simulate their real-world counterparts, such as for design or evaluation of their response to specific actions.

**Edge AI (tiny ML).** These are AI and machine learning systems deployed in the field at low cost via power-efficient devices. Using the increasing power of small computing low-power systems, they do analyses that previously could only be accomplished at centralized server centers. Edge AI systems can instead make near real-time predictions or perform local actions, thus decreasing response time and promoting security and privacy by transmitting less data.

---

Currently, AI allows us to:

- Process and digest vast quantities of data. AI can go beyond human capacity to identify and interpret complex relationships among seemingly disparate and extremely large datasets.
- Automate monitoring. AI can be used to monitor environmental changes and their impact in near real-time.
- Optimize solutions. AI can quickly sift through large volumes of data, constraints, and alternatives to find optimal (or close to optimal) solutions.
- Build predictive models and forecasts. When trained on abundant data, AI can efficiently and accurately predict future outcomes, bolstering a wide range of predictions.
- Develop realistic simulations of the real world. AI-accelerated “digital twins” can allow scientists and stakeholders to experiment without risk as they explore the impact of certain actions on specific environments.
- Accelerate new discoveries. AI can lead to faster and new discoveries across a range of applications.

To harness AI fully, we will need to:

- Ensure data accessibility. Datasets should be made as broadly and publicly accessible as possible to engage the AI community and drive algorithmic and application developments.
- Improve cross-disciplinary collaboration. Framing important domain questions and problems with the AI community is critical to fostering collaboration and accelerating progress.
- Develop clear and quantifiable benchmarks. In conjunction with public datasets, benchmarking is critical to AI development and acceleration.
- Increase availability of domain specific data. AI models are typically trained on diverse datasets, but they may lack domain-specific knowledge required for certain applications.
Federated Learning. Federated learning is a specialization of machine learning applied to preserve data privacy in situations where the data in question comes from separate sources (e.g., medical data). It frequently uses edge AI techniques to take advantage of decentralized learning and other processing.

Foundation Models. A foundation model is a machine-learning model that has been trained on a broad and diverse set of data to enable its application across a wide range of tasks in a self-supervised manner. For example, a model might initially be trained on general text data from the internet, but can then be used or subsequently refined for a more specific task, such as grammar or editing. These models learn rich representations that can then be adapted to various downstream tasks through techniques like fine-tuning on task-specific data.

Generative AI. Generative AI systems can generate text, images, or other data (often in response to user prompts) by learning the patterns and structure of training data and then generating new data with similar characteristics. This is in contrast with discriminative AI systems, which can only choose among alternatives or produce a single numerical value.

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). GNNs are a type of neural network architecture designed to operate on graph-structured data (unlike convolutions working on 2 or 3D structures). Graphs are composed of nodes (vertices) and edges that connect these nodes, allowing for the representation of complex relationships and interactions between different nodes.

Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet of Things describes devices with sensors, processing ability, software, and other technologies that connect and exchange data with other devices and systems over the internet or other communications networks. IoT devices are frequently deployed in the field for various monitoring tasks.

Labeled data. Labeled data refers to datasets that have been tagged with one or more labels identifying certain properties or classifications of the data points.

Large Language Models (LLMs). LLMs are foundation models specifically trained on language tasks; for example, these models can be trained on large amounts of text and then use that input to do question-answering, summarization, translation, etc.

Machine Learning. Machine learning is a subset of AI where an algorithm learns what a system needs to know or do, by training (learning) on data rather than specifying the rules of the model or program.

Multimodal AI. Multimodal AI uses multiple types of data inputs (e.g., text, image, acoustic) for AI tasks. Multimodal AI is able to integrate and process data from different modalities simultaneously, allowing it to perform tasks that require a more comprehensive understanding of the world or system than unimodal AI systems, which are limited to a single type of data.

Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP is a subfield of computer science and linguistics primarily concerned with giving computers the ability to interpret, support, and manipulate human language.

Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement Learning is a branch of machine learning that aims to emulate how an agent would optimally interact with an environment; this is often characterized as a sequence of multiple steps or actions that maximize the reward received over the course of or at the end of the task.

Self-Supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning is a machine learning paradigm that falls between supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In self-supervised learning, the data itself provides the supervision, without requiring manually labeled data. The key idea is to create auxiliary prediction tasks from the unlabeled input data itself, where the model learns to predict part of the input from other parts. By solving these pretext tasks, the model builds useful representations that capture meaningful information and patterns in the data.

Supervised Learning. Supervised learning is a type of machine learning technique where the model is trained on a labeled dataset. In supervised learning, the training data consists of inputs paired with the corresponding correct outputs, and the goal is to learn a function that maps the inputs to the outputs.

Unsupervised Learning. Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning technique where the models are trained on unlabeled data, without any associated target outputs or rewards. The goal of unsupervised learning is to discover inherent patterns, structures, or relationships within the input data itself (e.g., data clustering or dimensional reduction).

Additional acronyms to note

- AV Autonomous Vehicle
- CCS Carbon Capture and Storage
- CO₂ Carbon Dioxide
- EV Electric Vehicle
- GHG Greenhouse Gas
- GPS Global Positioning System
- GPT Generative Pretrained Transformers
- GPU Graphics Processing Units
- HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
- LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging
- LULCC Land-use and Land-cover Change
- MOF Metal-organic frameworks
- NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
- NCS Natural Carbon Solutions
- UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
In the past decade, AI models that include sequential or spatial data, combined with deep architectures capable of developing higher levels of abstraction, have started to demonstrate superhuman performance on image recognition and text translation.5, 7

These advancements have been facilitated by tremendous developments in hardware: accelerated parallelized computing power (especially graphics processing units, or GPUs);8 the creation of benchmark datasets to evaluate the performance of new algorithms (such as ImageNet for training image recognition models); and the development of modern AI libraries in high-level languages (such as Tensorflow and Pytorch), enabling the use of efficient optimization algorithms for model training.

In parallel, we have seen the active development of generative models, a type of AI algorithm designed to create new data samples that resemble the training data, such as generative adversarial networks,9 variational autoencoder,10 diffusion models,11 and transformer-based models like generative pretrained transformers (GPT).12 These models learn the underlying distribution of a dataset in order to produce new, plausible outputs (images, sounds, text) similar to the original dataset.

We are now at the dawn of a new era. The AI market is estimated to grow at more than 37% annually from 2023–2030.13 Stocks of companies developing GPUs have skyrocketed: as of 2024, Nvidia’s valuation has exceeded $2 trillion, more than Google or Amazon.

The recent emergence of large language models (LLMs) and chatbots (such as ChatGPT,14 Llama2,15 and Gemini16), with their ability to handle multiple tasks, has driven rapid and profound changes and innovations, with applications ranging from personal assistants to financial information and drug discovery. Within a mere two months of its November 2022 debut, ChatGPT surpassed 100 million users.17

While LLMs have captured the popular imagination, recent developments in multimodal and generative models have further extended their capabilities—those models are now being used for text-to-image generation (e.g., Dall-E or Craiyon), text-to-video generation (e.g., SORA), analysis of images (e.g., OpenAI’s GPT-4(Vision)18), and analysis of image, audio, and video (e.g., Google Gemini). These advances in software and hardware are driving innovations and value creation across sectors and industries, and hold tremendous potential for the application and use of AI to accelerate climate and nature solutions.

Key AI Capabilities

While AI certainly opens new avenues for innovation in the context of climate and nature, it is important to emphasize that these are multifaceted problems; success will require a combination of capabilities, as well as diverse expertise and domain knowledge. It is unlikely that transformative change will come from one solution, model, tool, or technique, but rather through a combination. There is vast potential in combining AI’s capabilities with expertise and knowledge from diverse domains to create new high-impact opportunities for solutions—the most promising of these capabilities include:

» High-Volume Data Analysis. AI’s capacity to process and interpret vast quantities and varieties of data is unprecedented. Data can be integrated from high-volume datasets and various sources (known as multimodal data fusion), including images from cameras, drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, and remote sensing satellite imagery; sensor data and Internet of Things (IoT) network connectivity; biosensoric data; and more. It can also be used to identify and interpret complex relationships in large datasets and more efficiently compress and share large amounts of data.

» Monitoring. Previously time- and labor-intensive monitoring processes, such as analysis of massive datasets coming from satellites or real-time energy consumption, can now be streamlined and automated. AI can classify, segment, or analyze this data—from images to time
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series information—much more quickly and accurately, allowing faster, better-informed decision-making. For example, it can monitor and detect changes in land cover, vegetation health, support more successful conservation efforts.

» **Optimization.** Given its speed, accuracy, and low computing requirements compared to other computational techniques (once trained), AI is already invaluable to climate solutions. Applications using vehicle routing optimization, efficient transportation, and optimal power network design (generation, transmission, and distribution component specifications and siting) can contribute to a reduction in emissions and other environmental benefits.

» **Predictive Modeling and Forecasting.** Trained on massive amounts of data using past and current conditions as inputs, AI can more accurately and more efficiently predict future behavior or conditions. Applying this capability to assess and optimize crop yields, energy demand, transportation mobility, carbon sinks, and weather or climate projections (among other examples) can lead to both cost savings and emissions reduction.

» **Digital Twins.** Digital twins are sophisticated and accurate computer simulations of an object, process, or system. They can be transformative in climate and nature applications where simulations are computationally expensive, require large amounts of data that are either unavailable or expensive to gather, or where ethical considerations limit real-time evaluations. Creating digital counterparts of terrestrial, aquatic, industrial, or urban environments, for example, enables experimentation or counterfactuals without risk of harm to that environment—while still accelerating solution-oriented designs, informing implementation strategies, and supporting efficient decision-making for climate mitigation, adaptation, and nature-based solutions.

» **Acceleration of Discovery.** AI can play a pivotal role in uncovering novel solutions, leveraging its unique capability to process vast amounts of data across various disciplines as well as its ability to learn nonlinear and intricate relationships within data. Critically dependent on open data and data availability, this can

**INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS**

**Institute for Trustworthy AI in Law & Society (TRAILS)**

Led by the University of Maryland, TRAILS aims to bring attention to ethics, human rights, and support for marginalized communities to the forefront of mainstream AI development. TRAILS is the first institute of its kind to integrate participatory design, technology, and governance of AI systems and technologies; its focus is on investigating what trust in AI looks like, whether current technical solutions for AI can be trusted, and which policy models can effectively sustain AI trustworthiness. TRAILS is funded by a partnership between the National Science Foundation and National Institute of Standards and Technology.

**Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health: Research Driving Equitable Policy**

Dr. Francesca Dominici and her team at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health explore the impacts of air pollution, noise pollution, and climate change on health, with a particular emphasis on identifying systemic inequities. Their work brings together large, heterogeneous datasets to identify and understand the health impacts of environmental threats and inform policy. By including the advancement of equity and environmental justice as a central tenet of their research, they provide a model for rigorous scientific research that can also drive meaningful policy change.

Examples:

- Air pollution and mortality at the intersection of race and social class
- Air pollution exposure disparities across US population and income groups
- Air quality disparities mapper: An open-source web application for environmental justice (below)
accelerate progress in a variety of areas, including the development of new and more efficient materials for carbon capture, sequestration, and storage.

The Need for Open Data and Collaboration

Many climate and nature applications are inherently tied to a particular location and must be evaluated and approached within that context in order to ensure that environmental and societal impacts are considered when solutions are proposed. To that end, there is a long history of using computer vision algorithms in the collection and analysis of remote sensing data, leveraging observations from cameras, drones, aircraft, and satellites to describe the Earth and its processes. AI algorithms can process these data for various monitoring applications, including land-cover and land-use change (such as land degradation or deforestation), agricultural crop productivity, inundation, polar ice changes, carbon stocks and their evolution, and more. New satellites continue to be launched with finer spatial, temporal, and spectral resolution or in increased numbers through constellations to increase both spatial and temporal coverage, paving the way for deeper understanding of our planet.

Thanks to open data policies promoted and implemented by government and intergovernmental satellite agencies such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the European Space Agency, and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, as well as innovations initially driven by efforts such as Google Earth Engine, remote sensing is now more widely available and analysis-ready through better structured web services with public Application Programming Interfaces. Collections and catalogs like Google Earth Engine, Microsoft Planetary Computer, Esri’s ArcGIS Atlas of the World, and the Food and Agriculture Organization System for Earth Observation Data Access, Processing and Analysis for Land Monitoring were developed to simplify the process of finding and using that data. However, this is only a small percentage of the petabytes of data collected every year by more than a thousand satellites imaging the Earth. Indeed, many satellites are commercial operations or are operated by governments that do not provide free, open access and therefore cannot be leveraged by most AI models.

The success of AI in developing meaningful and impactful interventions to address climate and nature challenges requires openness and collaboration across disciplines, each with its own specialized knowledge and terminology.

How Recent AI Can Be Used for Climate and Nature

Many current and emerging AI models and applications have the potential to create high-impact opportunities in the context of climate and nature, even if they were not originally developed for that purpose. For example, advances in unstructured data analysis and prediction, edge computing, and multimodal AI could all lead to the acceleration of solutions. Beyond the key AI capabilities (high-volume data analysis, monitoring, optimization, digital twins, predictive modeling, and the acceleration of discoveries), we have seen important recent developments in AI that could present important tools for climate and nature applications.

» Graph-Structured Data Analysis and Prediction. Many datasets are not organized as sequences or over spatially regular grids. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are powerful tools that can model the intricate relationships of graph-like structured data. GNNs are well suited for many climate and nature applications because of their capacity to handle complex structured data such as those present in hydrological networks; sparse weather or pollution station data; and the multi-scale nature of turbulent fluids found in the atmosphere. By incorporating information from neighboring nodes and edges within the graph structure, GNNs can produce a generic model to improve the prediction of complex spatio-temporal behaviors across scales.

» Edge Computing. The edge computing ecosystem allows computations to be performed in close proximity to the data collection points (i.e., at the edge such as near an observing camera), limiting the needs for substantial internet bandwidth.19 This approach leverages IoT to address issues of data collection, communication at scale, and real-time decision-making. Edge computing technologies help expedite the development of data infrastructure by enabling the wider distribution of edge devices. In-house monitoring, smart grids, and real-time analysis of energy consumption are all current edge computing applications. Edge computing has significant transformative potential in real-time monitoring, which is critical to evaluating developments in climate and nature. In the field of bioacoustics, for example, audio data collected from ocean- and species-monitoring sensors can be processed in remote and challenging environments. Edge

RELATED EFFORTS

The Bezos Earth Fund commissioned and collaborated on this Landscape Assessment, along with two additional reports:

**AI for Climate and Nature Workshop: Summary Report.** The Bezos Earth Fund’s AI for Climate and Nature Workshop, held in San Francisco in October 2023 in partnership with Foresight Institute, invited practitioners, researchers, and entrepreneurs across AI, climate, and nature. Designed to provide critical insights to inform next steps, the workshop illuminated AI “superpowers”, priority climate and nature challenge areas, and 59 opportunity spaces most suited to bringing together this “supply and demand.”

**Grand Challenge Initiatives in AI for Climate & Nature.** Climate Change AI’s report conducts a comprehensive assessment and evaluation of 200+ past and present Grand Challenges and open-innovation initiatives at the intersection of AI, Climate, and Nature. Augmented by 60+ stakeholder interviews, it provides strategic insights and actionable recommendations for designing and operationalizing impactful Grand Challenges that drive systemic change.

All three reports can be found at bezosearthfund.org/ai-climate-nature.

In addition, the Bezos Earth Fund and Columbia Climate School hosted a convening on AI for Climate and Nature in New York City on April 10-11, 2024 This event aimed to identify how AI can contribute to solving pressing issues related to climate and nature, and explore the most promising opportunities to leverage impact.
computing enables efficient and scalable solutions that are instrumental in advancing bioacoustics monitoring efforts. The accumulated biodiversity data can then be used to establish foundational models in climate and environmental studies.

» **Multimodal AI.** Multimodal AI is designed to analyze and amalgamate data from multiple sources, with varying levels of coverage, resolution, and quality. These techniques enable in-depth analysis of intricate relationships and foster a comprehensive understanding of system dynamics and shifts. In the climate and nature domain, multimodal requirements are the norm; environmental data are acquired by various sensors with varying coverage, resolution, and quality. Multimodal AI can optimally integrate these diverse data streams and synthesize climate and nature data from multiple sources—such as in-situ observations, drones, and various remote sensing platforms—thereby facilitating monitoring of land cover, land use, vegetation health, and environmental changes across temporal and spatial scales. Data from sources like acoustic sensors, camera traps, and GPS tracking devices can also be optimally leveraged through multimodal AI and used to analyze species distributions, monitor wildlife populations, and assess biodiversity metrics.

**Considerations for AI Development**

The innovation and economic growth that have delivered remarkable gains in human wellbeing and wealth since the Industrial Revolution have also had negative consequences, including widespread destruction of the natural world and deepening inequality. The very engines of growth (e.g., the energy sector, industry, agriculture, forestry) are the primary drivers of climate change. In turn, the compounding impacts of climate change and its drivers—including land and sea use change and exploitation of natural resources, along with pollution and invasive species—are leading to the widespread degradation of nature. And with the rapid advances in both development and deployment of AI, its potential for negative social and environmental consequences—often in ways not yet understood—is raising concerns for funders, developers, policymakers, and practitioners alike.

Given the strong connection between ethics, equity, and climate and nature impact, AI applications for climate and nature must foreground ethics and equity, governance structures, safety and security, and sustainability.

» **Ethics.** Many discussions about the responsible use of AI to address societal problems focus on issues of ethics, including privacy, intellectual property rights, algorithmic transparency, accountability, and trust. For nature and climate, they are complemented by ethical considerations on environmental impact and regulation of human intervention (e.g., geoengineering). How do we evaluate the ethical implications of AI when defining our values and creating ethical frameworks are not neutral undertakings? There is no single definitive set of social values; instead, social values need to be agreed upon and can reproduce bias or alignment with a particular worldview, such as WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) values. How can AI solutions promote and leverage the vast traditional ecological knowledge and values of Indigenous Peoples in relation to climate change? Moreover, who is included when ethical implications are considered? Will AI solutions focusing on traditional ecological knowledge adhere to the principles of free, prior, and informed consent, ensuring that indigenous communities consent to the integration of their knowledge into AI applications for climate and nature? In addition, non-human species are often left out of the conversation when AI technologies are used in areas such as farming and species tracking; who will speak to the impacts on them? These are questions that must be answered in order to ensure that AI solutions are operating ethically.

» **Equity and Inclusion.** Environmental racism and injustice as well as social inequality are the result of systemic discrimination stemming from longstanding prejudices and biases perpetuated against individual communities, countries or regions. The use of AI technologies to find and scale up solutions to the climate and nature crises must consistently consider issues of equity and inclusion in order to avoid unintentionally exacerbating existing inequalities. Safeguarding equity and inclusion in AI solutions can take many forms:

- Evaluating model inputs to ensure that they are representative and free of bias. Indeed, most datasets are acquired in specific and privileged regions of the world (North America or Europe) that can bias the results when applied in other regions of the globe. For example, in the past, many AI models were shown to have biased predictions when applied to racial minorities, which can have hurtful and even serious consequences.
Evaluating outputs to ensure that they do not maintain or exacerbate existing inequities and biases.

Involving and empowering community members from diverse and historically marginalized communities, including Indigenous Peoples, at the outset to ensure all perspectives are considered, both when asking questions and when designing AI solutions.

**Governance.** To ensure that AI is used ethically, it needs to exist in an ecosystem of technology governance. While the innovative and disruptive nature of technology start-ups and tech culture can often outpace regulation, regulatory frameworks for AI are beginning to emerge. For example, in 2024 the European Commission endorsed the AI Act, which aims to ensure that AI is safe, transparent, non-discriminatory, and environmentally friendly, with different rules applicable to different levels of risk. As part of this agreement, biometric identification and cognitive manipulation among others have been deemed to have unacceptable risk and are therefore banned from AI algorithm training; endeavors deemed as high risk, such as the management of critical infrastructure, require prior and ongoing assessment; while areas of limited risk, including generative AI applications, require the transparent disclosure of AI use. Additional governance frameworks include:

- The G7 International Guiding Principles for Advanced AI Systems and code of conduct (Hiroshima AI process).
- The Biden Administration Executive Order on AI.
- The United Nations Interim Report on Governing AI for Humanity and the United Nations General Assembly resolution on the promotion of “safe, secure, and trustworthy” AI.

Developing processes that ensure proper ethical design and governance of AI requires new kinds and levels of investment. For example, the newly created Institute for AI and Ethics at Oxford University is exploring rules, norms, and ethical frameworks for an age with AI. Other organizations dedicated to this mission include the AI Now Institute, which studies the social implications of AI; the AI4People nonprofit research and advocacy group, which promotes ethics, privacy, governance, and responsible use of AI for social good; and the U.S. Artificial Intelligence Safety Institute, a new research consortium established by the US Department of Commerce’s National Institute of Standards and Technology to support and demonstrate pathways to developing safe and trustworthy artificial intelligence.

Given the clear connection between climate and nature applications and ethical and societal considerations, good governance is essential to the use and leveraging of AI for climate and nature solutions. In a recent report, Climate Change AI and the Centre for AI and Climate propose that governments could take leadership in AI governance to address climate change by:

- Fostering the responsible development of, and access to, data and digital infrastructure; supporting deployment and systems integration of AI-for-climate applications via targeted policy design and evaluation; embedding responsible AI principles into the design of AI initiatives; fostering climate-cognizant impact assessment of AI via AI emission data collection, measurement, and reporting frameworks; and building capacity for implementation, evaluation, and governance.

**Equality of Opportunity.** Many important AI tasks require significant financial resources. The training and operationalization of massive AI models requires engineers and computer scientists, access to large quantities of GPUs, and data center infrastructure. Building and maintaining these types of AI models is exorbitantly expensive. For instance, training a LLM typically costs several to tens of millions of dollars, mainly in hardware and computational costs. As a result, large AI models are increasingly likely to be designed, trained, and maintained by a small number of large corporate actors. This concentration of powerful AI capabilities in just a few highly resourced
players (typically companies) raises equity concerns, particularly when one evaluates the allocation of resources for AI within the Global South. For example, in the roadmap for research on responsible artificial intelligence for development in African countries, the authors note the importance of monitoring monopolies over data and maintaining awareness of the potential widening of the gap between rich countries (who possess the monopolies) and the poor countries (who do not own their own data technology).\textsuperscript{35}

New innovative partnerships such as the one recently announced by the University at Albany, SUNY and IBM bring together industry and academic partners are needed to ensure that researchers and their community partners have access to the most cutting edge AI technologies. With this partnership, UAlbany researchers are the first in the world to receive a prototype computing cluster specifically optimized for AI inferencing.

\textbf{Safety and Security.} AI has enormous potential to accelerate nature and climate solutions, yet can create safety and security risks. The safety and security of using AI must be evaluated in advance of its use in specific circumstances. Safety risks from using AI occur when AI fails to operate as intended or has unintended consequences. Many applications of AI discussed in this Landscape Assessment have potential safety risks. For example:
- AI systems that help integrate renewable power into the electric grid in real-time could create risks of blackouts and threats to human safety.
- Manufacturing facilities operating with AI-driven recommendations without adequate testing could create risks of catastrophic failures and unstable operating conditions and worker injuries.
- AI applications in agriculture with poor or inapplicable data could lead to over-use of arable land and crop failures.

Security risks from using AI occur when an actor with malicious intent exploits vulnerabilities in an AI system. In general, AI can expand the attack surface beyond that found in conventional software programs. These security risks can be especially serious when AI is used in real-time workflows. AI can also empower bad actors, such as poachers who may use AI-generated insights to improve targeting of threatened or endangered species.

Attention to safety and security risks should be central to any program for using AI to accelerate climate and nature solutions.\textbf{Sustainability.} It is impossible to address the potential of AI without also scrutinizing its energy consumption. The computing power required to process and analyze massive amounts of data necessitates significant energy consumption and water resources for cooling of hardware.

This tension has prompted proposed legislation in the United States entitled the \textit{Artificial Intelligence Environmental Impacts Act of 2024} that seeks to produce a comprehensive study on the positive and negative environmental impacts of AI, including energy consumption, pollution and e-waste; convene a consortium to develop standards to measure and report on AI’s environmental impacts; and to create a voluntary reporting system on these impacts for AI developers.\textsuperscript{36}

In order for AI to gain credibility as a tool for climate change mitigation and the protection of nature, efforts are needed to improve the sustainability and lower the carbon footprint of AI models during training and inference. Emerging work using specialized hardware and software designed for AI (different from conventional computers) is showing promise in speeding up the training and operation of large-scale AI systems, which in turn has the potential to lower the carbon footprint of these models and make them more sustainable.\textsuperscript{37,38}

Another option is investing in low-cost, lower-complexity models. LLMs/foundation models and other widely used methods are part of a trend to create larger models that push the envelope of data, processing, and computing power needs, but in many applications, this is overkill. Complex algorithms, with their accompanying hardware and energy consumption needs, are unnecessary for many smaller AI tasks that could be accomplished with simpler algorithms that have more modest and sustainable computing needs. Edge AI and TinyML approaches, in particular, use inexpensive, power-efficient hardware to do AI in the field; for example, they can enable on-device processing of satellite imagery or other locally gathered sensor data to monitor changes in land use and land cover, which is particularly useful for assessing deforestation, urbanization, and other environmental changes.

Looking further into the future, quantum computing holds the intriguing, yet unsure, prospect of radically changing the computing landscape, by greatly speeding up large-scale computing, improving energy efficiency, and lowering the carbon footprint of those models.\textsuperscript{39}

As of now, however, it is unclear if and when those benefits might be realized.
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Current Applications of AI

Nature
Food + Agriculture
Power
Cities + Built Environment
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Climate Impacts
Systems Change Lab is an initiative dedicated to providing valuable insights and catalyzing action to confront the world’s most critical challenges. The lab monitors and analyzes more than 70 shifts across 15 global systems that require transformative changes in order to limit global warming, halt biodiversity loss, and secure a more just and equitable society.

This report focuses on AI applications across 10 of the 15 named systems—in addition, it examines greenhouse gas emissions (including technological carbon removal) and climate impacts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOBAL SYSTEMS EXAMINED IN THIS REPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Forest and Land Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ocean Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Freshwater Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food + Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities + Built Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Impacts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AI CAPABILITIES SEEN IN EACH GLOBAL SYSTEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data Processing</th>
<th>Monitoring</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Digital Twins</th>
<th>Accelerating Discovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature (Forest and Land Management, Ocean Management, Freshwater Management)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food + Agriculture</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities + Built Environment</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Technological Carbon Removal)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Impacts</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most recent flagship Living Planet Report from the World Wildlife Federation found that wildlife populations have declined by 69% since 1970. Researchers believe we are in the midst of the planet’s sixth mass extinction event—one caused entirely by human activity. Currently, species extinction rates are between 1,000 and 10,000 times greater than natural extinction rates.

Land-use change—from deforestation, agriculture, and urban expansion—has been the dominant driver of this loss, in addition to pollution, unsustainable harvests, and the introduction of invasive species. Together, these drivers are reducing natural habitats and contributing to ecosystem degradation across terrestrial, marine, and freshwater systems. In the coming years, however, climate change is expected to become the leading cause of biodiversity loss. By 2050, it’s estimated that 70–90% of coral reefs will be rendered functionally degraded if warming is not limited to 1.5 degrees C.

Clearly, actions are urgently required to change the trend of our negative impact on the environment. AI can accelerate monitoring and prediction, and offer strategies to improve our understanding of terrestrial, marine, and freshwater systems, supporting solutions for protection, restoration, and sustainable management of species and ecosystems.

### Forest and Land Management

**Monitoring, Protecting, and Managing Species on Land**

Using both visual and audio data, AI can perform real-time monitoring of wildlife populations to inform wildlife conservation strategies. This is accomplished through computer vision and bioacoustics analysis made possible by a range of sensors (e.g., camera traps, cell phone microphones, drones, remote sensing), as well as by integrating citizen science via crowdsourced data. Taxonomy data and images are used in combination with AI to enable species recognition. AI also classifies rare species such as birds or bats from audio recordings, even with limited training data.

AI is beginning to play a pivotal role in tracking animals, offering insights into animal behavior, population dynamics, and the impact of environmental changes. For instance, AI analyzes information from GPS tracking of individual animals to assess population movement, routes, and migrations. Camera traps and automatic AI-based detection are also used to identify species, count individuals, and analyze behaviors from the collected footage. Drones equipped with cameras can monitor larger animal movements in regions that are difficult to access.

AI-based image recognition is increasingly being used to identify and monitor insect species, including pollinators. Cameras and sensors capture images of insects visiting flowers, and AI models are used to identify the species. These algorithms can track pollinator populations, diversity, and behavior over time, providing key information for conservation and management strategies. AI combined
with remote sensing can map habitats critical for pollinators; by identifying areas rich in biodiversity and understanding landscape connectivity, conservationists can target efforts to protect and restore habitats that best support pollinators.

Through large-scale and rapid analysis of cameras and acoustic sensors, AI can also assist in wildlife restoration.59,60 This information in turn can be used to optimally restore ecosystems or reintroduce species to their natural habitats. Research has shown that bioacoustic analysis can be used to monitor post-agriculture tropical forest recovery, based on the community composition of vocalizing vertebrates.61 Another important area, which has been a long-standing challenge, is habitat connectivity. AI analysis of remote sensing-based landscape connectivity can provide new insights on wildlife movement and its barriers,62 promoting new wildlife corridors and restoring habitats, allowing species to migrate, breed, and thrive.

Through modeling—improved by data augmentation techniques that use synthetic data to artificially inflate a dataset, alongside iterative expert (and labor-intensive) labeling and model retraining—AI can provide new insights into species activity and abundance (e.g., automated plant image identification to bridge the botanical taxonomic gap).63,64 AI is also able to forecast and model future scenarios of species distributions. Process-based models informed by AI have been used to predict the potential global distribution of invasive species under current and future climate scenarios.65,66 Researchers have also developed a framework using reinforcement learning to assess cost and benefit tradeoffs, which can optimize biodiversity protection strategies for conservation planning and policy.67

Plant and tree biodiversity monitoring using remote sensing has been a rapidly growing field for AI applications and proves a scalable solution when integrated with multiple technologies.68,69 Hyperspectral or LiDAR data combined with AI can cluster and identify individual plant species or map species density and distribution.70 Phenology (the study of cyclic and seasonal natural phenomena in nature) is monitored using remote sensing, especially vegetation indices.71 This includes tracking changes in vegetation greenness over years, which is indicative of plant health, biodiversity, and the impact of climate change. Remote sensing can also help in the detection of illegal activities that threaten biodiversity, such as illegal deforestation associated with drug trafficking.72

AI algorithms can also efficiently process and analyze the massive datasets generated by genomic sequencing. This is crucial to identifying genetic variations and patterns within and across species, and thus understanding evolutionary history and adaptive strategies. AI models can be used to evaluate how

---

**INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS**

**NatureServe: The Map of Biodiversity Importance**

In collaboration with The Nature Conservancy, Esri, and Microsoft, NatureServe uses machine learning and cloud computing to create The Map of Biodiversity Importance, high-resolution individual species habitat maps for thousands of at-risk species in the conterminous US. These maps include detailed habitats of vertebrates, plants, aquatic invertebrates, and insects, providing a new synoptic view of biodiversity importance for imperiled species. When these maps are combined and overlaid with protected areas, it is easy to identify the most critical places in the country for conserving at-risk species.

**Impact Observatory’s IO Monitors**

Impact Observatory, in collaboration with Microsoft and Esri, uses deep learning to transform satellite imagery into land cover maps used to monitor change and understand risks. Using billions of human-labeled pixels to train their models, they are able to provide consistent mapping of land cover across the globe. The data is used for understanding and tracking deforestation, land degradation, wetland restoration, urban growth, natural disasters, and ecosystem health, among many other applications.
genetic diversity within species contributes to ecosystem services and resilience by mapping and analyzing essential biodiversity variables.73

**Monitoring, Protecting, and Managing Ecosystems on Land**

AI is used to measure carbon and biomass, monitor land cover change and map deforestation, monitor ecosystem health, and even evaluate restoration and conservation initiatives.74,75 Deep learning has been used to accurately estimate and monitor tree resources and forest characteristics—estimating tree location and height, crown area, and canopy height—to lay the foundation for digitalized national databases where trees and forests are spatially traceable and manageable.7 Precisely measuring canopy height is “essential to estimate important biophysical parameters, including above-ground biomass, carbon stock density, and habitat quality,” which can in turn inform conservation action and policy.77

Deep learning models applied on high-resolution (meter-scale) satellite images have led to improved estimates of carbon stocks and sequestration in trees.78 A recent study mapped 9.9 billion trees in Africa and found AI-informed, above-ground biomass estimates to be inconsistent with previous ecosystem models of the same area (which estimated higher levels of carbon storage), uncovering the need for potentially significant changes in conservation efforts and in the understanding of carbon sequestration in the region.

The challenge of monitoring land cover changes and detecting crucial environmental indicators is being addressed through the advanced capabilities of deep learning. The availability of hyperspectral and multispectral imagery, coupled with increased computational resources, has propelled deep learning to the forefront of remote sensing analysis. This technology underpins the creation of high-temporal-frequency land use land cover maps, such as the Dynamic World project, which play a critical role in understanding the impacts of human activity on natural ecosystems. Similarly, change-detection techniques using machine learning are crucial for identifying significant changes like deforestation, thereby informing conservation efforts.

Interactive tools are bolstered with AI to assist in the use and interpretation of land-cover models for researchers and practitioners.77 For example, forestry agencies can use AI-augmented mapping tools to support conservation and restoration governance.78 Already, large-scale data efforts in ecosystem management are increasingly studied with AI. This includes the United States Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis,81 which collects annualized forest resources and health data, and the Forest Global Earth Observatory, a global network of scientists and forest research sites dedicated to advancing long-term study of the world’s forests. Simple AI tools are increasingly being used to analyze those datasets and understand environmental drivers of the observed changes; however, more advanced techniques are needed and will likely be used in the near future.82

**Restoring Terrestrial Ecosystems**

AI offers innovative solutions to monitor, analyze, and restore ecosystems that have been degraded, damaged, or destroyed. AI-driven classification of land use and land cover based on satellite images is used to monitor progress in reforestation across scales and potential illegal logging, such as the open Global Forest Watch project.83,84 Tree planting is facilitated, automated, and optimized with AI-operated drones, which send biodegradable pods containing pre-germinated seeds and essential nutrients into the soil, significantly accelerating the pace of reforestation efforts.85 AI can also optimally analyze data from drones or satellites to assess soil health and guide restoration of degraded agricultural soil. It is able to predict soil properties and conditions such as soil sand and clay fraction, soil moisture content, pH levels, organic carbon content, and nutrient levels by analyzing data from remote sensing, ground sensors, and historical soil databases.86 With improved monitoring of soil moisture, AI provides key insights on droughts and dryness trends.87 By integrating data from diverse sources, including microbial DNA sequencing, it can also be used to assess soil biodiversity and health.88 Through the analysis of remote sensing imagery and their changes over time, AI is able to identify areas at risk of soil degradation and erosion. Together, these applications can be critical for early detection of land degradation and early restoration interventions to prevent further damage.

**INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS: RESTORATION**

- **Dendra Systems** uses AI to generate ecosystem insights and assist with managing land and environments to support the rehabilitation of ecosystems and restoration of natural landscapes. Applications include aerial seeding service powered by drone technology.
- **MORFO**, a Brazilian firm, uses forest engineering, computer vision, and drones for large-scale ecological restoration of forest ecosystems. They focus primarily in tropical and subtropical regions that have been deforested, becoming unproductive.
Ocean Management

AI’s ability to extract patterns and build models from large datasets is proving particularly effective in monitoring ocean biodiversity and deep-sea resources. It can analyze data from underwater sensors, satellite imagery, and autonomous underwater vehicles to identify and track marine species. Acoustic data can be used to identify specific sounds made by marine organisms, from the songs of whales to the clicks of dolphins. This can in turn be used to understand species distribution, abundance, and behavioral patterns.

Sensors and cameras—in combination with machine learning—can monitor health and diseases in ocean organisms through changes in species’ populations, distribution, and behavior. Similarly, sensors and visual data are used to monitor commercial fisheries, detecting potential overfishing by observing vessel location and aquatic populations.

By analyzing catch data, satellite imagery, and oceanographic data, AI can help more accurately and more rapidly predict fish stocks and their distribution.

AI is also revolutionizing ocean exploration and research with initiatives like FathomNet and Ocean Vision AI, which leverage machine learning to process vast amounts of underwater imagery and data. FathomNet, an open-source database, aggregates underwater images to train AI algorithms for faster and more sophisticated ocean data analysis. Ocean Vision AI aims to accelerate the processing of ocean images, facilitate large-scale biological observations, and promote sustainable marine stewardship.

Coral reefs have attracted significant interest given their critical importance as natural habitats, pivotal role in coastal resilience, and rapid decline due to various climatic, environmental, and human threats. Through digital twins and improved monitoring, AI can help drive informed decisions on conservation, protection, and intervention. It can also identify coral bleaching, map coral habitats, monitor invasive species, and assess coral cover through pattern detection across pixels (a technique also applied to recognize beach debris and shoreline erosion). The results of AI analysis of coral reef mapping and health, and the impacts of stressors like bleaching, can help direct restoration efforts where they are needed most.

AI-driven robots or autonomous underwater vehicles such as CUREE (Curious Underwater Robot for Ecosystem Exploration) have also been developed to study the human impact on coral reefs and their ecosystems.

By analyzing high-resolution images and sonar data, AI can also generate detailed maps of the ocean floor and identify deep-sea vent communities. AI data analysis from deep-sea

Using AI to identify species

An example of how AI models are trained on morphology to identify and differentiate species of big cats. Source: https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fevo.2022.866403/full

The need for open data in nature and conservation

Wildlife Insights, iNaturalist, iWildCam, Wild Me’s Codex and Wildbook, and FathomNet/Ocean Vision AI are all initiatives in conservation and biodiversity that leverage citizen science and crowdsourced data from sensors and camera traps—using AI for automatic detection—in order to provide valuable information to decision makers and scientists.

Open data is crucial for enhancing AI applications by increasing model accuracy and reliability, improving collaboration for research efficiency, and promoting public engagement and awareness.

- Open and standardized data is important to set up benchmarks for general/global models for comparative studies. Benchmarks help transfer existing knowledge and models to leverage wider application.
- Encouraging open data sharing also fosters collaboration between researchers and accelerates the scaling of AI applications to different initiatives, which can help to overcome redundant efforts that “reinvent the wheel.”
- Ultimately, open data helps to improve public participation and engagement in nature and conservation efforts and can help to increase the acceptance of AI applications for environmental conservation.
expeditions can identify areas rich in natural resources and provide a deeper understanding of the environmental impact of resource extraction in these areas. Taken together, the suite of AI-powered technologies are transforming the exploration and conservation of the deep oceans.

In addition, the development of digital twins that pair large marine data with AI-based oceanographic modeling is also allowing for a broader, crucial understanding of marine environments and the impact of climate change on marine life. Researchers have explored the promise of image recognition and adaptive management models to help identify and manage marine protected areas. For example, autonomous and semi-autonomous monitoring of ocean ecosystems from LiDAR systems can provide granular geospatial information and ecologically relevant data to aid in marine conservation management decisions.

AI also supports the reduction of marine pollution through in vivo monitoring devices—equipped with sensors connected to IoT networks—that identify areas with high concentrations of marine pollution and alert relevant authorities to the target locations for pollution reduction efforts.

Coastal ecosystems, such as estuaries and deltas, are critically important for biodiversity, coastal protection, and human livelihoods. AI can monitor their health and changes through satellite imagery, detecting changes over time to sediment deposition, erosion, and water quality.

AI can also be used to predict the impacts of climate change such as sea-level rise and increased storm intensity on estuaries and deltas for better flood forecasting or to predict salinity intrusion. Lastly, AI can optimize restoration efforts in deltas by analyzing data from past restoration projects and ongoing monitoring efforts to identify the most effective strategies for habitat restoration, species conservation, and water quality improvement.

### Freshwater Management

In freshwater environments, AI is used to monitor fish and aquatic plants, water, and the health of ecosystems. With computer vision and digital imagery, AI can track native freshwater species, assess fish population connectivity, and inform predictions of future species distribution. With remote sensing data, AI is also used to monitor water quality metrics like pH levels, dissolved oxygen, and the presence of pollutants or algal blooms.

AI-based ecosystem models are being developed to simulate the complex

### Digital Twin Ocean

A high-resolution, multi-dimensional representation of the earth's oceans with nearly real-time accuracy by integrating a wide array of data sources, including sensors and satellites. The initiative's goal is to provide an interactive digital twin (i.e., an ansatz of the real world) of the ocean to strengthen ocean governance, restore marine habitats and biodiversity, and improve disaster-risk management.

### Allen Coral Atlas

Managed by Arizona State University and developed with a host of partners from academia to nonprofits, the Allen Coral Atlas uses satellite imagery and machine learning to automate coral reef monitoring, generating near-real-time maps. The data garnered is used by policymakers and marine conservationists to help make informed decisions on ocean conservation, protection, and intervention. It is one of the United Nations’ Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development officially endorsed projects.

### World Wildlife Fund ManglarIA

The World Wildlife Fund's ManglarIA (“AI for Mangroves” in Spanish) will deploy various sensors—such as weather stations, camera traps, and drones—in Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula and Pacific Coast. These sensors and other technologies will provide data on mangrove health including air and sea surface temperatures, seawater salinity, freshwater flows, and the presence of animals. This information will be used to adapt mangrove conservation strategies to help ensure the long-term viability of mangroves as a nature-based solution to climate change.

### The Ocean Cleanup

The Ocean Cleanup, a nonprofit that develops technology to extract plastic pollution from the oceans, uses Microsoft Azure Machine Learning to support their efforts cleaning up plastic and debris from the ocean. Their goal is to remove 90% of plastic from the ocean by 2040.

### Global Wetland Watch

Global Wetland Watch, an alliance between DHI A/S and the United Nations, will use AI to automate the analysis and interpretation of satellite images to detect and delineate wetlands on a global level in order to provide accurate, reliable and accessible data depicting the speed and scale of wetland changes. The project will generate readily available high-resolution maps (at national and ecosystem scales down to a 10-meter resolution) and statistics that detail near real-time changes to different wetland ecosystems across the globe. The project is supported by google.org.

### HydroGen

Researchers from Princeton University and the University of Arizona were awarded $5 million by the National Science Foundation to develop the HydroGEN (Hydrologic Scenario Generation) project, which uses AI to develop simulated models of the U.S. watershed systems. The project aims to integrate various data sources and modeling techniques to improve the prediction and management of water systems. This initiative addresses critical challenges such as water scarcity, flooding, and infrastructure needs, and is part of a broader effort to enhance the resilience and sustainability of U.S. water resources in the face of changing climate conditions and increasing demand.

### NASA’s TERRAHydro

The Terrestrial Environmental Rapid-Replication and Assimilation Hydrometeorological (TERRAHydro) software aims to revolutionize the creation of composite hydrological models using AI. This open-source tool, developed by NASA, uses tensor-based modeling to help researchers more effectively integrate existing datasets and AI components into new models that describe dynamic aspects of the water cycle. TERRAHydro is poised to become a foundational software for Earth System Digital Twins, enhancing real-time model updates, predictions, and ‘what-if’ analyses using data from diverse airborne, spaceborne, and in-situ sensors.
interactions between different components of freshwater ecosystems—as such as hydrology, nutrient cycles, and food webs. These models are then being used to understand the impacts of environmental changes, invasive species, or management strategies. AI’s capacity to evaluate various and complex factors (such as environmental needs, demand, and climate projections) quickly and efficiently can lead to better informed decisions to improve and preserve these critical ecosystems.

AI can also help the impact of various restoration actions on wetlands, allowing conservationists to prioritize efforts that yield the highest benefits, such as water quality or carbon uptake. These models analyze data from remote sensing, historical restoration outcomes, and real-time monitoring to inform the impact of different restoration strategies.

Water management—such as dam operations, irrigation scheduling, and water allocation—also benefits from AI. AI can be used to forecast demand and consumption, for both irrigation and residential uses, and optimize water distribution, reducing costs and improving delivery. AI technologies are already being used to improve the prediction and monitoring of reservoirs and streamflow, aiding real-time operation and maintenance of reservoirs. Lastly, AI is capable of predicting groundwater quality and quantity, mapping groundwater vulnerability and forecasting groundwater table depth, and modeling saltwater intrusion into freshwater bodies.

More broadly, AI is being applied to water infrastructure maintenance and hydrological disaster monitoring. By analyzing real-time data from various sources (e.g., remote sensing and crowdsourcing), AI helps develop early warning systems for extreme events like floods or harmful algal blooms, thereby providing timely alerts to authorities and stakeholders.
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Agriculture and livestock are a significant source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, agriculture is responsible for about 12% of all human-caused GHG emissions (including methane and nitrous oxide), 70% of global freshwater use, and 90% of all deforestation.\textsuperscript{137, 138} Forty percent of all land surfaces have been converted for food production, driving both climate change and biodiversity loss.\textsuperscript{139, 140}

When considering the food system as a whole, the contribution to total GHG emissions ranges from 21–37%.\textsuperscript{141} This includes land-use and land-cover change, farming activities, and emissions associated with the value chain (i.e., storage, transport, packaging, processing, retail, and consumption). This estimate also includes emissions from food loss and waste.

In the coming decades, global food demand is expected to increase dramatically: the United Nations believes that the world population will reach 8.5 billion within the next six years and 9.7 billion by 2050; more than half of newborns are expected to be born in Africa alone.\textsuperscript{142} While we need to produce enough food to nourish the global population, we simultaneously need to reduce its impact—reducing GHG emissions, avoiding expansion to natural areas, reducing food loss and waste, and minimizing harmful impacts on soil, water, and ecosystem health. Food and agricultural systems also need to build in greater resilience to environmental and climatic shocks, in order to safeguard food security and nutrition, especially for vulnerable populations in low- and middle-income countries.

AI can provide advanced analytics to improve the sustainability of crop and livestock production, better manage and model food demand and value chains, and facilitate the transition to more sustainable diets.

**Crop Production**

AI has helped optimize the timing of irrigation, sowing and harvesting, as well as fertilizer and pesticide application.\textsuperscript{143, 144, 145} AI supports crop monitoring with rapid data-collection infrastructures through IoT sensors, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), remote sensing images from satellites (analyzed with computer vision), and smartphones. The use of AI and IoT (along with many on-the-ground sensors) can enable highly accurate precision farming while retaining a competitive execution time.\textsuperscript{146}

Specific crop monitoring applications include:

- **Smart farming and soil monitoring.** IoT sensors can collect data on and monitor soil pH, fertilizer concentrations, moisture, and salinity, which can then be used by

**INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS**

**Amini**

Amini is a Nairobi-based startup that aims to solve environmental data scarcity in Africa. Leveraging AI and space technologies, Amini aims to promote economic inclusivity and drive systemic change for farmers and supply chain resilience in Africa. Their programming initiatives aim to enhance data accessibility and utilize data-driven insights to improve sustainable agricultural practices, improve crop yields, and empower farmers.

**International Rice Research Institute**

The Fit-for-Future Genetic Resources unit has received a Google.org grant to integrate AI and high-throughput phenotyping methodologies into the largest rice gene bank in the world, consisting of over 132,000 varieties from 132 countries. AI will be used to assess existing rice genotypes for resistance to environmental stressors associated with climate change such as flooding, drought, and salinity.

**NASA Harvest**

NASA Harvest is a global consortium of multidisciplinary experts, led by the University of Maryland, aimed at broadening the use of Earth observations to deliver critical food security and agricultural assessments. The program leverages NASA’s Earth observations from space to provide data, products, tools, and predictions relevant to agricultural producers, traders, agencies, and others. Many of their projects use AI to enhance its agricultural monitoring and food security applications, such as for crop mapping, yield prediction, drought monitoring or food insecurity mapping.\textsuperscript{181}

**Climax Foods**

Climax Foods is a biotechnology company that utilizes machine learning to develop plant-based alternatives to animal-derived foods, focusing primarily on dairy products. The company is dedicated to creating alternatives that closely mimic the taste, texture, nutrition, and cost of traditional dairy, aiming to make plant-based options more accessible and appealing to a wider audience.
AI-based optimization and recommendation engines to optimize irrigation and fertilizer application. This precision agriculture can significantly reduce water and fertilizer needs and thus make farming more sustainable.

**Pest and disease detection.** Image processing and analysis can allow more precise and automated application of fungicides, herbicides, and insecticides. For example, efforts to merge AI with robotics to increase the timely application of pesticides could potentially lead both to the reduction of disease risk and increased efficacy.

**Yield prediction and integration with big data.** Machine learning can predict crop yield based on location and meteorological conditions—and with supplementary information like crop prices, these methodologies can help farmers make informed decisions about optimal farming strategies. It can also be used to assess crop suitability to a specific region.

**Genomics.** By combining multiple data sources, AI can help build new genomics models, which might improve flavor, nutrition, or crop resilience.

The integration of AI into the agricultural sector, particularly in the context of energy demand, showcases its potential to optimize resource allocation and enhance productivity. In rural settings, where energy can be a significant constraint on development, AI’s ability to identify where investments would have the most substantial impact could prove transformative. Using AI facilitates a more precise management of resources by generating detailed land-use maps and monitoring agricultural variables such as crop types, planted areas, yields, and irrigation needs. This AI-based precision can enable a more accurate characterization of agricultural landscapes.

In the realm of crop yield prediction, AI can discern patterns within datasets, thereby estimating yields with increasing accuracy. This not only aids in forecasting yields but also plays a vital role in assessing crop growth, irrigation needs, and potential losses, directly contributing to food security. For smallholder farms, AI techniques that utilize MODIS and Sentinel-2 satellite data to reconstruct vegetation phenologies offer new avenues for detecting irrigation and assessing crop health, even in fields smaller than 30m. This application of AI in agriculture underscores its potential to significantly improve the efficiency and sustainability of food production systems.

**Livestock**

There are 70 billion farm animals globally, which are increasingly managed in large-scale farms. Wearable sensors and IoT devices can track location, health, and the well-being of livestock. AI technology is being used for traceability purposes, giving farmers and producers the ability to automate herd monitoring—even enabling animal recognition at an individual level. By combining

**Wadhwani AI’s CottonAce**

CottonAce is an AI-powered early warning system that helps farmers determine optimal pesticide spray times and schedules for their crops, protecting them from pests to increase crop outputs. While cotton is a non-food crop, this approach and machine learning model can also be applied to food crops.

As shown in the diagram above, AI is used in CottonAce to detect and count pests on pheromone traps installed in cotton farms. If the number of pests exceeds the economic threshold limit, pesticide spraying is recommended. Model inference and recommendations are carried out on smartphones. Source: https://www.wadhwaniai.org/programs/pest-management/pest-management-ai-solution/
myriad biometric sensor data (visual, thermal, auditory, physiological, and biochemical), AI is helping to detect disease and offer recommendations for food optimization and animal well-being. By analyzing data on animal nutrition and its effects on both health and environmental impact, AI can also support optimized feeding strategies. As a result, it can help reduce feed waste and methane emissions produced by ruminants like cows. AI could also be used to reduce antibiotic use in livestock, inspired by work using AI to control antimicrobial resistance and for drug discovery to reduce livestock deaths. This can enable early detection of illnesses or stressors, which can then be addressed swiftly to prevent disease outbreaks or to reduce the need for antibiotics. Through genetic analysis and predictive modeling, AI can also enhance selective breeding more resistant to disease or environmental stressors and identify traits that increase productivity while reducing environmental impact.

AI can also improve pastoral resource management, such as through water and energy use optimization. Smart farming solutions can regulate barn conditions, ensuring animals are kept in environments that minimize stress and resource wastage, further contributing to sustainability goals. AI can also evaluate and optimize the environmental impacts of livestock farming, including land use, water consumption, and GHG emissions. This information can guide policy and operational decisions to minimize the ecological footprint of livestock operations.

**Aquaculture**

Fish is an important protein source for much of the world and sustainable aquaculture can provide a solution to meet growing food demand without further depleting wild stocks. There are several opportunities for AI, utilizing sensors, drones, cameras, and machine learning, to improve the productivity and sustainability of aquaculture. The applications include detection and prevention of disease and parasites, assessing fish health and growth, performing environmental and water quality management, as well as optimizing feeding and selective breeding. Integration of AI into the aquaculture industry can lead to more effective maintenance, better resource utilization, and reduce the need for labor.

**Food Demand**

AI can improve food demand forecasting and management, which is crucial to improve food security, reduce food loss and waste, and optimize the food supply chain. By accurately predicting food demand, producers, retailers, and policymakers can make more informed decisions and ensure that food production aligns closely with consumption needs. This can be achieved by developing more advanced food demand forecasting models that analyze historical sales data, weather patterns, socio-economic indicators, and other relevant factors to predict future food demand more accurately.

Another advantage of AI-based algorithms is that they can process vast amounts of data in real-time and allow businesses to adjust their forecasts based on current trends, unexpected events, or changes in consumer behavior. For example, AI can adjust their algorithms based on newly available data, thereby improving their forecasts, which helps to plan production, distribution, and inventory management more effectively. This agility can reduce overproduction or underproduction, leading to a more efficient supply chain.

**Supply Chain Management**

AI can help inform and even automate supply chain decision-making to reduce supply bottlenecks. It can monitor and identify issues with specific food products and can help supply chain management in the event of large, wide-spread food supply disruptions (such as those caused by COVID-19). Livestock supply chains can also benefit from AI, which assists with production planning, quality control, and predicting plant maintenance needs before they arise. Because AI can be used to forecast demand more accurately, it helps adjust storage needs to prevent overstocking or shortages. This can reduce waste and ensure that perishable goods are sold while they are still fresh. Within storage facilities, AI and sensors such as IoT combined to continuously monitor and adjust the conditions (such as temperature and humidity) and optimize the lifecycle of perishable goods, while simultaneously reducing waste and energy consumption.

AI can optimize the processing and packaging of food to meet customers’ preference or to increase sustainability criteria, reducing its environmental footprint. Finally, AI is used to optimize food routes and vehicle load, further enabling the reduction of carbon emissions from the food supply chain.

**Digital Twins**

Sophisticated computational models can simulate key components of food systems, from agricultural production, processing, and transport and storage, to marketing,
consumption, and waste management. Leveraging more AI, these models could be accelerated and incorporate cross-disciplinary data streams and algorithms to reflect the myriad social, economic, and environmental factors that influence both global and local food systems. For example, such an AI-powered model could ingest satellite imagery, climate data, crop or livestock/animal genetics and yield information, commodity pricing, consumer demand forecasts, supply chain infrastructure capacity, and trade policies across regions. It could then run scenario simulations to predict outcomes and identify interventions that optimize for key targets like sustainability, nutrition, greenhouse gas emissions, food security, and farmer livelihoods. Using online learning (the capacity to continually learn from newly acquired data), the model could improve its predictive accuracy continually by comparing simulated outcomes to emerging real-world measurements.

Policymakers and businesses could use such food systems’ models to test proposals for agricultural innovations, infrastructure investments, subsidy adjustments, or nutrition programs. Models facilitate a holistic, evidence-based approach to assessing tradeoffs and synergies that is impossible through intuition alone.

Alternative Proteins

Protein is a crucial macronutrient for human nutrition. The production of animal-based proteins, in particular, is resource intensive and a major contributor to GHG emissions. Alternative proteins, including plant-based solutions and cultivated meats, can support healthier and more sustainable diets. By harvesting enormous amounts of data to gain deeper understanding of protein structures and formation, AI can provide innovative solutions to alternative protein.

AI can be used to discover, design, and create new types of proteins. Recent progress shows that AI can predict the structure of individual protein chains and design new proteins faster and more efficiently. Scientists suggest that such AI can be used to customize new proteins as alternative food sources. AI-driven computational methods can help understand and predict the structure and function of plant-based proteins and how they compare to their animal-based counterparts. This optimization can help identify plant proteins that can mimic the taste, texture, and nutritional value of animal proteins more closely, and increase the reach of plant-based alternatives. AI can also be used to improve protein production from alternative sources. Novel food and protein production from sources such as algae, insects, and fungi is a complicated and uncertain industrial process, subject to stringent safety regulations. AI can help overcome important challenges in discovery and development, for example researchers suggest that AI can be used to support the production of microalgae as a viable alternative protein. The combination of AI and 3D food printing as a future food production method could also improve the nutrition and cost of novel protein-based food. Meanwhile, AI can also inform the personalization needs for health and nutrition from alternative food production.

AI algorithms can further analyze social media, online searches, and sales data to develop new insights into consumer preferences and emerging market trends. This information can in turn guide the development of more relevant alternative protein products that meet the evolving tastes and dietary choices of consumers.

IoT in Agriculture

IoT and AI can enhance the monitoring and management of soils, crops, pests, and livestock. Nokia and the Vodafone Foundation’s “Smart Agriculture as a Service” links field sensors and Nokia’s IoT Network Grid through a mobile network to provide valuable and timely information to farmers via mobile and web-based applications. Source: https://www.nokia.com/about-us/newsroom/articles/iot-unlocking-the-potential-of-precision-farming/
In order to meet the Paris Agreement’s goal of limiting global average temperatures to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, deep cuts in global emissions of GHGs will be required in this decade and emissions must reach net-zero by around 2050. Data from the 2022 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Report indicates that the power sector accounts for 34% of total net anthropogenic GHG emissions. This field is witnessing rapid structural changes with the increased use of renewables, which has led to reduced carbon intensity yet has brought issues of intermittency and reduced predictability compared to fossil fuel or nuclear power generation. With the electrification needs of electric vehicles (EVs), space heating and cooling, industrial sectors, and green hydrogen, the role of the power sector is growing in importance, as is the need and opportunity to decarbonize it.

AI can play a major role in accelerating the reduction of carbon emissions in the power sector and can be used across the power supply and demand pipelines. For instance, AI can dramatically improve the forecasting and optimization of complex and non-linear systems such as renewable energies. It can predict weather to inform future supply and demand estimates. In addition, it can harvest a multitude of sensors’ input to help optimize the structure and localization of new sources of renewable energy, thereby accelerating the renewable energy transition. Notwithstanding the potential of AI for the energy sector, the adoption of these solutions has remained relatively slow due to stringent safety standards required of energy suppliers and complex regulatory and permitting restrictions. However, AI has the potential to enhance overall safety and reliability.

**Renewable Energy Integration**

As renewable energy becomes more ubiquitous, the power grid becomes more complex. Renewable energy sources can be unevenly distributed (geographically and temporally), and their outputs depend on variable environmental conditions (solar, wind or hydraulic), resulting in heterogeneous data that is normally difficult to process and optimize at speed. Given its ability to analyze large and disparate datasets, AI can enhance the coordination, storage, use, and distribution of renewable power more efficiently and effectively than a traditional system. AI can assist in forecasting renewable energy sources by “optimizing the matching of intermittent carbon-free and dispatchable resources on an hourly basis”, while enabling load flexibility through incentives, curtailment, or onsite generation.

AI can also be used to optimize renewables planning as it relates to layout, location, and power production. Wind turbine construction and placement are mathematical and technical challenges that can be addressed with AI and machine learning tools. Similarly, AI can optimize solar farm locations based on light, land slope, and temperature—as well as local supply—helping to minimize system cost. It can also improve maintenance efficiency for renewables and generate a digital twin of the physical system to predict maintenance. As wind turbines are typically located in environments with high wind speeds and low population density, the maintenance costs during their lifetime are usually higher than their initial procurement cost. By performing smart maintenance scheduling and detecting failure-risk early based on extensive data collected during turbine operation, AI can greatly reduce those maintenance costs.

**Grid Efficiency and Reliability**

Smart grids—networks that integrate energy distribution with digital communication, allowing for a bidirectional flow of both electricity and data—can reduce GHG emissions, as they facilitate optimization through intense data acquisition; AI in turn can leverage this flow of data to optimize grid operations even in complex settings that could not be supported by older-generation optimization algorithms. Intelligent electricity grid management, which actively manages the grid to account for volatile power production and
peak load, can improve reliability by reducing the stresses that overloading has typically imposed on grid infrastructure.\textsuperscript{193} Using AI to reduce transmission and renewable production loss improves operational efficiency and resilience, and reduces emissions.

Smart grids can also support faster and more precise forecasting of load. The use of advanced smart metering infrastructure, together with AI-facilitated predictive analytics, allows utility companies to predict where and when fluctuations in energy demand or outages might occur. AI has already proven to be faster than prior forecasting techniques on smart grids, reducing analysis time by several orders of magnitude.\textsuperscript{194} With this kind of speed and precision, utility companies are capable of making better and faster data-driven decisions, reducing the climate impact of power distribution and improving customers’ quality of life. Weather forecasting can also be accelerated and improved in terms of accuracy with AI, providing key information for grid optimization as renewables are critically dependent on weather variability, such as wind and solar availability.\textsuperscript{195} As such, AI can help maximize the output from solar panels and wind turbines, reducing reliance on fossil fuels.

AI can improve traditional grid planning and management as well. While the distribution grid has until now been too variable and complex to be managed accurately (i.e., the distribution grid is large and is reconfigured depending on operational needs), recent progress on distribution digitalization is allowing AI to perform real time grid mapping, power flow assessment, and fault localization.\textsuperscript{196} For example, transmission grid efficiency and optimal planning has always been hampered by the highly computational and expensive-to-solve “optimal power flow problem,” but AI has the capacity to provide cost-effective solutions to such problems, thereby enhancing grid resilience as well as the economics of the industry.\textsuperscript{197} AI can also optimize grid dispatch to reduce the electricity loss in transmission lines, which in turn reduces carbon emission.\textsuperscript{198}

**Integration of New Technologies**

AI can also enhance and accelerate integration with other new participants in the power sector, such as energy storage and electrification from EVs and green hydrogen. As renewables increasingly penetrate the power sector, energy storage must be integrated with the grid, and AI can play an important role by predicting storage planning needs\textsuperscript{199} and optimizing the operation of such storage and optimizing the operation of such storage...
Optimizing Power Generation in Underserved Communities

In remote or underserved regions, access to reliable and clean energy sources can be limited but would be transformative in supporting many services from home electricity to school energy supply. AI can optimize the deployment of low-cost renewable energy systems, such as solar mini-grids or small wind turbines, by analyzing local energy needs, weather conditions, and geographic features to maximize the systems’ efficiency and sustainability. This can help tackle two problems at once: providing wider access to energy supply while reducing the carbon footprint.

What’s Next

In the power sector, adoption of those new technologies remains slower than in other sectors as the sector might not be amenable to emerging technological developments, and because of a complex regulatory environment. For instance, questions remain as to how to leverage electric vehicle-to-grid technologies or autonomous vehicle deployment and engage with government and industry so that a positive and forward-looking outcome is obtained. Electric vehicle-to-grid adoption faces regulatory hurdles, such as the need for clear guidelines on energy transactions between vehicle owners and utilities, standards for bidirectional charging infrastructure, and the resolution of potential impacts on electric vehicles battery lifespan. The integration of autonomous vehicles into the electricity grid provides innovative opportunities but also presents its own set of challenges and regulatory considerations. Regulatory issues for autonomous vehicle...
deployment include safety standards, liability in the event of accidents, and the development of infrastructure to support both the vehicles and the increased demand on the grid.

Further, there is a risk that large, AI-driven energy markets could operate outside the purview of governments and legal authorities, creating or exacerbating inequity as a result of income and educational gaps. AI can be used for enhancing power system stability and security, but also facing multiple challenges about data and system security and customer education. AI scientists and engineers who are interested in the power and energy sector should consider engaging with governments and utilities to help ensure that reasonable systems are defined to limit inequities.  
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Cement

Cement production accounts for roughly 8% of the world’s total CO2 emissions, and is a major hurdle for a greener industry, given its ubiquitous use.

A number of organizations, however, are working to reduce the impact of the cement production and optimize the process with AI.

- **AICrete**’s operating platform, AICreteOS, uses AI, machine learning, and computer vision to generate factory insights that help producers optimize concrete mix designs and operations, which lower production costs, increase profit margins, and reduce overall carbon footprints.

- **Carbon Re**’s Delta Zero Cement uses AI and machine learning to help manufacturers identify ways to make the manufacturing process more energy-efficient, reduce production costs, and lower carbon emissions.

- **Cemex** uses machine learning to advance the function of ball mills, specifically—the most energy-intensive part of the production process—by collecting data in real time and making adjustments automatically based on that data, resulting in lower energy consumption and a higher quality product.

- **Concrete.ai**’s Concrete Copilot helps industry stakeholders optimize their mix designs—using AI to identify solutions that not only reduce material costs and predict material performance, but also reduce carbon production by an average of 30%.

Cement

Cement production accounts for roughly 8% of the world’s total CO2 emissions, and is a major hurdle for a greener industry, given its ubiquitous use. A number of organizations, however, are working to reduce the impact of the cement production and optimize the process with AI.

- **AICrete**’s operating platform, AICreteOS, uses AI, machine learning, and computer vision to generate factory insights that help producers optimize concrete mix designs and operations, which lower production costs, increase profit margins, and reduce overall carbon footprints.

- **Carbon Re**’s Delta Zero Cement uses AI and machine learning to help manufacturers identify ways to make the manufacturing process more energy-efficient, reduce production costs, and lower carbon emissions.

- **Cemex** uses machine learning to advance the function of ball mills, specifically—the most energy-intensive part of the production process—by collecting data in real time and making adjustments automatically based on that data, resulting in lower energy consumption and a higher quality product.

- **Concrete.ai**’s Concrete Copilot helps industry stakeholders optimize their mix designs—using AI to identify solutions that not only reduce material costs and predict material performance, but also reduce carbon production by an average of 30%.

Manufacturing

As of 2024, the use of AI in industry remains limited compared to other fields of applications, potentially due to “the enormous changes and expenditures needed to integrate AI applications into corporate structures and along entire value chains,” but is quickly expanding. Four main areas in which it does exist, however, are:

- **Process optimization.** Reducing material usage, minimizing manufacturing waste, lowering energy consumption, and predicting energy demand.

- **Quality control.** Automated defect detection and prediction, product inspection, and quality prediction.

- **Predictive maintenance.** Detecting potential problems and reducing inspection and maintenance needs.

- **Human-robot collaboration and ergonomics.** Providing human support and improving safety.

“Industry 4.0,” the disruptive technology and digitization expected to define the next phase of the manufacturing sector is an approach to optimize each of these pathways. Industry 4.0 is characterized by big data, cloud computing and computational power, analytics and AI, human-machine interaction, advanced
It is already driving multifaceted improvements and increased sustainability across industry: decreasing waste when building semiconductors, reducing energy usage and CO₂ emissions at utility companies, and minimizing fuel usage of construction vehicles. In particular, digital twins are allowing for the testing of new products, designs, and materials without use of the existing physical system, thereby saving time, money, materials, and waste.

AI’s application for manufacturing is typically clustered under four main domains: scheduling, quality, monitoring, and failure. Scheduling and quality control are part of “AI for optimization” by better using the large amount of data collected from manufacturing digitalization. Monitoring and failure apply AI for prediction and early warnings. AI, leveraging the system-wide data warehouse, can take a holistic view to provide system-level optimization including decision support, layout planning, future product design, and market competitiveness, which are hard to perform using conventional algorithms.

AI and other smart technologies are also being used to optimize transportation logistics within industry. In addition to improving operational efficiency and lowering costs in manufacturing and warehousing, machine learning algorithms are used for transportation scheduling, demand and response prediction, and supporting autonomous vehicles both inside and outside the facilities, helping to lower the environmental impact of industry overall.

Heavy Industry

AI can play an important role in both optimizing existing heavy industry production and discovering new materials for replacement. For example, in the steelmaking process, AI can help reduce costs and emissions for electric arc furnaces, which are mostly used for secondary steelmaking using recycled steel scraps. Unlike primary steel production processes using iron ores (which can facilitate quality control with stable raw material feeds), recycling must deal with highly uncertain scraps from various sources, which requires the application of additives to account for impurities. To ensure the highest quality of the final product, however, expensive additives are typically overused, contributing to higher costs and more emissions from those additives. AI optimization can support steelmakers by identifying the best additive solutions specialized for each batch of product, automating the additive adjustment process, and adapting to existing infrastructure hardware. Additionally, AI can make faster and better adjustments to the volatility of feedstocks, provide higher

INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

**Fero Labs**

Fero Labs’ explainable AI is enabling circular manufacturing workflows to decarbonize the steel, chemicals, and cement industries. Their “Profitable Sustainability Platform” maps the entire factory workflow, from variable feedstocks to final quality metrics, enabling real-time optimization of the production process end-to-end. Fero’s focus on AI models that provide confidence bands and explainable insights enables manufacturers to cut costs, reduce energy consumption, improve recycled material usage, minimize waste, and improve the production throughput.

**Atlas AI**

Atlas AI has developed a number of AI-driven geospatial tools that assist infrastructure actors in historically untapped, underserved markets. Among many operational benefits, they can be used to select and monitor sites (which is especially useful in remote areas or conflict-prone regions), forecast product demand and supply, manage logistics, and optimize transportation routes and networks. Their GeoAI platform is capable of generating socio-demographic data and location insights for any location, helping to monitor economic development in emerging markets and strengthen industrial operations in data-sparse regions. Moreover, their analytical and workflow tools can assist industry actors to make their businesses more efficient, reduce waste, lower energy consumption, and ultimately become more sustainable.

**The Materials Project**

It takes an extraordinary amount of time and money to synthesize, characterize, and experimentally validate new materials in the physical world. The Materials Project makes the process virtual with AI and machine learning—training models on vast amounts of data (such as crystal structure and chemical composition of existing materials in its datasets) which then generate novel materials and predict their properties. Their web-based suite of apps can be used to predict charge densities, generate novel chemical structures, and even train and evaluate other machine learning models on the path toward creating cheaper, more efficient, and more sustainable materials.
quality control, improve energy and material efficiency, and help heavy industry achieve a circular economy. Similar approaches exist for steelmaking, cement clinker making, plastic recycling, and petrochemical productions such as ethylene.

AI can also help in the discovery of new materials for industrial production. Rapid developments in construction design are demanding novel formulations of concrete, for example, to translate those challenging new designs into actual buildings. The traditional experimental or simulation methods to predict mechanical properties of new types of concrete, which are both expensive and slow, can be supplanted by AI. Using the established rich database of concrete properties, AI can more quickly predict the highly non-linear mechanical behavior of these mixes of concrete and thereby suggest better formulations for construction to reduce energy consumption and emissions from upstream productions. In addition, within a given concrete formula, AI can identify and suggest different replacements for individual materials, such as recycled concrete aggregates, less energy-intensive natural aggregates, fly ash, recycled plastic, etc. In many cases, heavy industrial production uses energy- and emission-intensive materials that are both unnecessary and not optimized for efficiency. AI can improve industrial production by identifying less energy-intensive alternative materials and by optimizing the production process to reduce emissions from current use.
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Urban areas are both a major driver of climate change and highly vulnerable to it. Currently home to 50% percent of the global population (with an expected rise to 70% by 2050), urban areas account for more than 70% of global CO2 emissions. Buildings in urban areas also contribute 6% of total anthropogenic GHG emissions.

Strategies to cut down urban emissions and increase sustainability include optimizing building energy use, retrofitting existing buildings and infrastructure, decarbonizing heating and cooling appliances, reducing waste, and improving urban planning and design through strategies such as greening and investing in energy-efficient infrastructure.

AI can accelerate the potential for cities and the built environment to become solutions to mitigate and adapt to climate change, and conserve nature. By leveraging a broad range of sensors in smart cities and buildings, AI can help increase energy efficiency and optimize energy use to reduce GHG emissions. More broadly, AI can support the improvement of quality of life in cities by optimizing the built environment in a number of ways, including enhancing green design and improving building quality, traffic flows, and waste management. When applying AI technologies, it is critical to remember that cities are also homes, which means that climate and nature solutions must be centered on people, in all of their complexity. Approaches to address the sustainability of cities must be multilevel and multifaceted, integrating sociocultural, economic, and behavioral needs of each population.

**Smart Cities and Buildings**

Smart cities are urban centers that effectively incorporate digital solutions into their infrastructure, networks, and services. They strive to be both smart and sustainable, leveraging information and communication technologies to boost quality of life, efficiency, and economic competitiveness. Smart cities employ a range of advanced technologies to deliver smart services to residents including IoT technologies, data analysis capabilities, edge computing, regional data hubs, advanced 5G communication networks, cloud-based computing solutions, and cutting-edge innovations in AI and machine learning.

In addition, these cities are increasingly automating sensor data collection to monitor and optimize systems—optimizing traffic flows, congestion, emissions, parking, public transport, energy consumption, waste management processes, and utility management.

AI is starting to be deployed to improve energy efficiency across several cities’ public buildings and housing projects, such as in Barcelona, Spain. AI monitors and controls energy consumption, reduces waste and lowers carbon emissions. These initiatives prioritize interventions in lower-income neighborhoods, ensuring equitable access to energy savings and helping contribute to the overall resilience of the community.

**Energy Consumption Forecasting**

Buildings account for a significant part of global energy use and emissions. Monitoring
AI can assist in designing and optimizing urban layouts to make them more sustainable and reduce their carbon footprints. It is already being leveraged in many locations around the world to understand urban grid dynamics, efficiency of city services, and water resource planning.

Moreover, it is well established that tree canopies and urban forests can offset the heat island effects that have been exacerbated by climate change. Policymakers recognize the need to protect, expand, and improve accessibility to urban trees, but the success of these greening initiatives hinges on accurate, up-to-date tree inventories, which are costly and time-consuming to collect manually. AI is used to fill the gaps between the satellite and LiDAR information sources and apply those learnings elsewhere. The tool can be used to make informed decisions on urban planning and management, especially in making the city more sustainable and resilient to warmer weather and extreme heat.

**Construction and Material Manufacturing**

AI, especially generative AI, is currently being used to create new, more circular construction materials, a key element of cities’ environmental footprint. Cement is a focus: AI can automate material testing and quality monitoring efforts, reduce costs of production, and lower CO2 byproducts (see Industry). In addition, AI and sensor use have proven helpful in analyzing data collected by in-transit monitoring systems, actively adjusting the cement trucks’ spin rates and optimizing the retention of material during transportation.

**Urban Planning and Greening**

AI can assist in designing and optimizing urban layouts to make them more sustainable and reduce their carbon footprints. It is already being leveraged in many locations around the world to understand urban grid dynamics, efficiency of city services, and water resource planning.

Moreover, it is well established that tree canopies and urban forests can offset the heat island effects that have been exacerbated by climate change. Policymakers recognize the need to protect, expand, and improve accessibility to urban trees, but the success of these greening initiatives hinges on accurate, up-to-date tree inventories, which are costly and time-consuming to collect manually. AI is used to fill the gaps between the satellite and LiDAR information sources and apply those learnings elsewhere. The tool can be used to make informed decisions on urban planning and management, especially in making the city more sustainable and resilient to warmer weather and extreme heat.

**Google’s Environmental Insights Explorer**

Environmental Insights Explorer is a freely available data and insights tool that uses exclusive data sources and modeling capabilities to help cities and regions measure emissions sources, run analyses, and identify strategies to reduce emissions—creating a foundation for effective climate action at the urban level. In addition to building and transportation emissions, the tool can monitor air quality, solar rooftop potential, and tree canopy coverage.

**Greyparrot**

Greyparrot works on waste intelligence to improve recycling and help address the global waste crisis. Their computer vision AI waste analytics platform creates a live stream of insight on the material passing through a recycling sorting facility to monitor, audit, and sort waste at scale, through robotics or optical sorters, enabling for more resource recovery and greater diversion to landfills.

**INITIATE HIGHLIGHTS**

**Urban Al**

Urban AI is a think tank focused on conducting research that can assist city leaders, urban planners, and policy-makers in understanding the state of urban technologies, AI models that are currently applied to cities and the built environment, and the potential for AI to make urban life safer and more sustainable. Urban AI describes itself as the “crossroads” between AI and Smart Cities.

**University of Virginia Link Lab**

The Link Lab at UVA Engineering is a multidisciplinary consortium of faculty and graduate students conducting research in Smart and Connected Health, Hardware for IoT, and Smart Cities. Their work prioritizes real-world impact of cyber-physical systems, including enabling connected transportation services to meet the needs of all commuters and travelers, using machine learning models to make smart services more efficient, and imagining smart buildings that are not only more sustainable but also improve occupant health and comfort. They work closely with industry to advance their technology, as well as local government for case studies.
a powerful tool for efficiently identifying trees across large areas and providing communities with impactful insights that can be used to strategically plan and enhance urban green spaces. Using data sourced primarily from the United States and China, AI is already showing promise in planning and managing urban forests, and it has also been used both to analyze public opinion on urban green spaces as well as to evaluate the effect of those spaces on particulate matter and ozone formation. Data like this can help shape, optimize, and improve sustainable city planning, urban development, and local policy.

**Waste Management and Composting**

As cities grow larger in size and population, so do their waste and management needs. Since the greatest proportion of urban solid waste is organic and requires significant labor to sort, optimization of the management chain is an excellent application of AI and new technologies. Computer vision and deep learning have been successfully used in solid-waste classification and segregation, and machine learning models have proven highly effective at detecting the maturity of compost; this is data that can inform operational practices but has not yet been used on a large scale. Developing and scaling up such technologies could dramatically accelerate waste recycling and composting for cities, leading to a significant reduction in our environmental footprint.

**Quality of Life**

AI can help improve city residents’ access to government and city services by efficiently sorting information for residents as well as ensuring optimal communication between leaders and residents. In New Orleans, for instance, AI is used to translate 911 calls to improve communication, especially non-English-speaking callers. Additionally, AI is capable of optimizing urban planning by analyzing vast amounts of data to inform the design of more livable and sustainable cities. For instance, AI is able to help optimize park layouts, public transport networks, and residential areas to reduce pollution, enhance green spaces, and improve accessibility. This can lead to healthier and more livable urban environments.

AI also has the capacity to help monitor environmental risk such as air and water quality, tracking and identifying pollution sources and enabling rapid action to mitigate risk. This is especially beneficial in underserved communities that are often disproportionately affected by environmental hazards.
Transport

Transportation accounts for 17% of total GHG emissions and is responsible for about a fourth of CO2 emissions globally, making the transportation sector a major contributor to climate change.\(^{274,275,277}\) Road transport alone is responsible for 72% of those GHG emissions.\(^{278}\) Similarly, sectors that have historically been considered “hard to decarbonize”—such as shipping and aviation,\(^{278}\) which contribute roughly 3%\(^{279}\) and 2.4%\(^{280}\) of global GHG emissions, respectively—must see technological and operational interventions to reduce their burden on the climate.

AI technologies can play a substantial role in greening transportation. For example, they can make electric vehicle batteries more efficient\(^{281}\) as well as hasten the production of newer, greener battery materials.\(^{282}\) They can predict traffic\(^{283}\) and time traffic signals to reduce congestion and therefore minimize the time vehicles spend on the road.\(^{284}\) AI is already being used in autonomous vehicles, where machine learning models assist with the mapping of roadways as well as vehicle perception and decision-making.\(^{285}\) And in industry, AI can make operations more efficient, predict demand for goods, and make supply chain management more sustainable.\(^{286}\)

The emissions resulting from traffic congestion are significant drivers of climate change. Traffic management systems incorporating AI have enormous potential to reduce congestion through traffic flow prediction, anomaly detection, traffic collision prevention and mitigation, intelligent traffic light optimization, traffic flow smoothing, and routing.

### Traffic Management

Reducing traffic is a key priority to reduce carbon emissions. AI can leverage satellite and other remote sensing data to map transportation routes and networks, a key step in route optimization, and it can gather information on traffic flow patterns, congestion, and accidents by collating additional sensor and GPS data.\(^{287}\) AI can then optimize those traffic networks to reduce congestion and cut wait time and emissions, such as by changing traffic signals in real-time or redirecting drivers to less-congested roadways through their smartphones or car navigation systems.\(^{288,289}\) Google Map and DeepMind have implemented GNN-based traffic prediction algorithms, which can improve the accuracy of estimated time-of-arrival up to 50%.\(^{290}\) AI can also optimize the flow of transportation on city roads by applying active traffic signal timing control.\(^{291}\)

When “non-recurrent” traffic incidents happen, the previously settled traffic signals are no longer viable for optimizing traffic streams, causing significant travel delays that in turn increase passenger waiting time and emissions. AI algorithms are faster and better adapted to updating optimal traffic signal timing in real-time when such incidents occur.

In addition to improving and optimizing traffic streams on our roadways, AI can be used to predict and optimize air traffic, which can have the dual benefit of minimizing delays and avoiding accidents.\(^{292}\) Air traffic control has always been necessary to ensure that airplanes operate safely both in the air and on the ground, but the impact of delays has been hard to predict and optimize. Now AI can leverage large amounts of historical data to recommend optimal traffic control strategies by minimizing anticipated delays while preserving required safety protocols. By analyzing both air and ground traffic data in real-time, AI algorithms can adjust traffic to reduce accident risk as well as improve traffic flow and traffic conditions in response to accidents, thus enhancing overall safety and efficiency. The use of AI to manage traffic logistics can be widely applied to other transportation sectors, such as shipping berth allocation and control.\(^{293}\)

### Autonomous Vehicles

More than in any other area, AI has been essential to the development of autonomous vehicles (AVs). It is widely used throughout a comprehensive autonomous driving system that consists of multiple subsystems, including motion planning, vehicle localization (position identification), environment detection (pedestrian, traffic sign, road-marking), parking, cybersecurity, and system fault detection.\(^{294}\) The use of AI allows AVs to perceive the
surrounding environment and determine a drivable path by identifying and classifying objects as obstacles and signals. Furthermore, while they are operating, AVs benefit from AI’s computation abilities to improve the execution time for any safety-related adjustments needed to protect both passengers and pedestrians. AV’s reliance on AI to optimize routes and avoid collisions can reduce emissions by smoothing traffic flow.

As vehicles become “smarter,” intelligent transportation systems and smart transport infrastructures—characterized by embedded sensor technologies and digital connectivities—are also quickly expanding. and AI plays an important role in maximizing the healthy interaction between those systems and AVs. AI can process real-time data quickly and with high granularity; automatically enable dynamic traffic light sequencing (system action); and suggest alternative routes (vehicle action).

AI can also play an important role in demand prediction and automatic vehicle resource allocation for shared mobility or public transport. AI-guided autonomous public transit can improve operational efficiency and expand the extent of public transit routes, making public transport both more accessible and perhaps preferable, which would reduce private driving needs. Autonomous driving system fault detection can also perform predictive maintenance that will enable cars to stay on the road longer and therefore increase economic efficiency.

While AVs are a leading application of AI in the transport sector, they could be counterproductive in terms of climate change goals and actually increase GHG emissions if they were viewed as reducing barriers to travel in individual vehicles. It will be important to pair the promotion of AV use to the public with an emphasis on increased use of public transportation to prevent unintended negative consequences from this exciting technology.

**Electric Vehicles**

Electric Vehicles (EVs) can contribute to lower fuel consumption and cost, reduced emissions, and an improved fuel economy, but one of the main challenges to their adoption by the general public is the lack of infrastructure. and AI is being used to improve existing infrastructure and optimize the placement of new EV charging stations. AI is also being used to enhance energy capacity of batteries, making EVs more efficient by reducing charging frequency and bolstering the processing capacity of battery disposal systems. According to the literature, AI is also capable of optimizing energy systems and predicting battery capacity.

**INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS**

**Green Light**

Green Light, a Google Research initiative, optimizes traffic lights to reduce vehicle emissions. It is currently underway across a dozen cities in North America, South America, Europe, and Asia. Green Light reports that pollution is 29 times higher at city intersections than open roads, in part due to acceleration after stopping. It leverages AI in conjunction with Google Maps data to analyze and predict traffic behaviors, understanding intersections, measuring traffic trends, developing recommendations for the city, and analyzing impact—all delivered through a user-friendly recommendation interface.

**Chemix’s MIX™ Platform**

Chemix, a California tech startup, is using its MIX™ Platform to apply AI and machine learning to EV battery design. Battery design has always been challenging: producing highly complex objects made of a selection of nearly infinite available materials, it is a demanding effort with typically long and slow testing times. With AI, however, Chemix can accelerate battery development and performance through new material discovery and predictive modeling. It helps identify better-performing and/or lower-carbon battery materials, and it speeds up the battery-testing process through digital simulations.

**Project Contrails**

Google Research teamed up with American Airlines and Breakthrough Energy to study the development of contrails. Condensation trails (contrails) form when water vapor condenses around soot and other pollutant particles emitted by airplane engines. Contrails can persist as cirrus clouds and account for approximately 35% of aviation global warming impact. By combining massive quantities of weather data, satellite data, and flight data, Project Contrails used AI to create state-of-the-art predictions of when and where contrails are likely to form. Pilots and dispatchers can use that information to adjust the altitudes of their flights, with initial findings suggesting that following the recommended routes can reduce contrails by 54%.

**Parallel Systems**

Parallel Systems, a startup founded by SpaceX engineers, builds modular electric freight cars (below), which are much cleaner than traditional railcars, with fully-automated systems that use machine learning to help optimize routes, energy consumption, and scheduling. Their goal is to make railways cheaper, safer, and more profitable, and eventually get railways to net zero emissions.
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Over the period of 2013 to 2022, fossil carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions had reached 9.6±0.5 gigatons of carbon per year. Land-use change (mainly deforestation) accounted for 1.3±0.7 gigatons of carbon per year. Methane—mostly caused by agriculture, fossil fuels, and landfill decomposition—is also a major contributor to GHG emissions and global warming; even though the magnitude of natural and anthropogenic emissions of methane is much less than that of CO₂, methane is 28 times more potent (global warming potential over 100 years) than CO₂ in terms of trapping heat in the atmosphere.

AI can be leveraged for carbon and methane emissions monitoring (assessing and predicting GHG emissions as well as evaluating the effectiveness of interventions), reduction (reducing carbon production at the household or industry level), and removal (sequestering existing carbon from the atmosphere).

GHG Emissions Monitoring

A substantial fraction of GHG emissions monitoring can now be accomplished by AI and machine learning algorithms. These algorithms use data acquired by aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), satellites, and remote sensing to provide near real-time GHG monitoring capacity. For example, these tools can be used to measure emissions, identifying high- and ultra-methane-emitters (such as the oil and gas industry, which alone represents as much as 12% of global methane), and tracking plumes of atmospheric methane due to point source emissions. AI is also used to measure and upscale point estimates of carbon emissions from anthropogenic sources (e.g., power plants or vehicles) or to improve estimates of wildfire emissions using satellite data.

Other traditional emissions monitoring methods, such as fuel consumption-derived emissions monitoring, naturally aggregate lower-resolution data and are subject to delays caused by the low reporting frequency. AI-powered emissions monitoring is more accurate and less biased than traditional reporting and monitoring, and it can deliver...
near real-time emissions data as well as carbon credit verification with higher spatial granularity. For example, AI can track traffic and shipping routes by combining satellite imaging with GPS data, which enables it to pinpoint exactly where and when emissions occur. Such high transparency and near real-time tracking can support technical improvements to reduce emissions as well as inform policy proposals to address their abatement. Moreover, it can help us understand the rapid effects of policies and global or regional events on the carbon cycle, such as pandemics, disasters, and conflicts. 

AI can also improve the monitoring of carbon sequestration efforts and the integrity of carbon markets, critical for mitigating climate change. AI is used to validate and enhance the monitoring, reporting, and verification systems for carbon markets and addresses challenges related to over-crediting and inaccuracies in emission reductions. Through AI models and the integration of diverse datasets, a more reliable and transparent framework for assessing and managing carbon offsets is emerging. This framework can not only better support and validate reforestation efforts, but can even ensure the credibility of diverse initiatives in the Voluntary Carbon Market, such as clean cookstove projects. Important uncertainties however remain in those estimates and further refinement of the methodologies will be necessary.

**Carbon Sinks**

The ocean and land biosphere have naturally sequestered about 56% of the annual CO₂ and land use emissions into the atmosphere during the period from 2013 to 2022. The biosphere’s ability to remove carbon will likely exceed the capacities of technological carbon removal, so it should be a first-order priority to quantify and monitor naturally occurring carbon sinks like the biosphere, despite the difficulty of traditional data collection. The ocean carbon sink can be reconstructed from sparse surface ocean pCO₂ (partial pressure of CO₂) data using a variety of AI algorithms. Ocean pCO₂ data is measured on-ship, but these data cover only about 2% of the ocean surface; AI can combine these data with satellite coverage of sea-surface properties (e.g., temperature, salinity), and extrapolate global pCO₂ from there. For example, deep learning-based methods developed for reconstructing pCO₂ data in the Southern Ocean found that surface layer pCO₂ in that region changes seasonally and has increased since 1998. With limited observational data, AI can identify a main carbon sink area and seasonally variable patterns, as well as provide high resolution reconstruction. AI can also provide more accurate quantification of ocean carbon uptake, greatly improving limited observation-based data products.

Similarly, the land carbon sink can be modeled by upscaling point data from flux measurements. AI algorithms are then used to model the long-term regional and global carbon sinks and their variability to extreme events like heatwaves and droughts. AI can also be used to monitor land-use and land-cover change (LULCC), which is closely related to agricultural production and land carbon sink quantification. LULCC detection and modeling through remote sensing is computationally expensive due to massive data quantity and complex data types. AI is rapidly becoming a critical tool in the analysis of LULCC monitoring and modeling because it excels at image classification and segmentation. It can also provide information on soil carbon content during agricultural activity and quantify forest carbon sinks, which can inform efforts to maximize carbon sink potential.

Together these AI efforts can support better estimation of natural carbon solutions (NCS), while potentially addressing other challenges such as environmental and societal problems. However, substantial uncertainties remain in the estimates of NCS, in a changing climate. For instance, terrestrial belowground carbon, which is critical for correct estimates of NCS, remains poorly observed and AI has therefore limited leverage to provide more accurate quantitative assessment of terrestrial ecosystem NCS.

**INITIATIVE HIGHLIGHTS**

**Argonne National Laboratory**

The Argonne National Laboratory is using AI to identify new materials for carbon capture through generative AI to dream up previously unknown building block candidates, machine learning, and high-throughput screening of candidate materials. They are working on metal-organic frameworks, which is a porous material that can selectively adsorb carbon dioxide.

**CarbonCure**

CarbonCure Technologies develops innovative concrete solutions aimed at reducing carbon emissions. Their AI-enabled system precisely controls the injection of carbon dioxide into concrete, where it mineralizes and permanently embeds, decreasing the concrete’s carbon footprint without affecting its performance. This process not only contributes to the reduction of greenhouse gases but also enhances the sustainability of the building materials industry.

**Stanford University CCSNet**

CCSNet creates digital twins for carbon capture and storage. It provides a deep learning modeling suite for CO₂ storage predictions for 2D and 3D saline reservoirs with a wide range of reservoir condition, injection design, rock properties, and permeability maps. This work was carried out in partnership with the California Institute of Technology, Purdue University and NVIDIA and supported by the Stanford Center for Carbon Storage and ExxonMobil through the Strategic Energy Alliance at Stanford University.
Technological Carbon Removal, Capture, and Sequestration

Technological carbon removal aims to remove CO2 from the atmosphere and sequester it in long-term storage solutions, such as secure geological formations. Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) aims to capture CO2 emissions from sources like power plants or industrial facilities, and then store or sequester that CO2 safely. So far, AI has mostly been utilized in the optimization of carbon capture within plant operations. One digital recreation of a coal-fired power plant developed by the University of Surrey, for example, showed that applying AI to the plant’s carbon capture reactor increased its capture rate by 17% and decreased its reliance on the UK’s National Grid by 36%. Broadening AI use in production plants beyond digital simulations could lead to significant reductions in material and energy consumption and provide real-time operation response; for example, AI might minimize human bias in determining the suitability of GHG removal technologies (capabilities that have already been demonstrated in forestation, enhanced weathering, direct air carbon capture, and storage and biochar).

Material creation and testing is benefiting from AI technologies, too, including in the development of materials that can selectively adsorb CO2 to assist the carbon removal process. Both Berkeley National Laboratory as well as Argonne National Laboratory, for example, have early evidence that metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)—a class of porous polymers with large chemical versatility—have great potential for use in numerous cost-effective applications to support novel carbon capture technology. AI can predict MOF material properties and help design specific MOF structures. It can also bridge the gap between computational and experimental efforts in MOF material developments and, with limited data, highlight subdomains as material synthesis conditions. In addition to MOFs, AI can help other carbon capture technology developments (such as membranes) and predict subsurface CO2 sequestration mechanisms in saline aquifers, evaluating the performance of existing materials and processes or modeling subsurface CO2 sequestration.

AI can not only optimize deployment of carbon capture, utilization, and sequestration technologies, but can also optimize their operation to enhance their efficiency and reduce costs. It can define optimal conditions for carbon capture or optimize routes for CO2 transport. It can also help identify pathways for converting captured CO2 into valuable products, considering factors like market demand, production costs, and environmental impact.
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Climate change is driving an increase in the severity and frequency of extreme weather events; as land and ocean temperatures rise, so do torrential storms, intense heat waves, flooding, and drought. Low- and middle-income countries, vulnerable populations, and historically marginalized communities are most at risk—and they are already suffering serious and detrimental consequences of climate change.

Current AI investments are mostly focused on climate mitigation, but it is clear that we also need to invest in climate adaptation—increasing our ability to predict future climate extremes and protect human life, and limit the impact on infrastructures and assets from the changes that are already occurring.

Monitoring

AI can assist with early detection and real-time monitoring of the environment through its ability to process large amounts of high dimensional and multivariate data, especially coming from satellite imagery. AI has been used to monitor floods in near-real-time, merging data from different satellites (with different frequencies and resolutions)—which has, in turn, supported the development of parametric insurance, especially in floodplains, home to about 1.5 billion inhabitants.

The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection is now using AI to improve wildfire suppression through prediction, early detection, guidance of firefighting efforts, and post-fire restoration and analysis. Agencies monitoring droughts, and their spatio-temporal evolutions, now use AI to handle large volumes of diverse data with high uncertainty, such as through the European Drought Observatory for Resilience and Adaptation. IBM and NASA recently collaborated to develop an open-source foundation model for geospatial satellite data that has many applications, including the monitoring of natural disasters.

AI in Climate Modeling

While the use of AI in climate modeling has grown in popularity over the last few years, applications that address climate change adaptation have remained relatively limited. Just as mitigation efforts benefit from machine learning’s flexibility in usage—used to identify a host of climate solutions tailored to specific communities, regions, and landscapes—so too can it be leveraged to determine key elements for adaptive interventions. Policy stands a great deal to gain from such approaches, allowing decision makers to customize policies to maximize efficient, equitable allocation of resources. This area contains one important caveat, however: adaptation efforts often do not involve easily reduced, simple datasets that are easily digested and analyzed by standard machine learning methods.

Preventing, Detecting, and Monitoring Wildfires

Traditionally, wildfires have been identified through 911 calls, airplanes, and lookout towers. Too often, however, detection comes too late. Identifying flammable, at-risk vegetation is similarly inefficient, laborious, and offers too little information too late; requiring fire agencies to take tree samples by hand from forested areas and measure the water contained within them by drying out the sample in an oven and comparing weights. Now AI is being used comprehensively for wildfire tracking.

The California Forest Observatory uses AI to identify at-risk land vulnerable to wildfires and works to improve resilience in those areas. ALERTCalifornia, a program out of UC San Diego with the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and Digital Path, developed an AI platform that provides early wildfire confirmation and actionable real-time data to rapidly scale fire resources, helps evacuations through enhanced situational awareness, and monitors fire behavior. In its first year of operation it detected over 1,200 fires, beating 911 calls 30% of the time. It also proved to be effective at spotting anomalies in remote areas and at night.
**Prediction**

“The impact of numerical weather prediction is among the greatest area of physical science.” \(^{347}\) Catalyzed by private sector interest and investment, AI has very recently been incredibly successful at leveraging observational data to generate faster and more accurate weather forecasts. \(^{348, 349}\) In fact, AI-based weather forecasting is now on par or even better than traditional physics-based forecasts, yet can be simulated at greater speed (1,000–10,000x faster).

A noticeable challenge in this category is climate predictions and projections—i.e., forecasting on the order of years and decades—despite these long-term projections being critical for many decisions. The lack of data is central; for instance, very few El Niño events (drivers of seasonal weather patterns and extreme rainfall and drought conditions) have been observed, so the dataset is insufficient to train high-dimensional AI models. There are efforts, however, to develop hybrid approaches (i.e., physics plus AI) to address this data gap and leverage historical or high-fidelity simulation data to inform the future.

**Disaster Risk and Recovery**

AI can play a crucial role in both identifying areas with a higher likelihood of damage before a natural disaster strikes, as well as managing disaster relief efforts after one has taken place. After a disaster strikes, assessors need to determine the level of damage and where it has occurred to move forward with disaster recovery efforts and prioritize heavily-damaged areas. This can be a challenging and time-consuming process that can lead to delayed response, especially in remote areas of the Global South. Through satellite imagery analysis, however, AI has helped to expedite damage assessment after hurricanes and earthquakes, identify the potential of cascading risks (such as landslides), and better coordinate response efforts. \(^{350, 351}\)

Used in tandem with drone and satellite imagery, AI can efficiently (and non-invasively) identify which communities are more likely to incur damage from an impending disaster event and, once the event occurs, can also be used for confirmatory analysis and prioritization of high damage areas. Similarly, through

---

**An opportunity for Large Language Models in the co-production of climate impacts?**

Researchers at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies have asked: Can the skill of LLMs at interpreting natural language and building code enable users to generate individually tailored climate impact diagnoses based on simple queries? \(^{358}\)

Source: Michael Hendrickson, project lead
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the collection and analysis of images from different sources, this technology can support rapid post-disaster housing assessments, thereby providing policy makers with new tools to determine levels of need and eligibility for a disaster declaration from the relevant government. Reducing the time needed for such assessments from months to weeks has the potential to improve disaster recovery worldwide—and subsequently save lives.

AI can also be used for preemptive intervention and disaster response by predicting disaster impacts, optimizing evacuation routes, and coordinating relief efforts, such as with drones or UAVs. Drones can also help deliver aid and perform search and rescue missions in hazardous conditions.

Recovery efforts can also be targeted more effectively by disaster managers when vast data points of environmental sensor data (satellites and IoT) are combined with social media inputs or rapid crowd-sourced data. Still, while multimodal approaches to assessing disaster risk and recovery are vital, special attention will need to be paid to the diversity of ingested data to ensure ethical use.

The progress AI has already brought to natural disaster preparedness, early warning, and relief may be greatly accelerated in the near future with the emergence of collaborative working groups, such as the International Telecommunication Union, World Meteorological Organization, and United Nations Environment Programme’s Focus Group on AI for Natural Disaster Management—which aims to lay the groundwork for establishing the best practices of AI disaster management—ultimately integrating the technology into the modus operandi of the sector. There is great potential to leverage AI for disaster documentation in multiple languages, especially in terms of the development of preparedness exercises and simulations and assorted documentation (situation manuals, player handbooks, etc), which have typically been very time consuming despite being fairly standardized. While planning meetings, stakeholder engagement, and editing tasks will not disappear entirely, AI can be leveraged in ways that significantly reduce the heavy burden involved with the production of documentation. It will always be important, however, for human actors to view the AI-produced materials as a starting point requiring additional review and revision.

Google DeepMind’s GraphCast

DeepMind’s GraphCast is a machine learning-based weather forecasting method that seeks to improve weather forecasting and reduce their computational cost—the latest version can be run at a fraction of a standard weather forecasting model and on a personal computer. The GraphCast approach enables ten-day weather predictions at “unprecedented accuracy” in less than a minute and opens up new possibilities that have historically been computationally too expensive to be mainstream. Its predictive ability and forecasts are more supportive of severe weather events and natural disasters including tropical storms and extreme heat.

ClimaX (UCLA and Microsoft)

Recent advancements in climate modeling primarily rely on physics-informed numerical atmospheric models. While this translates to an increased ability to model more complex, nonlinear interactions among multiple variables, they demand significant computational resources. Machine learning is an essential step in solving forecasting problems. ClimaX attempts to fill that gap through a flexible deep learning model that can be used on a wide variety of heterogeneous datasets while streamlining computing costs and maintaining generalizable usage.

NASA Earth System Digital Twin

NASA’s Earth System Digital Twins efforts focus on developing novel technologies for integrating diverse Earth and human activity models, continuous observations and information system capabilities to provide unified, comprehensive representations and predictions that can be utilized for monitoring as well as for developing actionable information and supporting decision making. NASA’s Earth System Digital Twins include a continuously updated digital replica of the Earth System, dynamic forecasting models, and impact assessment capabilities.

xView2

A collaborative effort backed by the Defense Innovation Unit of the Pentagon and Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute, xView2 brought together various research partners, including Microsoft and the University of California, Berkeley to rapidly identify and categorize the severity of damage to buildings and infrastructure in disaster-affected areas. By leveraging machine learning algorithms in tandem with satellite imagery from multiple sources, xView2 is able to generate critical information significantly faster than conventional methods. This technology played a pivotal role in supporting disaster logistics and on-the-ground rescue operations after Turkey's devastating earthquake in February 2023, garnering praise for its usefulness in locating otherwise unknown damaged areas.

Islahiye, Turkey - Satellite imagery from Maxar Technologies (left) and the output from xView2 (right), attributed to UC Berkeley/Defense Innovation Unit/Microsoft. Source: https://www.technologyreview.com/2023/02/20/1068824/ai-actually-helpful-disaster-response-turkey-syria-earthquake/
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Strategies to address data scarcity

Several things can be done to help mitigate the negative impact of data scarcity on AI models and solutions. One such solution is the use of data augmentation, which is the process of using synthetic data to artificially inflate a data set to generate new data from existing sources. This enhances models’ performance, reduces data dependency, mitigates overfitting in training data, and improves data privacy.

Efforts to develop standards and centralization for data through central data hubs and data-sharing pathways is another strategy to accelerate AI progress, facilitate collaboration, and help the rapid development of new AI tools and interventions.

Data

Despite explosive growth in data collection and new developments in modern hosting infrastructure, there remain critical data issues that both limit the operation and performance of current and future AI systems, and also hamper AI innovation in climate and nature solutions. These issues—including data gaps, imbalances and scarcity of data from particular regions (e.g., Africa or South America), multimodality (i.e., multiple data types and sources), and generalizability (given that climate change is a never-before-seen phenomenon)—are among the primary challenges to AI innovation in the climate and nature domain.

» Gaps and scarcity. When the status of many threatened species is not well understood because of a lack of relevant data or when most of our observations of the terrestrial carbon sinks are located in the Global North and not in climate-critical regions such as tropical rainforests, the need for more widespread and better data is readily apparent. Additional and more evenly distributed data will help ensure that AI models capture the planet’s diversity, in turn allowing them to perform more accurately across the globe. The collection of larger datasets from a wider range of sources also expands the scope of potential issues beyond technical questions of gathering and curation methods into thornier questions of privacy and data integrity, all of which require thorough consideration.

Moreover, data storage in the climate and nature domain tends to be siloed and is often laboratory or institution-specific. Data sharing is still uncommon, although efforts to open data are underway (e.g., AWS open-data support). Collaboration and data sharing are further inhibited by various factors, including data formats, the agency or company responsible for the acquisition, and even domain culture: while open datasets are common in the field of computer science, among others, they are less common in climate and nature applications. Nevertheless, these open datasets with clear benchmark definitions are a main driver of AI innovation and will be crucial for building out new and larger models. Indeed, one of the primary mechanisms to get the AI and machine learning community involved in climate and nature applications is to have easily accessible and usable datasets (equivalent to ImageNet) and clear benchmarks and metrics of success. Developing such datasets and benchmarks is a critical path to acceleration of AI use in the climate and nature space.

As with other areas of climate and nature, data scarcity negatively impacts the development of AI applications in climate modeling and disaster risk reduction. Climate data is often sparse, obtained from disparate sources of varying quality, and accompanied by a high level of uncertainty that is not explicitly accounted for by many AI algorithms. This poses a significant challenge to building globally applicable AI and machine learning models, as different geographic regions face different environmental conditions. And, given that uncertainties can dominate the prediction, without data from certain regions models must rely on extrapolation for predictions that may not prove correct; this both...
threatens the equity of AI solutions in low- and middle-income countries and can also perpetuate challenges in combating bias in AI solutions.

While vast quantities of data about the planet exist, licensing restrictions, storage formats, acquisition difficulties, technical costs, and other limitations create barriers both to data availability and to the awareness and accessibility of that data for a wider audience. In addition, the scarcity of labeled data (e.g., hand-labeled land cover classes used for classification and segmentation) across several sectors poses difficulties in training machine-learning models effectively. For example, the small number of labeled underwater image and video datasets that currently exist lack standardized formats and are seldom shared between organizations; this hampers both the study of aquatic environments and the development of new AI models to address relevant problems. In short, barriers to good quality data, coupled with insufficient and inconsistent data labeling, contribute to the frequent scarcity of good, reliable, and usable data required for AI to thrive.

Perhaps paradoxically, sometimes the challenge is in the abundance of data rather than its scarcity. For example, the vast amount of data generated by satellites can be difficult to process and label accurately, making it less useful than it otherwise could be. To address these issues and enhance the overall effectiveness of AI interventions, we need to promote open-source datasets, facilitate data sharing among organizations, and encourage cross-sectoral collaboration. Additional investment in the labor-intensive process of dataset labeling is also needed.

**Multimodality.** AI applications in nature require the integration of data from disparate data streams with varying spectral frequencies, resolutions, and projections, which can be challenging. For example, the fusion of satellite data observing the same location on Earth is challenging when that data differs in terms of its time of acquisition, spatial and spectral resolution, or noise. Additionally, experts in data science and climate and nature solutions emphasize that further innovation in the field will require the capacity to integrate data across different formats and sources. For example, foundation models are overwhelmingly text-oriented, and while this has led to significant advances in language-based applications like ChatGPT, there is a need for many more vision- or video-based and multimodal models (e.g., DALL-E\(^2\)) to address non-text-based problems, such as geospatial Earth data.

---

**DATA WISHLIST**

**Climate Change AI’s Dataset Wishlist**

In 2020, Climate Change AI created a “Dataset Wishlist” for enabling identification of which datasets needed to become available to enable AI technologies to address climate change.\(^3\) They're given various classifications based on perceived problems or needs within each specific field of data:

1. **public, needs structure**
2. **private, needs to be released**
3. **scattered, needs collection**
4. **proxies, needs to be inferred**
5. **scarce, needs collection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Category</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overarching Datasets</td>
<td>Satellite imagery for remote sensing</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LiDAR data for topography</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data for materials design</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Systems</td>
<td>Power grid systems</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solar power production for forecasting</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wind power production for forecasting</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggregated electricity demand for forecasting</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power grid data for predictive maintenance</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disruptive Future Technologies</td>
<td>Nuclear fusion data for disruption detection</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Battery operation and optimization</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Transportation arrival statistics for infrastructure design</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freight activity for optimizing transport</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic counts for infrastructure design</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric vehicle charging data for infrastructure design</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban mobility data for infrastructure design</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings and Cities</td>
<td>Building level energy consumption for demand management</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building thermal dynamics for optimal energy management</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building information for urban planning</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban mobility data for infrastructure design</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City-level energy and GHG-emissions data</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Product-specific GHG emissions for informed consumption</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrocatalysis data for lowering the temperature of industrial process</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factory power for increasing energy efficiency and demand response</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methane leak data for detection/prevention</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Mitigation</td>
<td>Geophysical data for CO₂ sequestration site suitability/subsurface identification</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Prediction</td>
<td>Climate model outputs for fast approximation</td>
<td>1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal Impacts</td>
<td>Water treatment data for predictive maintenance</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flood maps for infrastructure design and urban planning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-resolution crop yield for food security</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social media posts for disaster relief</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forest fire</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occurrence of landslides to detect new landslides due to extreme weather events</td>
<td>1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Actions and Collective Decisions</td>
<td>Consumer climate preferences for facilitating behavior change</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global climate policy dataset</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Generalizability. The complexity of environmental data (characterized by numerous variables within intricate ecological systems), coupled with the constant climate and anthropogenic changes present in a dynamic environment, makes it difficult for AI models to generalize for climate, land, freshwater, and ocean ecosystems. Similarly, the different environmental conditions and geographies that affect complex and context-specific agricultural data limit both the transferability and the generalized application of solutions in that field. Nevertheless, there is promise in the idea that this gap in model generalizability may be mitigated by the strategic use of transfer learning (the transfer of knowledge from a data-rich to data-poor domains) and meta-learning (“learning to learn” across different tasks and domains), especially in the Global South.264

Data sustainability. AI models require large volumes of high-quality data to train effectively. In the context of environmental and climate issues, consistent, long-term and comprehensive data can be rare, particularly in developing regions. Historical data may even not be digitized or accessible and might need to be processed to be useful for AI. Ensuring long-term sustainability of climate and nature data (i.e., ensuring the accessibility and ongoing maintenance of datasets) is a major challenge that is still under-appreciated and largely underfunded. The lack of a viable “business-model” for data sustainability presents an opportunity for philanthropy to ensure the sustainability of open climate and nature datasets, which would tremendously accelerate AI progress.

Equity

Equity considerations—including data and algorithm biases, unequal accessibility of data, and insufficient data from certain regions of the globe—present important gaps in the application of AI for climate and nature. For example, the recent explosion of data acquisition has primarily been concentrated in the Global North, leaving the Global South at a disadvantage. However, even in the Global North, there are still important gaps in terms of data acquisition and AI adoption that are typically restricted to the most well-off. Similarly, currently, only a small fraction of the population have the means to afford climate actions. More inclusive data acquisition and incentives for financial support to underserved communities would ensure large-scale impact. Furthermore, the substantial internet bandwidth and computing capacity required to download large datasets presents under-developed regions with another hurdle to achieving equity. There are alternatives such as modern cloud infrastructures and cloud-proximate computing that can reduce this infrastructure gap. Yet, those platforms need financial support, which could be in-kind or sponsored through pay-to-play services whose revenues could support the cost for those who cannot bear it.

The proliferation of large start-up firms and not-for-profit initiatives in AI presents an equity issue as well. For example, AI has garnered proof of concept and profitability—such as for optimization of large-scale farming practices—but many initiatives appear best geared towards large-scale, private applications. Furthermore, advanced AI sensors, UAVs, and public remote sensing imagery for monitoring can be expensive and difficult to acquire and implement. Without a viable business model for financing smaller operations, AI applications may remain out of reach for millions of small-scale stakeholders, especially throughout the Global South.

The high cost and time-consuming initial setup of new technologies are particularly limiting for vulnerable smallholder farmers or farmers in low-income communities, for example, despite the broader objective of AI innovations in food and agriculture to improve their access to those technologies and expand to a wider range of crops. That said, the emergence of new start-ups aimed specifically at reaching those underserved communities (e.g., through smartphone technology or other means) is a positive development in this area.

Trust

As questions of privacy and safety persist with respect to AI use, trust in the technology more generally remains a notable challenge, especially given the difficulty of explaining and interpreting AI models for a general audience. For example, a general lack of trust and transparency in data collection and usage presents a major challenge to the adoption and use of AI applications in cities and built environments, which require an abundance of sensor usage to collect data that are inextricably linked to personal behavior, such as GPS coordinates, commuting patterns, and activities within the home. While the ease with which Internet of Things technologies can be adapted to urban environments has generated a great deal of excitement, the practice itself still presents concerns that must be addressed before such technologies are implemented.

Across applications—and especially as more cross-disciplinary, collaborative work is undertaken to address climate and nature problems through AI—there is a need for new and deeper understanding of domain-specific
challenges to building trust. For example, a lack of trust in the technology may explain the hesitance of utility companies to apply AI to grid-based systems, given their high need for reliable, consistent performance. Similarly, the relative opacity of AI and machine learning algorithms fails to instill confidence in policymakers and practitioners, as they see the potential hazards and lack of interpretability of AI tools as outweighing the promise of rewards from broader AI adoption.

More research on transparency is required to combat skepticism and reluctance to fully embrace AI. Practitioners need to understand these tools in order to use them successfully. For example, disaster managers using AI tools to predict wildfires need to know the reasons behind a prediction and trust the data provided in order to evaluate whether to integrate it into their decision-making. Similarly, policymakers must understand the opportunities and challenges associated with the use of AI before they can craft appropriate policies that will enable, rather than constrain, advances in the field.

Workforce

To best leverage the power of AI, it has to be targeted at important problems with plentiful data. This requires interdisciplinary training with both AI and domain-specific knowledge. Several training programs at the interface between disciplines have been emerging over the last few years and aimed at creating a new workforce capable of tackling these critical environmental problems with modern tools. However, it takes time to train scientists or develop curricula in these interdisciplinary domains, so that workforce development is still lagging behind societal needs.

While new educational initiatives with a focus on interdisciplinarity are emerging to increase the future talent pool, there is a critical need to support the development of an entire workforce able to perform roles at the intersection of AI, climate, and nature beyond university education. There is a limited subset of people with AI expertise working on climate and nature solutions relative to the number of climate experts generally. A study released in 2022 suggested that AI specialists worldwide amounted to just over 22,000, with the growth of AI job openings outpacing the supply of skilled workers.

Policy and Governance

While policy and governance have been cited as constraints for AI integration into climate and nature solutions, we will not realize the potential of AI to contribute to climate mitigation and adaptation without supportive policies and effective governance. Companies can be spurred to act when new policies alleviate roadblocks to the adoption of new technologies or require new methodologies aimed at addressing climate and nature challenges.

Consider the power industry; compared to other sectors, power companies have typically preferred caution over innovation in the adoption of new approaches and technologies. This is also because the sector is heavily regulated in the United States, and utility companies use compliance with regulations as a shield against rapid change in what has historically been a secretive industry. Opportunities to challenge the status quo do exist, however. For example, enacting evidence-based renewable energy policies that require companies to make better use of AI-informed resources or risk penalties could force companies to adopt new climate-forward technologies. Similarly, decision makers and legislators in cities need to understand how mandating the incorporation of AI advancements into their infrastructure and traffic systems would provide long-term benefits to the health and well-being of their constituents. Furthermore, they need to be made aware of the powerful contribution

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT HIGHLIGHT

Investing in the next generation of AI for climate and nature workforce

Several initiatives are underway to develop interdisciplinary curricula to facilitate the convergence of AI and domain-specific science:

- The Oxford Intelligent Earth AI Centre for Doctoral Training in AI for the Environment brings together academics from AI and Earth applications with non-academic partners to train a new generation of quantitative environmental data scientists equipped to tackle the most pressing environmental issues.
- The National Science Foundation Learning Earth with Artificial Intelligence and Physics (LEAP) Center is training scientists at the interface of climate change and AI, to dramatically improve near-term climate projections to support adaptation and resilience.
- The University of Southampton AI Centre for Doctoral Training in AI for Sustainability will train PhD students in sustainable AI, focusing on renewable energy and carbon emissions reduction efforts.
- University at Albany’s Institute for Artificial Intelligence and AI Plus takes an innovative and holistic approach to teaching and learning about AI to ensure that every graduate is prepared to live and work in a world that will continue to be radically changed by the technology. This philosophy drives UAlbany to incorporate foundational and applied concepts of AI into new curricula in disciplines such as climate science, semiconductor design, anthropology, cybersecurity, social welfare, and health data analytics.

Workforce strengthening

Recognizing workforce gaps, BlocPower, an AI-powered building retrofitting company, runs programs to upskill candidates from vulnerable communities with AI- and ML-based construction training that incorporates both AI theory and applied learning through augmented reality technology. Workforce participants have also driven data collection for air quality that feeds back into targeting models.
Sidewalk Labs in Toronto

When Sidewalk Labs, a subsidiary of Google, launched its ambitious initiative to build a sustainable, tech-forward community in 2017, it envisioned Quayside as a beacon of urban innovation in Toronto, Canada.370 Intending to construct buildings from mass timber, reduce GHGs, and implement advanced systems such as an automated vacuum waste collection system and a data-driven infrastructure to optimize housing and traffic, Sidewalk Labs expected to see substantial economic and environmental benefits that would make Quayside a potential template for modern, sustainable cities.

Quayside was discontinued in May 2020. While the economic impacts of COVID-19 were cited as the primary driver of the decision, underlying issues of trust and transparency (particularly concerning data privacy and the use of resident information) also seemed to have played a significant role.372 The abrupt and unexpected end of the Quayside experiment raises doubts about the feasibility of such futuristic urban developments.

Still, there are crucial lessons to learn from Quayside. Building technology-driven sustainable communities requires balancing data for efficiency and environmental benefits with residents’ privacy and trust. Future projects would do well to prioritize transparency, involve community input, and ensure a clear understanding among all constituents as to how data will be used. This balance is delicate but vital for developing smart cities that are not only technologically advanced, but also socially responsible and trusted by their inhabitants.

AI could make to mitigation planning and strategy, as the multimodal nature of climate change mitigation is well suited to its use.

On the climate mitigation side, new regulations such as the Californian climate disclosure laws Climate Corporate Data Accountability Act (SB-253) and Greenhouse Gases: Climate-Related Financial Risk Act (SB-263), requiring public and private US companies (and other business entities) that do business in California—whether or not they are physically present in the state, to disclose their climate-related risks. Moreover, Local Law 97 in New York City will require buildings to meet ambitious energy efficiency and GHG emissions limits with the aim to reduce emissions of the largest buildings by 40% by 2030 and reach net zero by 2050.367 Such policies can greatly push the adoption of AI-based estimates of emissions and climate risk.

Finally, AI can help process near real-time observations to directly and rapidly inform legislators on the successes or failures of enacted policies, allowing for better, and faster, data-driven decisions.

Deployment

Beyond the previously mentioned issues of data availability and quality, potential geographical biases, ethical considerations and regulatory challenges, there are important challenges related to scalability and integration with existing systems.

Existing systems are often composed of a mix of old and new technologies; integrating AI algorithms requires ensuring that they are compatible with legacy systems, which may not have been designed with AI integration in mind. This might involve retrofitting older processes and algorithms or developing bridges that can interface AI algorithms with older technologies. AI solutions must also be scalable in terms of data handling, computational requirements, or integration with existing processes. As entities expand or modify their processes, algorithms might need to be adjusted or adapted to handle vast amounts of data while maintaining integration. This scalability is crucial for the efficiency and effectiveness of AI. It’s also worth noting that the integration of AI into traditional industries can disrupt established workflows and require changes to employee roles and responsibilities. Effective changes and management strategies—training staff to work with new AI tools, understanding new interfaces, and adapting to new decision-making protocols based on AI—are needed to ensure a smooth transition.

Endnotes: Barriers to Progress

Opportunities

Foundational Advances in AI

Untapped or Underfunded Areas

The Environment Enabling AI Solutions
AI is already making substantial advances in many areas of climate and nature, but important gaps to advance climate and nature solutions remain. Opportunities for investment and development in this space fall within three main categories: foundational advances in AI, untapped and underfunded areas of opportunity, and the enabling environment for AI solutions in climate and nature.

### Foundational Advances in AI

The following focus areas were identified as integral to enabling the foundational advances in AI necessary to realize transformative change in climate and nature solutions.

- **Critical data gathering and infrastructure.** The validity of versatile foundation models relies on the abundance of datasets such as large-scale image or video datasets. Building up data infrastructure for AI—including creating these large-scale datasets, as well as collecting, gathering, curating, labeling, and using them, especially for climate and nature applications—is a critical area for future AI research.

- **Multimodal capability.** Vision-language models represent the current state-of-the-art in multimodal AI. For climate and nature solutions, advances beyond current AI foundation models that can incorporate multimodal analysis (e.g., acoustic, satellite imagery, multispectral, point cloud) are needed to better combine and analyze the data coming from different and heterogeneous sources in order to provide a holistic understanding of ecosystems, support more accurate environmental monitoring, and produce more robust and reliable predictions.

- **Unified data platform.** The absence of a centralized and unified data platform is a major barrier to progress in the use of AI to develop climate and nature solutions. The ideal platform would host most key climate and nature datasets in one place to allow AI models to be trained on the largest amounts of data coming from a wide range of sources supplying data from multiple data streams (e.g., from many different satellites).

- **Open data.** Well-organized and open data following FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) data principles is needed to upscale the use and reuse of data. For example, the value of free, open, well-structured data is clearly illustrated by the experience of the US Landsat satellite program, which saw a more than 100x increase in the use of its data shortly after it became free and open in 2008. That same data had existed for three decades, but was only put to limited use by the specialized community that had access to it.

- **Open codes.** Open codes can foster valuable partnerships and collaborations between academic institutions and public and private entities, and are therefore critical to accelerating progress for AI solutions. Achieving open code sharing, however, will require—at a minimum—a myriad of policy and management changes, including innovative legal solutions to address inter-country regulations.

- **Open-source models.** Open-source LLMs like Meta’s Llama or the recent Mixtral model by Mistral are leading to rapid innovations, iterations, and collaborations between industries and the public sector (academia in particular). This openness may lead to a virtuous and more equitable circle of innovation that allows for the development of new applications and domains by innovators who might not otherwise have the capacity to develop or leverage those models internally.

- **Domain-specific data for training.** Foundation models often lack domain-specific knowledge required for certain applications, and adapting these models to new domains in the climate and nature context may require additional model training. For instance, in some parts of the Global South, a dearth of essential ground
truth data can limit the development of new energy and power systems. This data, which would be readily available in other regions, is necessary to leverage AI for such potential applications as geo-located rural infrastructure (e.g., household access, farm mechanization, diesel use at businesses). Similarly, access to the requisite power and extensive technical expertise to maintain sensors in natural ecosystems hinders the development of important solutions in the developing world.

» Privacy-preserving data sharing. Mechanisms to upload and share data with the ability to control acceptable privacy protection levels are needed. Such data needs to be used for training AI models with maximum utilities for public good. Combining those datasets while respecting issues of privacy, trust, and security is critical to accelerate progress on climate and nature AI solutions. Rainfall is an example where there is a patchwork of data around the globe—weather station data, radar data, and privately held microwave data from cellular communication towers. Being able to fuse those datasets while sharing them securely and publicly would dramatically accelerate applications of AI to climate and nature solutions.

Untapped or Underfunded Areas

There are still areas of opportunity where AI is still relatively absent and could be leveraged to accelerate progress as well as instances where AI is currently underfunded. This section focuses on areas of opportunity, in no intentional order, that are both scalable and particularly suitable for the integration of AI to lead to dramatic improvement.

» AI for energy management. AI can be leveraged and scaled up across many aspects of modern energy management, including grid energy storage optimization; prediction enhancement; and the optimization and integration of renewable and mixed energy resources. These innovations align with climate change mitigation goals by contributing to the decarbonization of the energy sector. AI is therefore pivotal to the transition toward a more sustainable, reliable, and efficient energy infrastructure system.

» Carbon capture and storage. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) remain key solutions for efficient mitigation and reaching net-zero goals, yet those solutions are not ready to be brought to scale. AI can accelerate the development and optimization of CCS technologies by: identifying the most efficient ways to capture, transport, and store carbon; advancing materials and optimizing site locations and characteristics to accelerate sequestration; and optimizing the logistics and deployment of CCS.

» AI for soil health and carbon sequestration. Substantial work has been done in mapping above-ground biomass using AI that can now be done at the individual tree level; but soil carbon quantification remains an open problem due to lack of observations and scientific investment in this field. This is a major impediment to arriving at correct estimates of carbon storage and requires additional investment. With proper funding, AI, supplemented by more data acquisition to complement the currently limited datasets, could assist in the understanding of soil carbon storage potential by analyzing and combining various sources of data from in situ, drones, and satellites. This could support land restoration efforts, promote sustainable soil health, and help prevent soil degradation to enhance carbon sequestration for more informed natural carbon solutions. The potential of AI in enhancing soil health and optimizing carbon sequestration is vast yet underexplored, especially when compared to more visible climate solutions like renewable energy.

» Climate prediction analysis and modeling. Support is needed for AI projects that focus on improving climate data analysis and predictive modeling. These projects can offer insights into changing climate patterns, extreme weather events, and long-term climatic changes so our society can minimize the cost associated with climate change. If properly funded, these projects will support better planning and decision-making for mitigation and adaptation strategies as well as early warning systems for climate events such as inundation and wildfires. This would allow for efficient resource allocation to combat climate change and minimize the impact of disasters on vulnerable communities.

» Biodiversity mapping and species protection. As discussed in this report, biodiversity mapping and species protection is already using AI extensively with computer vision and acoustic data. Substantial work is still needed, however, to share and unify the different datasets used, develop methods for rare and endangered species, reduce biases due to acquisition focused on specific regions of the world and predict threats from human activities.
and environmental changes. In addition, leveraging low-technology citizen-science solutions can be used to expand the reach of conservation interventions.

» **AI for small farmers.** While AI is already being used for large-scale agriculture, it has substantial potential to benefit small farmers as well, especially in the Global South. Data from high-resolution satellites can now be used at low cost to help inform the decisions small farmers make and lead to increased yield and reduced vulnerability to natural climate variability and pests. This result would be transformative for small farmers who lack the capacity to invest in expensive, large-scale solutions.

» **Environmental justice and inclusive climate action.** Climate impact is tightly connected to social inequity and racial redlining, as underserved communities are typically most vulnerable to—and simultaneously least responsible for—climate change. AI can be used to address environmental justice and ensure inclusive climate action and adaptation policies, yet this is still an emerging field. For instance, AI can be used to identify the impact of extreme events—such as heat waves or inundation—on vulnerable communities and determine how best to adapt to these negative impacts at reduced cost.

» **Behavioral change and public engagement.** Maybe one of the most important steps towards broad climate and nature solutions is fundamentally rooted in behavior. AI can support new initiatives aimed at promoting sustainable behaviors and increasing public engagement and awareness in climate and sustainability actions. Indeed, AI can develop personalized recommendations and targeted communication in many languages that can potentially change individuals’ actions in ways that promote positive climate and nature impacts. The use of AI to translate recommendations and communications in different languages and even dialects could further extend the scale and reach of those communications.

### The Environment Enabling AI Solutions

» **Datasets and benchmarks.** One of the primary enablers of AI innovations is the availability of open datasets and clear benchmarks such as ImageNet. There are already several examples of community datasets and benchmarks in the climate

---

### Eight Spotlight Initiatives from AI for Climate & Nature Workshop Report

In October 2023, the Bezos Earth Fund held an AI for Climate and Nature Workshop in collaboration with Foresight Institute to stimulate dialogue by providing critical insights to decision makers and key stakeholders in the AI, climate, and nature space. The participants collectively identified 99 opportunity spaces at the nexus of climate/nature challenges and AI capabilities. In addition, participants voted on promising opportunity areas to deep dive on where AI could tackle specific climate and nature challenges, and developed the eight spotlight initiatives listed below. Other gaps, challenges, and opportunities raised during the workshop have been integrated elsewhere in this report.

- **Characterizing emissions:** A global, accurate, and authoritative account of greenhouse gas flux, separated out by origin and owner. The objective of this initiative is to reduce uncertainties in global emissions accounting, provide full coverage, and assign mitigation responsibility. The ultimate goal is to provide a reliable resource for greenhouse gas emissions, aiding in the development of effective mitigation plans and aligning human emissions with the Earth’s carbon absorption capacity, in line with international accords like the Paris Agreement.

- **Optimization of clean energy systems:** AI-accelerated decarbonization. This initiative aims to accelerate and revolutionize the decarbonization of buildings, focusing on strategies such as building-by-building recommendations that encompass energy efficiency, optimized deployment of clean energy technologies, and energy forecasting for tailored individual user decisions and policymakers decision-making.

- **Biodiversity data infrastructure:** Unleashing AI-enabled decisions for a thriving planet through the Data Mesh. Aimed at revolutionizing biodiversity and climate monitoring, this initiative aspires to create an intricate “data mesh” that seamlessly integrates an array of existing data sources—from hardware and datasets to human expertise and species information—to provide an efficient platform to aid decision makers in devising and refining robust biodiversity and climate strategies.

- **Ecosystem mapping + geospatial models:** Transforming access to geospatial information that accelerates pathways from data to insight to impact/action. The primary aim of this initiative is to empower users to quickly and effectively engage with generative models trained on multifaceted geospatial data sourced from various origins using natural language queries.

- **Sensors:** The Trillion Sensor Challenge. This initiative aims to integrate vast, smart, and affordable sensors into both land and aquatic ecosystems to grasp each ecosystem’s vitality, focusing on individual species’ behaviors. A key element is its global inclusivity, aiming to democratize big data beyond traditionally data-rich regions like the US and Europe, and to build transparency and trust in conservation efforts.

- **Restoration:** Trees for Life. This initiative aims to utilize equitable AI to promote the restoration of forests and grasslands in Africa. A distinctive feature is its emphasis on community-focused restoration, determining which trees to plant where and collaborating with communities for mutual benefits.

- **Incorporating local and tribal knowledge:** Advancing Climate Justice through Decolonization of Data. This initiative aims not just at technological progress but at enabling local communities to incorporate traditional knowledge with modern data science to champion climate justice. The plan involves using AI to enable localized data collection, access new knowledge sources, and combine existing knowledge systems, all within a responsible AI framework mindful of cultural contexts and potential risks.

- **Decision-making:** ClimatePolicyTracker 2.0. The primary aim of this initiative is to connect decision-making with practical, on the ground climate- and nature-focused actions. ClimatePolicyTracker 2.0 serves as a user-friendly interface connecting a live global map of climate and nature regulations with their real-world impacts, supported by a thorough set of evidence-based decision-making tools.
and nature space such as WeatherBench, used to define a benchmark for weather forecasting and that has helped the AI community center the weather forecasting realm at unprecedented pace and with great success. More datasets and benchmark creation should be supported by the community and funding agencies, as they are tremendous leverage for AI yet are often tedious to put together and require deep domain expertise.

» **Interdisciplinary collaboration.** Addressing challenges in nature and climate domains requires collaboration among AI researchers and practitioners and domain experts. This includes computational scientists, experimentalists, and those working in industry and policy, as well as experts in meteorology, ecology, and environmental science. Bridging the gap among these disciplines—each with its specialized knowledge and terminology—is important for the proposed models and solutions to be successful and impactful.

» **Educational training and workforce development.** The scalability of AI solutions in nature and climate critically depends on the quality and performance of the trained workforce. Funding should support innovative educational solutions to train a new generation of scientists and engineers well versed in both AI and domain applications (in nature as well as climate). Given the global nature of those problems, online education seems particularly well suited to training the broadest community of experts across the globe, especially in the currently underserved Global South.

» **Public education.** Public education and the demystification of the science of AI will allow individuals to understand the power of AI to improve outcomes, which would likely lead to more acceptance of the use of AI in a wide variety of contexts.

» **Optimal policy and strategy formulation.** AI can support optimal and effective climate strategies by providing stakeholders with simulations and projections of climate impacts under different policy scenarios that are tailored to their needs. Mitigation strategies are by definition multimodal and multi-agent as they need to deal with various objectives and stakeholders. AI can strive to define policies to reach the most efficient results. This can help in formulating policies that are both optimal and realistic. *
Conclusion + Appendices
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Stakeholders and Initiatives
AI holds immense potential for driving positive change in the world. Still, it is a tool, not a panacea. As with any transformative technology, safeguards are needed to ensure that solutions leveraging that technology are enabling ethical, equitable, and actionable decision-making, while still providing assurances that insights and recommendations will lead to positive impacts with few unintended consequences.

More broadly, AI solutions for climate and nature need to be advocated alongside large-scale innovation and policy overhauls aimed at changing the underlying socio-economic and political systems that enable and perpetuate the climate and nature crises. AI technologies and approaches alone cannot solve these challenges; new collaborations, more and different kinds of data, and openness are just a few of the things required to solve these inherently complex and multidisciplinary problems.

AI has already transformed many aspects of science and society, and it offers us a way to dramatically accelerate the pace of solutions to our most intractable problems. There is much we can celebrate, but still much to be done.
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The application and use of AI across a broad range of domains, as well as basic AI research and development, are advancing at an extremely rapid pace. This Landscape Assessment was conducted with this dynamic context in mind. While traditional approaches used to review cutting-edge research and practice within and across disciplines (e.g., literature reviews) are necessary, they were also deemed insufficient for this work. Engaging AI- and thematic-subject-matter experts as thought leaders was key to the thoroughness and forward-looking aspect of this assessment. Three primary data collection strategies informed this Landscape Assessment.

First, the teams conducted literature reviews of peer-reviewed journal articles on the use of AI in climate and nature from 2015 to the present. Search terms included AI and machine learning with each of the Systems Change Lab-designated global systems further broken down into their "shifts" when warranted. Climate modeling and prediction search terms, as well as biodiversity and conservation, were added to the list. The articles were reviewed to emphasize key messages, applications and AI technologies, gaps or challenges, opportunities, and recommendations.

Second, the project teams scanned the internet, both manually and with the assistance of generative AI-tailored applications, to identify key stakeholders and initiatives encompassing a broad range from pilot projects, university institutes, non-profits, start-ups, and large companies. Key initiatives were also gleaned from the literature and conversations with experts in the field.

Third, the teams consulted with experts—with representation from academia, industry, and government and non-profit organizations—to conduct additional research and to confirm findings from the literature reviews and scans. Data were collected through qualitative surveys (n=14) and semi-structured interviews (n=31) with key stakeholders in the space of climate, nature, and AI. Questions included requests for information on the grand challenges and known applications of AI across the respondents' and stakeholders' fields of expertise, key stakeholders in the area, as well as the main gaps, challenges, opportunities for scaling, and risks. Additionally, this report underwent thorough expert review, revisions, and feedback throughout the writing process.

One of the main limitations to the data collection is a strong geographical concentration of data collection in North America, as well as the restriction of our review to English-only literature and internet searches.
Stakeholders and Initiatives

The Landscape Assessment team identified key stakeholders and major initiatives that are applying AI technologies in the field of climate and nature. Using the Systems Change Lab global systems as a guide, the review targeted the following focus areas: Forests and Land Management, Freshwater Management, Oceans Management, Food and Agriculture, Power, Industry, Cities, Buildings, Transport, and Technological Carbon Removal. In addition to these ten global systems, and to correspond to the outline of this Landscape Assessment report, initiatives have also been identified in two additional areas: climate impacts and GHG emissions. Finally, key initiatives that are cross-cutting but leveraging AI to address environmental issues have been coded under Environmental cross-cutting.

Nearly 300 key stakeholders and major initiatives were identified and are listed below. This data is publicly available in an interactive dashboard on Esri’s ArcGIS platform (linked at right).

Methodology

The stakeholders and initiatives list is composed of the global system or chapter identifier, stakeholder, initiative name (if different from stakeholder), organization/initiative website, organization type, description of the stakeholder/initiative, and the geographic location of the stakeholder’s headquarters.

For the purposes of this list, “stakeholder” refers to an organization that has deployed AI technology in the focus areas, and “initiative” refers to a publicized, named AI application or project under the stakeholder’s management. Stakeholders are sorted into the following organization types: Private, Public, Nonprofit (including non-governmental organizations), Research (including centers within academic institutions), and networks (encompassing collaborations and hubs). The list also includes a list of models and databases that are utilized for AI applications in climate and nature (coded under Research).

To produce the key stakeholder and major initiative list, the research team identified stakeholders and initiatives through consultations with subject matter experts, literature reviews, as well as internet scans supported by generative AI technologies from September 2023 to April 2024. The objective was to reach a minimum of 20 initiatives per focus area (i.e., 20 initiatives over 12 focus areas). In some focus areas this was easily achieved. In these instances the active search for additional initiatives and stakeholders ceased after reaching 20; however, throughout the course of the project, when the research team organically came across important stakeholders or initiatives, they were added. Often the descriptions used to describe the stakeholders and initiatives are directly copied from the company’s website.

The key initiatives and stakeholders that have been featured in this report were selected based on the authors’ understanding of the AI for climate and nature space, and the assessment of the initiatives’ innovation or potential for impact.
**Limitations**

The stakeholders and initiatives list is not meant to be a comprehensive or exhaustive representation of the AI landscape globally. Importantly, the search was limited to stakeholders and initiatives featured only in English literature, media and/or websites. In addition, AI applications in climate and nature are evolving and growing rapidly. The scan may have failed to capture emerging major initiatives and key stakeholders. The coding of the stakeholders and initiatives may contain inaccuracies due to misinterpretation or human error. The codes and descriptions reflect the judgment of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the collaborating institutions that produced the Landscape Assessment study.

Despite these potential caveats, the list should be a valuable starting point to better understand AI applications in the climate and nature domains as well as to highlight opportunities to address gaps, scale applications, and increase impact.

**Summary of Findings**

The review conducted for this Landscape Assessment determined that there are significant AI initiatives in forests and land management, food and agriculture, and industry; with relatively fewer, in comparison, in GHG emissions monitoring and technological carbon removal (Figure 1).

The stakeholders managing these AI initiatives are found largely in the Global North and western hemisphere (Figure 2 and 3). This is likely because: (a) wealthier economies drive advanced technological innovations and have more access to infrastructure, data, and capital, (b) there is a high concentration of tech startups, and especially climate tech startups, in the Silicon Valley / Bay area, and (c) the scan was conducted in English only, which will naturally bias towards, and potentially oversaturate, results for English-speaking countries (see Limitations).

The scan demonstrated that most AI initiatives in climate and nature are globally active or at least globally available. For those

---

**Fig. 1 — Area of Application Initiatives**
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not implemented or available on a global scale, implementation tends to be concentrated in North America and Europe—reflecting stakeholder location. The scan found relatively little AI deployment concentrated only in Asia, Africa, South America, and Australia, although many global initiatives may work in these regions.

The vast majority of stakeholders applying AI to climate and nature solutions are in the private sector (67%), followed by research (16%) and nonprofits (11%), with stakeholders in the public sector and networks (usually a nonprofit or research collaboration) amounting to 4% and 2% respectively. However, public sector funding supports a number of the research and nonprofit efforts listed here.

The private sector comprises the largest share of stakeholders across most systems and is the main organization type for food and agriculture, and industry (Figure 4). From the initiatives found in our scan, only the private sector is working on buildings and transport. Nonprofits are more prominent in forests and land management, and ocean management as well as environmental cross-cutting (i.e., working across environmental sectors). Research institutions are also quite active in forests and land management, climate impacts and adaptation, and technological carbon removal, despite there being relatively few initiatives found in that area.

The initiative scan aimed to provide a useful overview of the stakeholders and initiatives currently in place. Findings suggest that many areas are already demonstrating viable business models for AI applications and have thus seen widespread private sector involvement (e.g., optimization for reduced energy use, carbon emissions, or waste). The findings also point to the opportunity to expand the development and implementation of AI solutions for climate and nature to the Global South.
Building energy systems are often complex, involving a wide range of factors that can affect their performance. One approach to optimizing these systems is through the implementation of energy conservation measures (ECMs) at the building level. This approach enables the estimation of the energy savings potential upon the existing AI- and heuristic-based models, considering energy and cost savings, which will build on the feasibility of energy conservation measures using factors like topology and energy consumption to identify buildings needing energy conservation.

Digital twins of these buildings are created to simulate their energy systems. These twins utilize engines, AI, and machine learning models to generate insights into building performance. Employed physics-based bottom-up simulation engines are used in various projects, allowing for the creation of 3D design possibilities for a given location and providing a virtual environment for architects and builders.

Through digital twins, it is possible to simulate different parameters, including building height and orientation, sun exposure, and energy consumption during peak hours. This enables architects to make adjustments to designs based on many different geometries at a level of detail previously unattainable, making the planning of greener buildings and outdoor spaces easier than ever.

AI-driven platforms are being developed to automate formerly time-consuming tasks to model 3D structures with many different geometries at a level of detail previously unattainable, making the planning of greener buildings and outdoor spaces easier than ever. These platforms leverage AI and machine learning to provide insights into building performance, enabling architects and engineers to make more informed decisions during the design process.

One such platform is BricsCAD, developed by Bricsys to help designers and architects streamline the design of buildings, automating formerly time-consuming tasks to model 3D structures with many different geometries at a level of detail previously unattainable, making the planning of greener buildings and outdoor spaces easier than ever.

Another platform is Infogrid, an energy management and analytics platform that helps commercial real estate and facility managers reduce their buildings' contribution to GHG emissions while generating significant energy savings. Solutions include HVAC optimization, energy management, and decarbonization and offsets.

Honeywell, with its Envizi ESG Suite, helps organizations and government agencies support organizations and government agencies committed to sustainable development. Their solutions include HVAC optimization, energy management, and decarbonization and offsets.

IRT Surveys offers services to identify excessive heat and energy use to help inform building residents about their heat portfolio and how they can reduce energy consumption. IRT Surveys has been acquired by Mears Group.

Johnson Controls utilizes AI to analyze thermal imaging data to predict buildings' energy consumption, detect defaults in building equipment (chillers, cooling towers, lights, appliances, etc.), and optimize HVAC operations to reduce energy consumption.

Maximpact offers technological solutions, consulting services, and training to help municipalities, communities, and companies become more efficient. They can use AI to monitor, evaluate, and manage energy usage in buildings and factories. Their technology identifies problems, detects potential equipment failure and needed repairs, and reduces energy consumption during peak hours.
Buildings (continued)

measurable.energy

HEADQUARTERS: Reading, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
measurable.energy created and sells plug sockets that use machine learning to identify small power waste in plugged-in devices automatically, and can help reduce electricity costs of users by a minimum of 20%.

Mortar IO

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Mortar IO uses an AI-driven simulation platform to help users decarbonize buildings by generating virtual models of thousands of buildings within minutes, aiding with quick and efficient retrofitting planning in the real estate decarbonization space.

Phyn

HEADQUARTERS: Torrance, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Phyn, a Belkin International subsidiary, uses sensors and cloud AI to monitor water pressure, flow, and temperature in residential plumbing systems. Users can use it to identify water usage trends and find actionable insights into how to reduce water use (and maintain their systems to reduce water waste overall).

Saint-Gobain

HEADQUARTERS: Paris, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures, and distributes materials and services for the construction and industrial markets. A large organization with wide-reaching applications, it is involved in the renovation and construction of public and private buildings to improve buildings’ energy efficiency, retrofitting buildings to new uses, integrate new construction materials, and support innovative solutions within architecture. Its efforts in industry and mobility complement its built environment endeavors—which recently have shifted to incorporate AI technologies to improve the company’s sustainability, such as through enhanced building material for light construction, optimized retrofitting, or optimizing supply chain so that the company can achieve its carbon neutrality goal by 2050.

Siemens: Building X

HEADQUARTERS: Munich, Germany
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Building X is an open platform consisting of applications and connectivity solutions. It takes data from one-off events (such as construction) and continuous monitoring of building activities (via sensors). Both the data and insights generated by the platform are made available to users, helping them make informed decisions and create intelligent solutions for their buildings, making them more efficient and sustainable.

WINT

HEADQUARTERS: Goshen, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
WINT’s water management system uses AI to identify leaks within a water system and automatically turn off water when leaks take place, helping buildings and businesses become more sustainable by lowering water waste and improving their water footprint.

Cities

Aclima

HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Aclima’s fleet of cars uses sensors to produce high-resolution air quality measurements (such as air pollution), block-by-block, at street level. That data can then be analyzed using their software platform, Aclima Pro, to generate insights to help guide climate action in cities.

BuntPlanet: BuntBrain

HEADQUARTERS: Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
BuntBrain is an AI-driven software developed by BuntPlanet to address water scarcity, helping utilities monitor their water distribution networks and identify solutions to water losses. They claim it can cut commercial water loss by as much as half. In December 2023, Siemens acquired BuntPlanet.

CANN Forecast: IntelliSwim/InteliPipes

HEADQUARTERS: Montreal, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Cann Forecast develops decision tools leveraging artificial intelligence and machine learning for municipal water management. The products include predictive machine learning models to predict the concentration of E. coli in urban water bodies (IntelliSwim) and also AI-based algorithms to help identify at-risk pipes before they break (InteliPipes).

ClimateIQ

HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
ClimateIQ is an AI-driven, multi-hazard exposure assessment tool leveraging Machine Learning, Big Data, and multiple climate hazard model environments. The tool aims to aid communities in accessing high-resolution hazard exposure information and to advance risk assessment in urbanized regions worldwide. It was supported through a google.org Impact Challenge on Climate Innovation, which is the collaboration of many partners led by the Urban Systems Lab at the New School in New York City.

Cornell University: Tree Folio NYC

HEADQUARTERS: Ithaca, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
Tree Folio NYC is a digital twin of New York City’s tree canopy—utilizing traditional satellite technology and LiDAR data to model NYC trees and quantify the amount and quality of shade each provides. Machine learning algorithms were used to fill the gaps between the satellite and LiDAR information sources and apply those learnings elsewhere. The tool can be used to make informed decisions on urban planning and management, especially in making the city more sustainable.

Digital Water Solutions: hydrant.AI

HEADQUARTERS: Ontario, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Digital Water Solution’s hydrant.AI uses artificial intelligence and sensors to monitor acoustic, pressure, and temperature data in water systems to detect leaks early and help systems reduce water loss.
Digital-Water.City (DWC): DWC

DWC develops digital solutions for urban environments to support European water and sewage infrastructure in reducing water waste, improving water quality, and optimizing maintenance.

Google: Environmental Insights Explorer

Environmental Insights Explorer is a freely available data and insights tool that uses exclusive data sources and modeling capabilities to help cities and regions measure emissions sources, run analyses, and identify strategies to reduce emissions — creating a foundation for effective action.

Greyparrot: Analyzer

Greyparrot’s Analyzer is an AI waste analytics platform that creates a live stream of insight on the material passing through a recycling sorting facility to enable more resource recovery.

Indian Institute of Technology Jammu: Centre of Excellence in Artificial Intelligence

The Centre of Excellence in Artificial Intelligence at IIT Jammu focuses on forecasting and modeling for urban sustainability, sustainable infrastructure and resource planning, analysis and monitoring, sustainable applications for mobility, urban development, and resilience using AI. It also explores the potential of smart urban communities.

Masdar City

Masdar City is a sustainable urban community in the United Arab Emirates. Its focus is innovation and creating scalable solutions for climate change in cities that can be used worldwide, leveraging AI when possible. They claim that buildings within Masdar City use 90% recycled aluminum and use 40% less energy and water than typical buildings.

MIT: Department of Urban Planning

Researchers at MIT are combining sensors, AI, visualization, and data analysis to develop solutions for city planners, designers, and policymakers to make cities more sustainable.

New York City Office of the Mayor: The New York City Artificial Intelligence Action Plan

The New York City Artificial Intelligence Action Plan focuses on developing AI solutions for sustainable buildings, including forecasting and monitoring, sustainable applications for mobility, urban development, and resilience using AI. It is intended to identify opportunities for AI integration and in-house tool development, scale in-house projects, and determine and support agency needs. This effort can impact the city's carbon footprint by increasing the capability of the city government to make managing buildings and transportation more sustainable.

Replica

Replica is a web-based platform for engineers, investors, city planners, and decision-makers working in urban infrastructure and transportation. It can be used to help gain insights and plan active transportation, EV infrastructure, and public transit within a city — including evaluating interventions to reduce the impact of these activities on climate change.

Stevens Institute of Technology

The Stevens Institute of Technology’s Artificial Intelligence Action Plan for NYC was funded by NASA to develop a tool that uses satellite data, remote sensing, and hydraulic modeling to optimize reservoir management in watersheds in the northeast and manage the water supply sent to New York City residents during cold seasons. The effort is meant to optimize reservoir inflow and reduce water waste.

University of Virginia: Link Lab

The Link Lab at UVA Engineering is a multidisciplinary team conducting research in Smart and Connected Health, Hardware for IoT, and Smart Cities. Their work prioritizes the real-world impact of cyber-physical systems, including enabling connected transportation services to meet the needs of all commuters and travelers, using machine learning models to make smart services more efficient, and imagining smart buildings that are not only more sustainable but also improve occupant health and comfort. They work closely with industry to advance their technology, as well as local government for case studies.

Urban AI

Urban AI is a think tank focused on conducting research that can assist city leaders, urban planners, and policy-makers in understanding the state of urban technologies, AI models that are currently applied to cities and the built environment, and the potential for AI to make urban life safer and more sustainable. Urban AI describes itself as the “crossroads” between AI and Smart Cities.

UrbanFootprint

UrbanFootprint offers resilience insights to urban communities, utility companies, government agencies, and private companies. The “world’s first urban intelligence platform” helps identify solutions to make urban environments more sustainable.

Sustainability

Google and UrbanFootprint have developed leak detection technology in partnership with industry actors. The technology, published in the Urban Water Journal, uses acoustic sensors to detect leaks and can help municipalities identify leaks and emergencies in real time and cut down on water losses.
Climate Impacts

Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence (A12): Climate Modeling
allen.ai.org/climate-modeling

HEADQUARTERS: Seattle, WA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

A12 is building modern machine learning into current climate models to improve their performance in key areas and ultimately to refine climate change predictions. The ML is trained on ultra-realistic ‘digital twin’ simulations of the Earth's atmosphere that exploit the world’s fastest supercomputers.

Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence (A12): Wildlands
allen.ai.org/wildlands

HEADQUARTERS: Seattle, WA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

They are applying machine learning to support wildland fire management and research workflows. Wildlands focuses on ground-level fuels that are not measurable with current satellite technology and are currently a neglected research area in wildfire research and management. The project uses current low-tech methodologies and applies computer vision to amplify its impact.

Atmo AI
www.atmo.ai

HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Atmo AI is a deep learning model and platform for weather prediction to improve meteorology worldwide in the face of climate change.

AtmoRep
atmorep.org

HEADQUARTERS: Bonn, Germany
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

AtmoRep uses large-scale representation learning from artificial intelligence to determine a general description of the highly complex, stochastic dynamics of the atmosphere.

CLINT
climatelligence.eu

HEADQUARTERS: Milano, Italy
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

CLINT uses machine learning algorithms and AI-enhanced climate science to monitor and analyze large climatological datasets to learn from and forecast the impact of weather events (including extreme events such as tropical cyclones, heat waves, and droughts).

Department of Defense’s Defense Innovation Unit: xView2
xview2.org

HEADQUARTERS: Mountain View, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public

The Pentagon’s Defense Innovation Unit, in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University, created the xView2 challenge, releasing a massive dataset of high-resolution satellite imagery for public use to encourage the computer vision community to help automate and improve building damage assessment after environmental disasters. While accuracy is dependent on cloud-free days, the technology has proven successful in supporting humanitarian relief efforts (for example, it was used to aid logistics and rescue in Turkey).

European Drought Observatory: For Resilience and Adaptation: The European Drought Impacts database
http://edid-test.eu/#/home

HEADQUARTERS: Brussels, Belgium
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public

The European Drought Impacts database includes a compilation of data on the impact of droughts between 1977 and 2022. The Drought Risk Atlas uses machine learning to simulate the effect that an increase in temperature of +1.5, 2, and 3 Degrees Celsius can have in the future. Developed by scientists at the Commission’s Joint Research Centre, the projections show in which regions of the European Union water will become scarcer than elsewhere and which economic sectors and subsectors will be most affected.

Excarta
excarta.io

HEADQUARTERS: San Carlos, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Excarta uses AI research to produce best-in-class weather forecasts to make businesses more resilient to volatile weather.

Floodbase: Floodbase
www.floodbase.com

HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Floodbase uses satellites and AI to track floods in near real-time anywhere on Earth for parametric flood insurance products.

FuXi
charts.ecmwf.int/?facet=%7B%22Product%20type%22%3A%22Experimental%22%7D

HEADQUARTERS: Shanghai, China
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

FuXi is a high-accuracy machine learning weather forecasting model developed in 2023, capable of interpreting up to 15-day predictions of global forecasts.

Google DeepMind: GraphCast
deeplmind.google/discover/blog/graphcast-ai-model-for-faster-and-more-accurate-global-weather-forecasting

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

DeepMind’s GraphCast is a machine learning-based weather forecasting method that seeks to improve weather forecasting and reduce their computational cost (the latest version can be run at a fraction of a standard weather forecasting model and thus can even be run on a personal computer). The GraphCast approach enables ten-day weather predictions at “unprecedented accuracy” in less than a minute and, therefore, opens up new possibilities for weather forecasting that have historically been computationally too expensive to be mainstream.

Google Research: Flood Hub
research.google/floodforecasting

HEADQUARTERS: Mountain View, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Google Research’s Flood Hub uses two AI models to simultaneously assess and forecast water flow (such as within a river) and predict water levels along areas of the roadway. With this system, entire populations can be alerted to impending floods—thereby limiting environmental and property damage and preventing fatalities.

Huawei: Pangu-Weather
HEADQUARTERS: Shenzhen, China
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Huawei’s Pangu-Weather Model, available on the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) website, offers 3D high-resolution medium-range global weather forecasting. Using AI, Pangu-Weather is more than 10,000 times faster than ECMWF’s Integrated Forecasting System and is available for free, public use.

IBM’s PAIRS Geoscope: IBM Environmental Intelligence Suite
ibm.com/products/environmental-intelligence-suite

HEADQUARTERS: Armonk, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

The IBM Environmental Intelligence Suite empowers AI-driven solutions with vast geospatial data storage, curation, and model libraries tailored to specific business needs and workflows. Built on rich data sets, including historical, current, and forecast weather data and remote-sensing imagery.

Kayrros: Wildfire Risk Monitor for Insurance
kayrros.com

HEADQUARTERS: Paris, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Kayrros’s Wildfire Risk Monitor uses AI, satellite imagery, data fusion, and machine learning to evaluate wildfire risk, monitor wildfires, and assess damage after a wildfire has ended. Similarly, its Wildfire Risk Monitor for Insurance takes that information to create risk modeling tools to assist the insurance industry in minimizing insurer losses.

NASA’s Earth System Digital Twin
esto.nasa.gov/earth-system-digital-twin/

HEADQUARTERS: Greenbelt, MD
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public

The Advanced Information Systems Technology (AIST) program leads NASA’s Earth System Digital Twins (ESDT) efforts, developing novel technologies for integrating diverse Earth and human activity models, continuous observations, and information system capabilities to provide unified, comprehensive representations and predictions that can be utilized for monitoring as well as for developing actionable information and supporting decision making. The three major components of an ESDT are a continuously updated Digital Replica of the Earth System of interest, dynamic Forecasting models, and Impact Assessment capabilities.
Climate Impacts (continued)

National Science Foundation Learning the Earth with Artificial Intelligence and Physics Center (LEAP): LEAP
leap.columbia.edu

HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
The National Science Foundation Learning the Earth with Artificial Intelligence and Physics Center (LEAP) focuses on improving “near-term climate projections by merging physical modeling with machine learning across a continuum from expertise in climate science and climate modeling to cutting-edge machine learning algorithms.” It seeks to use physics and machine learning to advance data science algorithms’ ability to address real-world problems.

NVIDIA: Earth Climate Digital Twin

HEADQUARTERS: Santa Clara, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
NVIDIA and The Weather Company have teamed up to integrate meteorological data with AI tools to provide users with an efficient pathway to building digital twins, providing state-of-the-art diffusion modeling and fine-scale local data to enable high-resolution weather modeling products. Their tools are designed to simulate and visualize weather and climate at an unprecedented scale.

NVIDIA: FourCastNet
docs.nvidia.com/deeplearning/modulus/modulus-sym/user_guide/neural_operators/fourcastnet.html

HEADQUARTERS: Santa Clara, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Model: FourCastNet uses AI and satellite data to generate highly accurate short- to medium-range weather forecasting, which can be leveraged to predict extreme weather events and manage human and environmental preparations.

One Concern: Domino AI / Co-pilot
oneconcern.com/

HEADQUARTERS: Menlo Park, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
One Concern uses AI and digital twins to help businesses become more climate resilient by analyzing their infrastructure’s climate risk (extreme environmental and climate events). Their mission is to “make disasters less disastrous.” Domino AI provides curated physical risk data for precise pricing. Domino Co-pilot provides advanced risk analysis to visualize downtimes.

Salo Sciences, Planet, Vibrant Planet: California Forest Observatory
forestobservatory.com/tour

HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
The California Forest Observatory, a data-driven forest monitoring system. We map the drivers of wildfire hazards across the state—including forest structure, weather, topography & infrastructure—from space.

m2lines.github.io

HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
Supported by Schmidt Futures, Multiscale Machine Learning In Coupled Earth System Modeling (M2LinES) is an international collaborative project focused on innovating data and AI to improve climate models, using AI to emulate complex components of the climate system.

Terrafuse AI
terrafuse.ai.com

HEADQUARTERS: Berkeley, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Terrafuse AI uses physics-enabled AI models to understand climate-related risk at a hyperlocal level for businesses and organizations interested in understanding the potential impact of climate and weather-related events on their operations. Terrafuse leverages historical wildfire data, numerical simulations, and satellite imagery on Microsoft Azure to model wildfire risk for any location. It also estimates temporal change in carbon density because of fire, deforestation, and other calamities.

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts: ECMWF Charts
charts.ecmwf.int/?facets=%7B%22Product%20Type%22%3A%22%7D

HEADQUARTERS: Reading, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public
ECMWF leverages AI, machine learning, and satellite imagery to monitor data points such as temperature and precipitation—data which can then be used to inform climate change mitigation solutions (such as wildfire predictions).

UC San Diego: ALERTwildfire
alertwildfire.org

HEADQUARTERS: San Diego, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
CAL FIRE, ALERTCalifornia, and industry partner DigitalPath developed a new AI system that provides early wildfire confirmation and actionable real-time data to quickly scale fire resources, helps evacuations through enhanced situational awareness, and monitors fire behavior. The AI platform is a new tool in the toolbox and allows data to drive firefighting decisions, which saves lives, protects habitats, and infrastructure.

University at Albany: Atmospheric Sciences Research Center (ASRC)
albany.edu/asrc

HEADQUARTERS: Albany, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
ASRC is a leading institution fostering collaboration in and outside the university to advance research and technology in atmospheric science. One highlight of ASRC is its xCITE laboratory, directed by Dr. Kara Sulia. xCITE specializes in developing software and AI techniques for weather- and climate-related research. A second highlight is the New York State Mesonet (NYSM), a network of 126 weather stations operated by UAlbany and equipped with automated sensors that collect and disseminate a variety of weather-related data (temperature, humidity, wind speed, and direction, etc.), which is available to emergency managers and the public in real time.

WeatherBench
github.com/pangeo-data/WeatherBench

HEADQUARTERS: Cambridge, MA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
WeatherBench is a benchmark dataset for data-driven weather forecasting.

xBD Dataset
xview2.org/dataset

HEADQUARTERS: Mountain View, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
The xBD Dataset is an annotated high-resolution satellite imagery for building damage assessment. The xView2 Building Damage Challenge builds on the previous xView 2018 Challenge for Object Detection. It focuses on applying innovative computer vision solutions to a specific problem in Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Recovery (HADR).

Yokahu
yokahu.co

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Yokahu provides parametric weather insurance for climate risk resilience, having developed AI-driven products for hurricane forecast evacuation cover, wildfire evacuation, and post-wildfire/hurricane rent/mortgage coverage. Their tools are designed to protect climate-vulnerable communities.

UCla, Microsoft: ClimaX
microsoft.github.io/ClimaX/

HEADQUARTERS: Los Angeles, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
ClimaX is the first foundation model designed to perform a wide variety of weather and climate modeling tasks. ClimaX uses numerical models of the atmosphere to generate fast, accurate, data-driven weather forecasts, climate models, and projections that outperform other deep learning-based baselines across all key metrics.
Environmental Cross-cutting

Bayanat
bayanat.ohdsi staging.com

HEADQUARTERS: Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Bayanat leverages AI to enhance its geospatial intelligence services, offering solutions across various sectors, such as smart cities, transportation, and the environment. Their AI-driven platforms integrate data analytics and multi-intelligence technologies to provide advanced geospatial data and analytics services, helping clients in decision-making and operational efficiencies.

BlueSky Analytics: Climate Data Hub/SpaceTime
blueskyhq.io

HEADQUARTERS: The Hague, Netherlands
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Blue Sky Analytics is a geospatial data intelligence company building an API-based catalogue of Environmental Datasets by leveraging Satellite data, AI, and cloud. Their products are used for ESG reporting, verification and transparency on carbon credits, and climate risk assessments.

Climate Change AI
climatechange.ai

HEADQUARTERS: Pittsburgh, PA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

Climate Change AI (CCAI) is an organization composed of volunteers from academia and industry who believe that tackling climate change requires concerted societal action, in which machine learning can play an impactful role. Since it was founded in June 2019 (and established as a US domestic nonprofit on June 14, 2021), CCAI has led the creation of a global movement in climate change and machine learning, encompassing researchers, engineers, entrepreneurs, investors, policymakers, companies, and NGOs.

Climate Policy Radar
climatepolicyradar.org/

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

Climate Policy Radar is building machine learning models that, with NLP, can parse information from large numbers of documents on climate law and policy worldwide. Its data is open-source, which allows for more democratic information-sharing.

Earth Species Project
earthspecies.org

HEADQUARTERS: Asheville, NC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

EcoBot uses AI to help businesses manage and meet the requirements of environmental assessments.

Microsoft: Planetary Computer
planetarycomputer.microsoft.com

HEADQUARTERS: Redmond, WA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Launched in 2020, Microsoft's Planetary Computer unites different tools with AI in a way that not only allows for many different applications of its technology in different areas of climate and nature but also enables partners to build on top of its platform, thereby enhancing the impact of sustainability practitioners. The Planetary Computer contains petabytes of data ranging from satellite imagery and weather data to land cover and species distribution data.

SkyTruth
skytruth.org

HEADQUARTERS: Shepherdstown, WV
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

Skytruth uses AI, satellite data, cloud computing, and data science to generate atmospheric and weather insights and monitor environmental activities. Their mission is to protect the planet, and their catchphrase is "If you see it, you can change it."

World Resources Institute: Resource Watch
resourcewatch.org

HEADQUARTERS: Washington, DC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

Resource Watch develops a multitude of AI-powered data insights that can be applied across energy, forests and land management, food and agriculture, ocean and freshwater management, climate monitoring, and urban environments to solve problems caused by human impact on the planet.

Food + Agriculture

Aerofarms
aerofarms.com

HEADQUARTERS: Danville, VA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Aerofarms creates digital pathways to smart farms, integrating machine vision, machine learning, and Internet of Things technologies to optimize agricultural operations. They utilize integrated algorithms and agSTACK software with integrated PLC and SCADA systems.

AgroScout
agro-scout.com

HEADQUARTERS: Y’r’on, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

AgroScout combines AI and machine learning with high-resolution images from the ground (via smartphone), from the air (via drones), and from space (via satellites) to create a desktop and mobile platform for farmers to better monitor their crops. The tool helps growers reduce waste, optimize farm operations (seeding, watering, fertilizing, etc.), and identify anomalies early.

Agrosmart: BoosterAGRO/ESG Platform/Agrosmart Nexus
agrosmart.com.br/about

HEADQUARTERS: São Paulo, Brazil
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

The largest climate intelligence platform in Latin America, Agrosmart is a private company dedicated to merging big data and analytics with agriculture in a way that helps find routes to more efficient, sustainable, and climate-resilient food systems. They have created a variety of service platforms that, through machine learning algorithms, help farmers and other stakeholders across Central and South America to optimize their production and supply chain operations, give them a competitive advantage, and make them wiser and stronger contributors to the communities they serve.

Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA): AGRA
agra.org

HEADQUARTERS: Nairobi, Kenya
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

AGRA is an African collaboration of organizations working toward supporting food and agriculture efforts in Africa, addressing food insecurity, and making farming more sustainable and climate resilient. In partnership with Atlas AI, one of its initiatives around predictive analytics for smallholder agriculture is using satellite imagery and machine learning to develop insights for smallholder farmers regarding land use, yields, peak time for harvest, input distribution gaps, and other contextual monitoring aspects.
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Amini
ami.ai
HEADQUARTERS: Nairobi, Kenya
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Amini uses AI and space technologies to collect massive amounts of environmental data that can inform new tools for smallholder farmers and make the farm-to-table supply chain more resilient. It aims to address environmental data scarcity in Africa.

Benson Hill: Cloud Biology/ Crop OS
bensonhill.com
HEADQUARTERS: Saint Louis, MO
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Benson Hill's Cloud Biology converges big data with plant biology, Their CropOS(™) initiative, in tandem, is a crop design platform created to make that data accessible and actionable. It combines AI, machine learning, and data analytics to vastly increase the speed and precision of genomic crop breeding while reducing breeding trade-offs, such as optimizing yield at the expense of nutrition.

Better Origin: X1
betterorigin.co.uk
HEADQUARTERS: Cambridge, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Better Origin's X1s are AI-powered insect farms purchasable by stakeholders within food and agriculture. Food waste is placed into X1s alongside insect larvae; the X1 converts the food waste into larvae feed. Then, the larvae consume the feed and grow over the course of a few weeks, are harvested, and finally delivered directly to agricultural animals as a sustainable form of protein.

Biocraft
biocraftpet.com
HEADQUARTERS: Vienna, Austria
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Biocraft Pet Nutrition leverages AI and machine learning to generate more sustainable and nutritious protein options for pets.

Blue River Technology: See and Spray
bluerivertechnology.com/our-mission/
HEADQUARTERS: Sunnyvale, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Blue River Technology solution leverages deep learning algorithms paired with a computer vision system to create the ultimate virtual field scout for agriculture. Through 5+ years of collecting millions of images of plants and weeds across hundreds of thousands of acres, See & Spray,Ne is capable of detecting a variety of crops and weeds to provide weed control throughout a growing season.

Cellcraft
cellcraft.com
HEADQUARTERS: Cambridge, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Cellcraft leverages AI to create unique and potentially more sustainable ways to produce meat (i.e., cultivated meat that is grown in labs).

ClariFruit
clarifruit.com
HEADQUARTERS: Rishon Le-zion, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
ClariFruit’s quality control platform (along with the parallel mobile application) uses computer vision and machine learning to relieve human inspectors from the time-consuming task of inspecting fruit products by hand. The computer vision models grow increasingly accurate over time, creating an efficient, practical pathway for meeting customer quality standards, reducing waste, and maximizing profit.

Climate AI
climiate.ai
HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
ClimateAI has several digital platforms that use AI models to gather and assess climate and weather data in order to generate valuable, easy-to-interpret insights for actors across food and agriculture, industry, energy, the public sector, and others to better prepare for and adapt to the effects of climate change on their respective operations.

Climate LLC: Fieldview
climate.com
HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
FieldView is helping address one of our planet’s most pressing challenges, growing more with fewer natural resources. The power of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and data science can help farmers bring a new level of precision to every seed, chemical, machine, and decision.

Climax Foods: Deep Plant Intelligence Platform
climax.bio
HEADQUARTERS: Berkeley, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Climax’s Deep Plant Intelligence platform uses machine learning to support the creation of new, plant-based ingredients that can serve as much more sustainable replacements for animal-based products in the food industry.

Cropx
cropx.com
HEADQUARTERS: Netanya, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
CropX is a farm management system that combines farm data, weather conditions, and agronomic knowledge to help farmers make informed decisions that help optimize their operations and increase crop yields.

CULT Food Science
cultfoodscience.com
HEADQUARTERS: Vancouver, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
CULT Food Science leverages AI to create products aimed toward developing sustainable and ethically sourced cellular agriculture ingredients and products and accelerating them to market.

Equinom
equimom.com
HEADQUARTERS: Givat Brenner, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Equinom uses AI to assist with plant breeding, allowing for easier and more efficient creation of plant-based ingredients that are better for the environment as well as human consumers.

Eternal
eternal.bio
HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Eternal uses AI to support automated experimentation and analysis in the creation of alternative proteins for consumption (such as Mycofood, a fungal-based product) to help alleviate energy and water consumption required for animal-based proteins.

FruchtCast
fruchtcast.co.uk
HEADQUARTERS: Lincoln, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
FruchtCast uses technology to program cells to create many different types of products—including more sustainable, climate-smart solutions for agriculture.

Ginkgo Bioworks
ginkgobioworks.com
HEADQUARTERS: Boston, MA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Ginkgo Bioworks uses technology to program cells to create many different types of products—including more sustainable, climate-smart solutions for agriculture.

Harvest CROO
harvestcroorobotics.com
HEADQUARTERS: Tampa, FL
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Harvest CROO Robotics helps strawberry farmers automate their crop management, harvesting, and packing. Their harvesting services, which help reduce food waste and increase crop yields, are estimated to reduce CO2 emissions. AI and machine learning vision are used to inspect each strawberry for health and ripeness, which then instructs the robot to selectively and gently pick berries. Harvest CROO Robotics is a recipient of the National Science Foundation Award.

IBM: Watson Decision Platform for Agriculture
ibm.com/downloads/cas/DX2OVRAW
HEADQUARTERS: Armonk, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
The Watson Decision Platform combines decades of IBM research, AI, and IoT data to generate predictive insights and a suite of low-cost solutions to help stakeholders across different agricultural roles make more informed decisions. The platform can help them find pathways to increasing the profitability and quality of their produce through data on local weather, soil, farm equipment, workflow, and visuals (satellite and drone images).
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**Inari: SEEDesign**

inari.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Cambridge, MA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Inari's digital platform, SEEDesign, leverages AI and gene editing to identify gene combinations for more resilient, more nutritious, and more robust crops.

**Indigo Agriculture**

indigoag.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Boston, MA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Indigo Agriculture uses AI to analyze the microbiome of soil on farms, drawing insights to help farmers optimize their crop yields and land usage.

**International Rice Research Institute: Fit-for-Future Genetic Resources unit**

irri.org  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Research  
IRRI’s Fit-for-Future Genetic Resources unit has received a Google.org grant to integrate AI and high-throughput phenotyping methodologies into IRRI’s gene bank, the largest rice gene bank in the world, consisting of over 132,000 types of rice from 132 countries. AI will assess existing rice genotypes for resistance to environmental stressors associated with climate change, such as flooding, drought, and salinity.

**Kilimo**

kilimo.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Cordoba, Argentina  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Kilimo reduces water usage and waste in agriculture by providing farmers with an easy-to-use, machine learning-driven platform where they can review their irrigation data and receive recommendations for cutting back water usage.

**Nokia/ Vodafone Foundation: Smart-Agriculture-as-a-service**

nokia.com/about-us/newsroom/articles/iot-unlocking-the-potential-of-precision-farming/  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Espoo, Finland  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Links field sensors and Nokia’s Worldwide Internet of Things Network Grid (WING) via a mobile network operator to provide information to farmers via mobile and web-based applications. The packages include environmental monitoring and pest management, crop monitoring and management, soil monitoring and management, and an advisory center.

**NotCo: The Giuseppe Platform**

notco.ai  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Santiago, Chile  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
NotCo’s Giuseppe Platform is an AI-powered platform that helps discover novel, more sustainable, plant-based products for the food industry.

**Plantix: Crop Doctor App**

plantix.net/en  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Berlin, Germany  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
The Plantix Crop Doctor is the world’s most downloaded app for farmers - combining artificial intelligence and the expertise of leading research institutions around the globe. Millions of customers use the Plantix farmers’ app to diagnose crop problems and get unbiased recommendations about treatments and the best-suited products at a local store.

**Plenty**

plenty.ag  
**HEADQUARTERS:** San Francisco, CA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Plenty is a startup seeking to create more sustainable farms. Their two-acre, indoor vertical farm is capable of generating what 720 acres of traditional farmland would yield. It does so by using AI to monitor the farm environment (water use, light, temperature) and determine which combination, to what degree, produces the highest-quality produce (managed by robots). They claim this also reduces typical water use for farming by 95%.

**Protein Industries Canada**

proteinindustriescanada.ca  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Regina, Canada  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Nonprofit  
Protein Industries Canada uses AI to advance agrifood and create sustainable, plant-based food products.

**Protera**

proterabio.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Paris, France  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Protera uses protein engineering and AI to generate more sustainable ingredients that can be used in the food industry.

**Shiru: Flourish**

shiru.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Alameda, CA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Shiru’s AI platform, Flourish, accelerates ingredient discovery for sustainable, functional protein alternatives.

**Spoiler Alert**

spoileralert.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Boston, MA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Spoiler Alert uses machine learning to help reduce food waste at a high level by optimizing sales, supply chains, and inventory management for brands.

**Sprout**

sproutprotect.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** San Francisco, CA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Sprout offers smallholder farmers climate change protection via their smartphones. The app, which delivers assessments and alerts based on satellite data and machine learning, helps farmers make decisions about their crops based on expected rainfall, temperature, soil moisture, and other data points. They also offer crop insurance and work with insurance companies to connect farmers’ products to the local market.

**University of Maryland: NASA Harvest**

nasaharvest.org/about  
**HEADQUARTERS:** College Park, MD  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Public  
NASA Harvest is a global consortium of multidisciplinary experts led by the University of Maryland, aimed at broadening the use of Earth observations to deliver critical food security and agricultural assessments. The program leverages NASA’s Earth observations from space to provide data, products, tools, and predictions relevant to agricultural producers, traders, agencies, and others. Many of their projects use AI to enhance their agricultural monitoring and food security applications, such as crop mapping, yield prediction, drought monitoring, or food insecurity mapping.

**Vertical Future: DIANA**

verticalfuture.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** London, UK  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Vertical Future's vertical farm systems include sophisticated and adaptable lighting, nutrient delivery (aeroponic & hydroponic), effective space utilization, and end-to-end automation (with in-house robotics), eliminating resource-intensive production bottlenecks. Vertical Futures utilizes DIANA, an advanced Software as a Service (SaaS) product that enables operators to control, monitor, and optimize growing conditions. The platform works hand in hand with thousands of sensors to provide a high degree of control and efficiency across the entirety of the growing environment and broader farm operations.

**Wadhwnai AI: CottonAce**

wadhwanai.org/programs/pest-management  
**HEADQUARTERS:** New Delhi, India  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Nonprofit  
CottonAce is an AI-powered early warning system that helps farmers determine optimal pesticide spray times and schedules for their crops, protecting them from pests and increasing crop outputs.

**Winnow**

winnowsolutions.com  
**HEADQUARTERS:** Milton Keynes, UK  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Winnow’s platform uses cameras and VisionAI to help kitchens reduce food waste by monitoring food stores and identifying waste, identifying when food is thrown away, and monitoring costs and trends. This, in turn, helps chefs make informed decisions that help cut down the amount and cost of their food waste.
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Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence (A12): EarthRanger allenai.org

Headquarters: Seattle, WA
Organization Type: Research
A12's software product, EarthRanger, helps conservationists, ecologists, biologists, and protected land managers make more informed decisions in wildlife conservation.

Australian Acoustic Observatory (A2O) Queensland University of Technology: Australian Acoustic Observatory (A2O) acousticobservatory.org

Headquarters: Brisbane, Australia
Organization Type: Research
Funded by an Australian Research Council grant, A2O is a continental-scale acoustic sensor network that is recorded for a five-year period across multiple Australian ecosystems. The data are freely available to researchers, citizen scientists, and the general public.

CollectiveCrunch collectivecrunch.com

Headquarters: Espoo, Finland
Organization Type: Private
CollectiveCrunch is an AI as SaaS startup that uses remote sensing along with field and machine data to digitize forestry—providing critical monitoring analysis data for tens of millions of hectares of forest that can then be used in harvest planning and proposals, supporting forestry practices, improving harvest yields, streamlining the forestry supply chain, as well as forestry predictions.

Conservation AI conservationai.co.uk

Headquarters: Liverpool, UK
Organization Type: Nonprofit
Conservation AI uses advanced machine learning techniques to identify a wide range of animal species in different habitats from images. They can also recognize humans and artificial objects, which can support conservation efforts (such as identifying vehicles, which are often used in poaching activities).

Conservation X Labs: Sentinel AI sentinel.conservationxlabs.com

Headquarters: Washington, DC
Organization Type: Private
Sentinel AI uses wildlife monitoring tools (like trail cameras and acoustic recorders) alongside AI to process environmental data as it is collected in real-time. Satellite and cellular networks allow conservationists to respond rapidly to wildlife-related threats. With it, they can monitor invasive species, poaching and wildlife trafficking, zoonotic diseases, threats to forests and land management.

Cornell University: BirdNET birdnet.cornell.edu

Headquarters: Ithaca, NY
Organization Type: Research
Cornell’s BirdNET is a citizen science platform that leverages AI, low-power microchips, and acoustic sensors to identify bird sounds of specific species.

Cornell University: K. Lisa Yang Center for Conservation Bioacoustics birds.cornell.edu/ccb

Headquarters: Ithaca, NY
Organization Type: Research
Researchers at the center conduct a broad range of terrestrial, aquatic, and marine bioacoustic research, often at large geographic scales. Many of their projects are applied, featuring a strong focus on the conservation of endangered species. More recently, they have engaged in soundscap ecology research and the development of acoustic metrics to assess biodiversity and ecosystem health. They are also researching new ways to collect and analyze acoustic data sets using autonomous mobile systems and algorithm development.

Cornell University: Merlin merlin.allaboutbirds.org

Headquarters: Ithaca, NY
Organization Type: Research
Co-developed by CalTech and Cornell University, Merlin is a smartphone application that uses an AI model trained on large amounts of visual and audio data to allow its users to identify bird species via recordings or photos.

CTrees ctrees.org

Headquarters: Pasadena, CA
Organization Type: Nonprofit
A nonprofit organization using remote sensing technology for land carbon monitoring, including monitoring, verifying, and reporting carbon stocks and deforestation/land-use monitoring.

Dendra Systems: RestorationOS dendra.io

Headquarters: Oxford, UK
Organization Type: Private
Dendra Systems’ RestorationOS is a platform that uses AI to generate ecosystem insights and assist with managing land and environments to support the rehabilitation of ecosystems and restoration of natural landscapes. Applications include aerial seeding services powered by drone technology.

DHI A/S: MUSE dhigroup.com/technologies/muse

Headquarters: Horsholm, Denmark
Organization Type: Private
Based on artificial intelligence and advanced video analysis, MUSE AI allows for reducing the speed of offshore wind turbines when specific bird species fly by, which is increasingly becoming a regulatory requirement in many countries. The result is optimized capacity utilization and more robust bird protection against wing collision.

GainForest gainforest.earth

Headquarters: Zurich, Switzerland
Organization Type: Nonprofit
GainForest’s mission is to fight deforestation in the Amazon. The GainForest platform uses AI and blockchain-based contracts to generate novel incentives for communities that can impact Amazon’s protection efforts.

Impact Observatory: IO Monitors impactobservatory.io/10m-land-cover

Headquarters: Washington, DC
Organization Type: Private
AI-powered geospatial monitoring to understand risks and anticipate change at unprecedented speed and scale. This includes land use, land cover change, and ecosystem health, among others. (10 Monitor 3m Land Cover, 10m Land Cover, and IO Maps for Good).

iNaturalist inaturalist.org/pages/computer_vision_demo

Headquarters: Berkeley, CA
Organization Type: Nonprofit
A crowd-sourcing of biodiversity science, iNaturalist is a tool that allows scientists and conservationists to support other scientists by logging observations from the ground. The tool uses AI to identify specific species from images, each of which is a verifiable observation. Data garnered from observations is also shared with data repositories like the Global Biodiversity Information Facility.

iWildCam: iWildCam Competition github.com/visipedia/iwildcam_comp

Headquarters: Arlington, VA
Organization Type: Research
The iWildCam competition is a challenge where participants develop machine learning models to identify wildlife from camera trap images, which are automatic cameras activated by motion or heat sensors in natural habitats. Hosted on platforms like Kaggle and GitHub, this competition helps improve automated image recognition to assist conservationists in monitoring animal populations and biodiversity.

Jocotoco Foundation jocotoco.org/en/EN/TheFoundation

Headquarters: Quito, Ecuador
Organization Type: Nonprofit
Founded in 1998, the Jocotoco Foundation is an Ecuadorian NGO focused on protecting threatened species in Ecuador and conserving their habitats, largely through the establishment of wildlife reserves. Researchers from Jocotoco have recently leveraged AI to assist in species identification through audio data, tracking biodiversity in Ecuador’s rainforests.

Kanop kanop.io

Headquarters: Paris, France
Organization Type: Private
Data analytics (SaaS) platform for forestry due diligence, compliance, and sustainable forestry management practices.
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Land Life Company  
landlifecompany.com  
HEADQUARTERS: Amsterdam, Netherlands  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
Land Life Company leverages AI, drones, and other technology to support the reforestation efforts of landowners as well as companies.

MORFO  
morfo.rest/en  
HEADQUARTERS: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
MORFO has developed a solution for large-scale ecological restoration of forest ecosystems using forest engineering, computer vision, and drones. Focusing primarily on tropical and subtropical regions that were previously forested and have been degraded, becoming unproductive. The company provides analysis, seed selection, plantation using drones, and forest monitoring.

Naturalis Biodiversity Center: Bioacoustic AI  
bioacousticai.eu/  
HEADQUARTERS: Leiden, Netherlands  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research  
A research project that aims to develop AI algorithms to create a new generation of smart wildlife microphones with the objective of using acoustic monitoring to help protect wildlife.

NatureServe: The Map of Biodiversity Importance  
www.natureserve.org/map-biodiversity-importance  
HEADQUARTERS: Arlington, VA  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit  
NatureServe is a network hub for 60+ governmental and NGO programs in the U.S. and Canada that leverage science, AI, and data analytics to deliver insights that inform conservation action. In collaboration with The Nature Conservancy, Esri, and Microsoft, NatureServe used machine learning and cloud computing to create high-resolution individual species habitat maps for thousands of at-risk species in the conterminous US. These maps include detailed habitats of vertebrates, plants, aquatic invertebrates, and insects, providing a new synoptic view of biodiversity importance for imperiled species. When these maps are combined and overlaid with protected areas, it is easy to identify the most critical places in the country for conserving at-risk species.

NCX  
ncx.com  
HEADQUARTERS: Dallas, TX  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
NCX uses AI and satellites to generate precision forestry data and help landowners and managers make their operations more sustainable by connecting their data to dozens of programs that both encourage and reward sustainable change.

Ohio State University: ABC Global Climate Center  
sites.google.com/view/abcglobalclimatecenter  
HEADQUARTERS: Columbus, OH  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research  
The Artificial Intelligence and Biodiversity Change (ABC) Global Climate Center brings together ecologists and computer scientists from six universities in the United States and Canada to develop new AI-enabled, data-supported approaches for understanding the impacts of climate change on biodiversity. The Center will develop and implement a variety of AI-based methods and tools for integration and analysis of biodiversity data from remote sensing imagery from satellites and low-flying aircraft, ground-based visual and audio sensors, DNA sequences, and citizen science efforts, enabling global monitoring, analysis, and assessment of biodiversity changes.

Pachama  
pachama.com  
HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
Pachama uses satellite data and AI to improve carbon credits, including forest restoration and conservation.

Planet  
planet.com  
HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
Planet uses satellites to provide high-quality images to organizations that inform climate action. They also train AI and machine learning models on satellite imagery to build algorithms that can draw insights from those images, objects, and patterns that can then help identify interventions and create tools to solve climate and conservation problems worldwide.

Purdue University, FACAI: Forest Advanced Computing and Artificial Intelligence Lab  
ag.purdue.edu/facai/  
HEADQUARTERS: West Lafayette, IN  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research  
At Purdue University, the Forest Advance Computing and Artificial Intelligence Lab (FACAI) uses state-of-the-art AI and global resources to conduct globally consistent yet locally relevant research on forest ecosystems. FACAI also compiled the largest global in situ terrestrial biodiversity database (GFI-3D) and developed the first AI-based forest growth models (MATRIX). MATRIX aims to make forest growth models more affordable and accurate for developing countries, aiding in forest carbon accounting, forest management, and forest conservation and restoration.

Rainforest Connection: Arbimon  
arbimon.org  
HEADQUARTERS: Katy, TX  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit  
Arbimon is an open-source ecoacoustic analysis platform empowering scientists and conservationists with an efficient way to upload, store, and analyze mass amounts of acoustic data, enabling the ability to derive insights about the ecosystem at scale.

Terramonitor  
terramonitor.com  
HEADQUARTERS: Helsinki, Finland  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
Terramonitor uses AI, satellite images, machine learning, and remote sensing to monitor land change (such as vegetation cover and infrastructure assessments) to provide data-driven insights to customers, helping them make more informed decisions when it comes to environmental impact.

The Nature Conservancy (TNC): TNC  
nature.org  
HEADQUARTERS: Arlington, VA  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit  
TNC uses drones to generate massive amounts of complex visual data, which are then analyzed with AI-driven tools. These tools allow for the rapid identification of different animal species, supporting the tracking of populations and conservation efforts.

Timbeter  
timbeter.com  
HEADQUARTERS: Tallinn, Estonia  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private  
Timbeter leverages AI and machine learning to help industry and government stakeholders make forestry more sustainable and efficient.

University of California, Berkeley: Eric and Wendy Schmidt Center for Data Science & Environment (DSE)  
dse.berkeley.edu/  
HEADQUARTERS: Berkeley, CA  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research  
Located at the University of California, Berkeley, the Eric and Wendy Schmidt Center for Data Science & Environment (DSE) has a variety of projects that leverage artificial intelligence and machine learning to solve ecology, conservation, and agricultural challenges. The project includes the co-design of Technology for Tribal Environmental Stewardship, Solving the Snow Problem with Remotely Sensed Data, and Ending Plastic Pollution Forever which created the Global Plastics AI Policy Tool (https://global-plastics-tool.org).

University of Minnesota Twin Cities: AI-Climate Institute  
cse.umn.edu/aiclimate  
HEADQUARTERS: Minneapolis, MN  
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research  
Led by the University of Minnesota, researchers at the AI Institute for Climate-Land Interactions, Mitigation, Adaptation, Tradeoffs and Economy (AI-CLIMATE) want to leverage AI to create more climate-smart practices that will absorb and store carbon while simultaneously boosting the economy in the agriculture and forestry industries. AI-CLIMATE is one of the new National Artificial Intelligence Research Institutes, developed in partnership with the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA).
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University of Pittsburgh: Kitzes Lab
kitzeslab.org

HEADQUARTERS: Pittsburgh, PA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
The lab is focused on researching biodiversity loss in landscapes affected by human activities. Its work primarily revolves around understanding species distributions, scarce and hard-to-detect species, using techniques from terrestrial bioacoustics. It develops and applies methods involving automated acoustic field recorders and machine learning models to address questions related to natural history, conservation, and ecology, with a focus on temperate breeding birds and anurans.

Wild Me: Codex / Wildbook
wildme.org/codex-and-wildbook.html

HEADQUARTERS: Portland, OR
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
Wild Me’s Codex and Wildbook is an autonomous, cloud-based, open-source multi-user software that utilizes AI and machine learning to support the analysis of large volume crowd-sourced images to both interpret visual data and track wildlife data and enable collaborative wildlife studies. The program took part in NVIDIA’s Inception Incubator Program.

WILDLABS
www.wildlabs.net

HEADQUARTERS: Cambridge, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Network
WILDLABS is home to the global conservation technology community of 8,600 people in 120 countries discussing 1,500 topics like biologging, camera traps, and machine learning.

Wildlife Insights
wildlifewisdom.org

HEADQUARTERS: Arlington, VA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Network
Wildlife Insights combines field expertise, sensors, and advanced analytics to generate valuable wildlife data. Users all over the world can upload images of wildlife—which Wildlife Insight software algorithm automatically identifies. It dramatically increases the speed of processing and analyzing images and camera trap data to get information to decision-makers in near-real-time.

Wildlife Protection Solutions:
wpSeeWatch
wildlifeprotectionssolutions.org

HEADQUARTERS: Golden, CO
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
Wildlife Protection Solutions wpSeeWatch is a mobile and desktop app for researchers and conservationists, as well as land reserve managers and their security staff. It uses camera traps, sensors, and AI to automatically identify threats to wildlife (such as poaching and other illegal activity) and notify users.

Woodwell Climate Research Center: Permafrost Discovery Gateway
woodwellclimate.org/

ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
HEADQUARTERS: Falmouth, MA
Online platform to visualize and analyze geospatial data in the Arctic landscape for trends and drivers of permafrost thaw datasets.

World Resources Institute: Global Forest Watch
globalforestwatch.org

HEADQUARTERS: Washington, DC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
An online platform that provides data and tools based on machine learning models for monitoring forests, allowing anyone to access near-real-time information about where and how forests are changing around the world. Their mobile app, Forest Watcher, takes that same data and makes it available via smartphone.

World Wildlife Fund: Wildlife Crime Technology Project
www.worldwildlife.org/projects/wildlife-crime-technology-project

HEADQUARTERS: Washington, DC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
Leveraging artificial intelligence through camera traps, drones, and IoT, the Wildlife Crime Technology Project focuses on addressing the challenges of spotting poachers at night and improving the connectivity and real-time sharing of information from digital sensors. The project is being implemented across the African continent.

Freshwater Management

Aquasat
aquasat.blue

HEADQUARTERS: Chennai, India
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Aquasat uses AI and satellite remote sensing to bring transparency and efficiency into the aquaculture value chain. Geospatial data, powered by deep learning models, allows us to democratize pond boundaries, validate between fish & shrimp ponds, and predict the days of culture.

ASTERRA
asterra.io

HEADQUARTERS: Kfar Sava, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
ASTERRA’s platform takes data from satellites and uses patented algorithms and artificial intelligence to detect leaks, assess pipes, and locate moisture near significant installations.

BioFishency
biofishency.com

HEADQUARTERS: Atlit, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
BioFishency uses AI, machine learning, and sensors to help make fish farming more sustainable and cost-effective.

DHI A/S: Global Wetland Watch
www.globalwetlandwatch.org

HEADQUARTERS: Hørsholm, Denmark
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Using satellite imagery and big data analytics, the project will develop an AI-based algorithm to extract systematic and accurate information on wetland ecosystems to advance the world’s understanding and management of wetlands.

Fracta
fracta.ai

HEADQUARTERS: Palo Alto, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Fracta uses machine learning to monitor drinking water distribution mains and identify risks. It helps both react and prevent events, helping companies reduce water waste and maintain/improve water quality.

Griffith University: Global Wetlands Project
globalwetlandsproject.org

HEADQUARTERS: Gold Coast, Australia
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
The Global Wetlands Project is an international research initiative that leverages AI to create multiple types of apps and tools to support ecology monitoring and conservation efforts across land as well as marine and freshwater ecosystems.
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**Indra: Reservoir Guard**

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private
**HEADQUARTERS:** Miami, FL

Indra’s Reservoir Guard is a platform that uses AI to monitor reservoirs and help managers and municipalities make them more efficient and sustainable.

**NASA: TERRAHydro**

[est.to.nasa.gov/ai-powered-terrahydro-could-help-hydrologists-better-understand-the-water-cycle/](http://est.to.nasa.gov/ai-powered-terrahydro-could-help-hydrologists-better-understand-the-water-cycle/)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Public
**HEADQUARTERS:** Greenbelt, MD

NASA’s “Terrestrial Environmental Rapid-Replication and Assimilation Hydrometeorological” (TERRAHydro) software aims to revolutionize the creation of composite hydrological models using artificial intelligence. This open-source tool uses tensor-based modeling to help researchers more effectively integrate existing datasets and AI components into new models that describe dynamic aspects of the water cycle. TERRAHydro is poised to become a foundational software for Earth System Digital Twins, enhancing real-time model updates, predictions, and ‘what-if’ analyses using data from diverse airborne, spaceborne, and in-situ sensors.

**NatureDots: AquaNurch**

[naturedots.com](http://naturedots.com)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private
**HEADQUARTERS:** New Delhi, India

NatureDots addresses loss in freshwater fishing and fish farming caused by water quality fluctuations. Its platform, AquaNurch, uses sensors as neural nodes in combination with AI models to assess water quality, identify water disturbances, and send insights to fish farmers on the ground.

**Nexogensis**

[nexogensis.eu](http://nexogensis.eu)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Network

Nexogensis facilitates the next generation of effective and intelligent water-related policies utilizing artificial intelligence and reinforcement learning to assess the water-energy-food-ecosystem nexus. The project is funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 program, which aims to support the development of policies that manage resources effectively.

**Princeton University and University of Arizona: HydroGEN**

[hydrogen.princeton.edu](http://hydrogen.princeton.edu)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Research
**HEADQUARTERS:** Princeton, NJ

The National Science Foundation (NSF) has awarded a $5 million grant to researchers from Princeton University and the University of Arizona to develop the HydroGEN (Hydrologic Scenario Generation) project, which will use machine learning and artificial intelligence to create simulated models of the nation’s watershed systems. The project aims to integrate various data sources and modeling techniques to improve the prediction and management of water systems across the country. This initiative addresses critical challenges such as water scarcity, flooding, and infrastructure needs and is part of a broader effort to enhance the resilience and sustainability of U.S. water resources in the face of changing climate conditions and increasing demand.

**RainGrid: Intelligent Rain Retention and Reuse (IR3)**

[raingrid.com](http://raingrid.com)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private
**HEADQUARTERS:** Toronto, Canada

RainGrid’s mission is to help build more climate-resilient communities. Their IR3 system is a “community scale, property-based digital rain harvesting network” solution that uses AI and IoT technology to improve stormwater management. They claim that with IR3, stormwater runoff is virtually eliminated when used, and local watersheds are regenerated.

**Smart Lagoon**

[smartlagoon.eu](http://smartlagoon.eu)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Research
**HEADQUARTERS:** Murcia, Spain

Funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020 and led by the Fundación Universitaria San Antonio in Spain, Smart Lagoon’s goal is to protect coastal lagoon ecosystems and boost the impact of environmental and conservation projects through data. They combine IoT infrastructure, AI, NLP, and social media sensing for this purpose. The project covers 135 square kilometers of coastal lagoon and has eight partners from the private sector as well as higher education. The project is set to end in December 2024.

**TaKaDu**

[takadu.com](http://takadu.com)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private
**HEADQUARTERS:** Yehud, Israel

TaKaDu is a cloud-based SaaS platform that uses advanced statistical techniques and machine learning in water management (detecting damaged equipment and potential leaks earlier than would normally be possible, as well as monitoring water quality, flow, pressure, and consumer consumption, among other metrics), helping utilities save approximately one billion liters every year.

**U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)**


**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Public
**HEADQUARTERS:** Reston, VA

USGS used public datasets to create deep learning models to predict temperatures of stream water; these predictions are then used by reservoir managers to inform the timing of water releases. This effort helps keep water in the Delaware River Basin cooler overall, which protects aquatic species there, such as trout.

**Xylem**

[xylem.com/en-us/](http://xylem.com/en-us/)

**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private
**HEADQUARTERS:** Washington, DC

Xylem uses machine learning, remote sensing, and satellite images to interpret data on freshwater sources and help utilities better meet water quality standards, optimize operations, reduce water loss, and lower costs safely and sustainably.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Albo Climate
albosys.com
HEADQUARTERS: Tel Aviv, Israel
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Albo Climate offers continuous monitoring of carbon sequestration by applying proprietary deep learning algorithms to satellite imagery data.

Carbon Mapper
carbonmapper.org
HEADQUARTERS: Pasadena, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
A nonprofit organization that uses advanced remote-sensing technology to quantify and track potent methane and CO2 emissions at facility scale, perform methane leak detection, and certify methane intensity for oil and gas supply chains.

CarbonCure
carboncure.com
HEADQUARTERS: Dartmouth, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
CarbonCure Technologies develops innovative concrete solutions aimed at reducing carbon emissions. Their AI-enabled system precisely controls the injection of carbon dioxide into concrete, where it mineralizes and permanently embeds, decreasing the concrete's carbon footprint without affecting its performance. This process not only contributes to the reduction of greenhouse gases but also enhances the sustainability of the building materials industry.

ClimateTRACE: Climate Trace
climatetrace.org
HEADQUARTERS: Oakland, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
Leveraging technology from Kayrros, Climate TRACE is a nonprofit coalition that aims to empower climate action through radical transparency. Climate TRACE uses satellites, remote sensing technology, and AI to collect data from an extensive array of sources to provide an up-to-date snapshot of GHG emissions on a global scale. Their AI models are trained on those data to predict actual activity at the ground level accurately. They cross-check that information with individual emitting facilities, farms, forests, and other assets in their database to produce a detailed global emissions inventory.

Kayrros: Methane/Carbon Watch
kayrros.com
HEADQUARTERS: Paris, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Kayrros is an environmental intelligence company that measures the effect of human activity on the environment at a global level. Using science, AI, and real-time satellite imagery, they aim to reduce GHG emissions through measurement and attribution, manage energy transitions, and protect populations, ecosystems, and assets—modeling climate risk, biomass, and biodiversity for voluntary carbon credits. Their products include Methane Watch, monitoring super emitters, and Carbon Watch, which provide information on carbon credits.

The European Space Agency: Troppomi
esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/Copernicus/Sentinel-5P/Troppomi
HEADQUARTERS: Paris, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public
The Troppomi instrument, which was launched on the Copernicus Sentinel-5P satellite, creates daily global maps of methane concentrations.

Perennial
perennial.earth/technology
HEADQUARTERS: Boulder, CO
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Perennial is the leading measurement, reporting, and verification (MRV) platform for soil-based carbon removal. In partnership with Descartes Labs, Perennial developed the highest-ever resolution map of soil organic carbon for the continental USA. Its evaluations rely on land remote sensing technology, statistical quantification, an archive of in-situ soil samples of wide-ranging origin, and machine learning algorithms to map and predict the carbon content within soil over time.

Phycoworks
phycoworks.com
HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Phycoworks’ AI platform helps customers process large amounts of biological data on algae, identifying new, innovative, and more effective ways to produce algae—which is one of the most efficient, natural ways to recycle carbon from the atmosphere.

Industry

Ascrete: AICreteOS
aicrete.com
HEADQUARTERS: Richmond, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
AICreteOS is an operating system that uses AI, machine learning, and computer vision to help producers in the concrete industry optimize concrete mix designs and operations—lowering production costs, increasing profit margins, and reducing carbon footprints for users across the board. Moreover, it offers quality control, such as monitoring tickets, producing operation reports and insights, automating material testing, and assisting in managing mixes, materials, and tasks. With over thirty successful projects, it’s proven effective at lowering costs and CO2 production.

Augury
augury.com
HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Augury develops AI and IoT solutions for the industry, especially predictive maintenance, and supports operation optimization to help reduce emissions and waste across businesses.

Blue Yonder
blueyonder.com
HEADQUARTERS: Scottsdale, AZ
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Blue Yonder uses AI to help businesses become more efficient across their supply chain, automating processes, integrating robotics into warehouse operations, and cutting down their carbon footprint.

Brancube: Braincube
braincube.com
HEADQUARTERS: Issoire, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Braincube’s AI- and industrial IoT-powered software offers data analysis (as well as custom digital twins) to the manufacturing industry, helping them increase productivity, improve efficiency, meet goals, and become more sustainable overall.

Carbon Re: Delta Zero Cement
carbonre.com/delta-zero
HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Carbon Re’s product, Delta Zero Cement, applies AI and machine learning to the cement manufacturing process, helping manufacturers identify ways to become more energy-efficient, reduce production costs, and lower their carbon emissions.

Cemex
cemex.com
HEADQUARTERS: Monterrey, Mexico
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Cemex uses “Model-Based Optimization” to generate models that predict the efficiency and performance of ball mills. Ball mills have been used in the end stages of cement production for over a century and account for the most electricity consumption of the entire process. Combining machine learning and high computing power, Cemex collects data on the speed at which material is added to the mill as well as that of the separator and the ventilator fans and makes alterations to the process that not only reduce the energy consumed but also produce a higher quality product.—reducing the facility’s carbon footprint in a critical industry, which alone is responsible for 8% of the world’s total CO2 emissions.
Industry (continued)

**Charm: CHARM ECSEL JU Project**
charm-ecsel.eu

**Headquarters:** Espoo, Finland
**Organization Type:** Network

Charm is a European collaboration focused on developing AI and Industrial IoT solutions for manufacturing operations across various domains (mining, paper mills, machining, solar panel manufacturing, nuclear power plant maintenance and decommissioning, and professional digital printing). They seek to optimize operations, making energy use more efficient, reducing waste, and reducing the impact of operations on the environment.

**Citrine: From ALP**
citri.ne

**Headquarters:** Redwood City, CA
**Organization Type:** Private

Citrine uses AI to accelerate material science development—from consumer products and materials to chemicals and batteries—in ways that can be leveraged to make material creation more efficient and develop more sustainable consumer products.

**Concrete.ai: Concrete Copilot**
concrete.ai

**Headquarters:** Los Angeles, CA
**Organization Type:** Private

Concrete Copilot is a program Concrete.ai developed to help industry stakeholders optimize mix designs of concrete—processing vast amounts of data to produce solutions that not only reduce material costs and lower carbon footprints but also predict the performance of said material. In fact, after extensive testing across the U.S., Concrete.ai found that using Concrete Copilot, producers saved an average of $0.04 USD per cubic yard of materials used, and reduced their carbon production by 30%.

**Ecoblab: ECOLAB3D**
ecoblab.com

**Headquarters:** Saint Paul, MN
**Organization Type:** Private

ECOLAB3D is a cloud-based Industrial Internet of Things platform that helps industries become more sustainable by optimizing their water use in industrial processes (minimizing water waste, boosting water recycling and reuse, etc.). They currently operate across over 40 industries in over 170 countries.

**Eencysion: Ericsson’s Service Continuity AI**

**Headquarters:** Stockholm, Sweden
**Organization Type:** Private

Taiwanese service provider Far EastOne deployed Ericsson’s Service Continuity AI in 2023, which uses machine learning, data analysis, and prediction to manage the energy consumption of the network, cutting the network’s daily energy consumption by 25% while maintaining network quality and equipment performance.

**Eugenie.ai**
eugenie.ai

**Headquarters:** Cupertino, CA
**Organization Type:** Private

Eugenie is a Saas-based emissions intelligence platform that enables asset-heavy manufacturers to track, trace, and reduce Scope 1 emissions through AI-powered digital twins.

**Fero Labs**
ferolabs.com

**Headquarters:** New York, NY
**Organization Type:** Private

Fero Labs has AI-driven software to help manufacturers in the steel industry optimize production, increase profits, and improve the sustainability of their products by increasing steel recycling (they also work in cement and other areas of industry).

**GeologicAI**
geologicai.com

**Headquarters:** Calgary, Canada
**Organization Type:** Private

GeologicAI is a firm that leverages AI to optimize the mining industry, reducing CO2 emissions in the process.

**Google DeepMind: GNoMe**
depdmind.google/discover/blog/millions-of-new-materials-discovered-with-deep-learning/

**Headquarters:** London, UK
**Organization Type:** Private

The Graph Networks for Materials Exploration (GNoME) is Google's deep learning tool that dramatically increases the speed and efficiency of discovery by predicting the stability of new materials. In November 2023, GNoME discovered 2.2 million new crystals, of which 380,000 were the most stable. The latest discoveries can be used to develop a range of technologies, including solar panels and next-generation batteries, to boost the efficiency of electric vehicles. GNoME predictions are available to the research community, and they will contribute 380,000 stable materials to the Materials Project.

**Intelecy**
intelecy.com

**Headquarters:** Oslo, Norway
**Organization Type:** Private

Intelecy's software platform is aimed toward sustainable industrial production. They use AI to assist industry actors in the actual creation of custom machine learning models focused on driving efficiency, improving the quality of produced products, and optimizing sustainable operations. So far, they have been deployed in the following industries: food and beverage, mining, metals and minerals, power and renewable energy; and water and wastewater.

**Materials Project**
next-gen.materialsproject.org/ml

**Headquarters:** Berkeley, CA
**Organization Type:** Network

The Materials Project’s mission is to use machine learning to reduce the time and cost involved in discovering and synthesizing new materials. Their web-based suite of apps can be used by scientists and industry to help create cheaper, more efficient, and more sustainable novel materials.

**METRON: Energy Management and Optimization System (EMOS)**
meter.on.energy

**Headquarters:** Paris, France
**Organization Type:** Private

METRON's EMOS helps stakeholders in industry and manufacturing manage and optimize their energy consumption by leveraging machine learning algorithms and digital twins to contextualize data and support decision-making.

**MongoDB: MongoDB Atlas**
mongodb.com/atlas

**Headquarters:** Dublin, Ireland
**Organization Type:** Private

MongoDB is a tech company that specializes in databases. Their MongoDB Atlas is an AI-enabled product that can assist industry manufacturing and automotive sectors in monitoring stock, inventory management, predictive maintenance for equipment, and optimization of equipment performance and, therefore, energy use (thus helping them plan around and cut down their carbon footprint).

**Normative**
normativ.e.io

**Headquarters:** Stockholm, Sweden
**Organization Type:** Private

Normative’s carbon accounting platform helps businesses monitor their carbon footprint and uses AI to identify carbon insights to inform interventions that help reduce it.

**Penn State University: Materials Genome Initiative (MGI)**
censai.psu.edu

**Headquarters:** State College, PA
**Organization Type:** Research

Located at Penn State, there are various initiatives stemming from the Center for Artificial Intelligence Foundations and Scientific Applications CENSAL. MGI, for example, is aimed at using AI, algorithms, and machine learning to generate novel materials, which have great potential for the creation of more circular, sustainable materials.

**refiberd**
refiberd.com

**Headquarters:** Cupertino, CA
**Organization Type:** Private

Understanding that less than 1% of textile waste is recycled into new clothing and 186 billion pounds of it is disposed of annually, refiberd uses AI to create sorting technology for fashion industry manufacturers that is capable of salvaging up to 70% of textile waste, which can then be recycled into other textiles.

**Rivelin Robotics**
rivelinrobotics.com

**Headquarters:** Sheffield, UK
**Organization Type:** Private

Rivelin Robotics develops robotic- and AI-powered tools to help metal additive manufacturers become more efficient, reduce waste, reduce energy use, and optimize operations.
Ocean Management

Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence (AI2): Skylight

**Headquarters:** Seattle, WA  
**Organization Type:** Private  
**Description:** Skylight is a platform that helps companies monitor and track marine vessels using synthetic aperture radar satellite imagery and computer vision.

Aquabyte Inc.: Aquabyte

**Headquarters:** Molde, Norway  
**Organization Type:** Private  
**Description:** Aquabyte uses AI and machine learning to monitor fish health, weight, growth rate, and abnormalities, as well as their aquatic environment, to help fish farmers optimize their harvests, which reduces waste and makes their farms more sustainable. They also state an effort to help the world meet a growing need for protein.

Arizona State University (ASU): Allen Coral Atlas

**Headquarters:** Tempe, AZ  
**Organization Type:** Research  
**Description:** The Allen Coral Atlas uses satellite imagery and machine learning to automate coral reef monitoring, generating near-real-time maps. The data gathered is used by policymakers and marine conservationists to help make informed decisions on ocean conservation, protection, and intervention. It is one of the projects officially endorsed by the United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development.

Createview

**Headquarters:** Molde, Norway  
**Organization Type:** Private  
**Description:** Createview uses sensors to provide AI-driven data insights in real-time for more sustainable and profitable fish production and to optimize animal welfare.
Ocean Management (continued)

Global Fishing Watch
globalfishingwatch.org
HEADQUARTERS: Washington, DC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
Combines vessel reporting data from the automatic identification system (required of vessels by the International Maritime Organization and other management bodies) with vessel monitoring systems (managed by smaller authorities) to track human activity at sea, monitor commercial fishing vessels and transportation vessels, protect ocean habitats, and to improve ocean management.

Liquid Robotics: Wave Glider
liquid-robotics.com
HEADQUARTERS: Herndon, VA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
The Wave Glider was developed by Liquid Robotics (a Boeing company) to autonomously navigate the ocean and collect data. It uses AI to identify and monitor marine life. Wave Gliders can be used by many different types of organizations to gather data for their businesses, including organizations working in environmental monitoring, marine habitat conservation, and fisheries management.

Manolin
manolinagula.com
HEADQUARTERS: Bergin, Norway
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Using AI, machine learning, and data analytics to provide real-time information to salmon farmers and suppliers to support them in making their farms more sustainable and their fish healthier, boosting production, and reducing risks.

Mercator Ocean International: Digital Twin Ocean
digitaltwinocean.mercator-ocean.eu
HEADQUARTERS: Toulouse, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
A high-resolution, multi-dimensional representation of the earth’s oceans with nearly real-time accuracy by integrating a wide range of data sources, including sensors and satellites. They aim to provide an interactive digital twin of the ocean to strengthen ocean governance, restore marine habitats and biodiversity, and improve disaster risk management.

Ocean Infinity
oceaninfinity.com
HEADQUARTERS: Austin, TX
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Ocean Infinity is a company involved in marine vessel and shipping robotics. They have a mission to protect the planet "by transforming operations at sea" with technology. Part of that effort involves using AI and machine learning to increase their operations payload offshore in low bandwidth environments and optimize operations.

Ocean Vision AI: Ocean Vision AI Portal / FathomNet / Fathom Verse
www.oceavnisionai.org
HEADQUARTERS: Moss Landing, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
Ocean Vision AI streamlines access to artificial intelligence and machine learning tools to accelerate the analysis of ocean visual data. Ocean Vision AI consists of three portals: (1) Portal: Online, collaborative tool for end-to-end AI-assisted processing of ocean imagery, (2) FathomNet: Open-source database for machine learning models and expertly labeled ocean imagery for understanding our ocean and its inhabitants, (3) Fathom Verse: Mobile game that teaches casual gamers about ocean life while improving machine-learning models and expanding annotated datasets. Ocean Vision AI is part of the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute.

OceanMind
oceanmind.global
HEADQUARTERS: Didcot, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
OceanMind’s goal is to stop illegal and unreported fishing. They use satellites and AI to assist authorities in monitoring overfishing practices, enforcing penalties, and thereby encouraging the fishing industry to operate more sustainably and responsibly.

Oceans5
oceans5.org
HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Network
Oceans5 works to reduce illegal and unreported fishing and overfishing, set limits on offshore oil and gas, and demarcate protected marine areas through many different initiatives around the world, many of which use machine learning, big data processing, and visualization and analysis tools. These tools allow them to assemble analysis reports, training programs, and monitoring tools that can be passed along to governments and other partners, who then use that data to make better, data-informed decisions to protect the ocean.

OceanX
oceanx.org
HEADQUARTERS: New York, NY
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
OceanX partnered with Group 42, an AI and cloud computing company based in Abu Dhabi, UAE, to deploy drone and remote sensing technologies to monitor marine ecosystems off the coast of Indonesia to support the Ministry for Maritime Affairs and Investment to protect and manage ocean resources and conserve aquatic species and their habitats.

ReelDataAI: ReelAppetite / ReelBiomass / ReelStress / ReelHealth
reeldata.ai
HEADQUARTERS: Halifax, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
ReelDataAI’s platforms provide AI-driven data insights to land-based fish farmers, helping them make their farms more profitable and sustainable while limiting waste and maximizing fish health.

Saildrone
saildrone.com
HEADQUARTERS: Alameda, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Saildrone is an autonomous ocean vehicle that navigates the ocean via sail, collecting data using solar- and AI-powered systems such as water temperature, water salinity, fish life, and marine mammals. This data is used to assist and inform conservation efforts.

SeaDeep
seadeep.io
HEADQUARTERS: Boston, MA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
AI-powered computer vision sensing platform for marine infrastructure that helps monitor and protect the marine environment.

SINAY: Metocean Analytics, Developer Platform
sinay.ai
HEADQUARTERS: Caen, France
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
SINAY’s AI-driven, big-data maritime solutions, such as Metocean Analytics and the Developer Platform, offer users ways to monitor and assess their maritime operations (such as container tracking for shipping) and related weather information. Data collected and analyzed can help them make more informed decisions that make their operations more efficient, reduce fuel usage, and cut back on waste and loss.

The Ocean Cleanup
theoceancleanup.com
HEADQUARTERS: Rotterdam, Netherlands
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit
The Ocean Cleanup, which develops technology to extract plastic pollution from the ocean, uses Microsoft Azure Machine Learning and other Azure tools to support its efforts in cleaning up plastic and debris from the ocean. Their goal is to remove 90% of plastic from the ocean by 2040.

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution: CUREE
warp.who.edu/curee/
HEADQUARTERS: Woods Hole, MA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research
The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Autonomous Robotics and Perception Laboratory (WARPLab) and MIT are developing an autonomous underwater vehicle—CUREE (Curious Underwater Robot for Ecosystem Exploration)—for studying coral reefs and their ecosystems. Enabled by NVIDIA technology, CUREE gathers visual, audio, and other environmental data alongside divers to help understand the human impact on reefs and the sea life around them.
Ocean Management (continued)

World Wildlife Fund: ManglarIA


HEADQUARTERS: Washington, DC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

WWF and its partners will deploy various sensors—such as weather stations, camera traps, and drones—in Mexico’s Ría Lagartos along the coast of the Yucatan Peninsula and Marismas Nacionales Biosphere Reserves in Nayarit along the Pacific Coast. These sensors and other technologies will provide data on mangrove health, including air and sea surface temperatures, seawater salinity, freshwater flows, and the presence of animals. AI will look for patterns in this data to help answer questions such as how carbon stocks change over time, how quickly mangroves can recover from hurricanes, and which mangroves species are most resilient to environmental change. This information will be used to adapt mangrove conservation strategies to help ensure the long-term viability of mangroves as a nature-based solution.

X (a Division of Google): Tidal

x.company/projects/tidal

HEADQUARTERS: Mountain View, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Google’s Tidal project, developed by X (formerly known as Google X), aims to protect ocean ecosystems and contribute to sustainable seafood production. Tidal’s approach involves the use of an underwater camera system and machine perception tools. These technologies are designed to provide enhanced visibility and understanding of underwater environments, particularly in the context of fish farming. By monitoring fish behavior, health, and the surrounding environmental conditions (like temperature and salinity), Tidal aims to assist fish farmers in making more informed and environmentally friendly decisions.

XpertSea

xpertsea.com

HEADQUARTERS: Quebec, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Dedicated to the responsible generation of protein for growing populations, XpertSea’s mission is to make global aquaculture better and more sustainable by empowering farmers to make their farms more resilient and transparent. They offer AI-driven shrimp harvest optimization to maximize profitability and boost the overall health and transparency of shrimp farms.

Power

Algebra Intelligence: TaQTaK

algebraintelligence.com

HEADQUARTERS: Amman, Jordan
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Algebra Intelligence integrates artificial intelligence solutions into the Energy Sector with the aim of ushering in smart technology in sustainability development TaQTaK, the startup’s platform, tracks, monitors, and observes energy production from generation systems as well as power consumption by consumers to collect data. The platform’s AI algorithm generates insights that allow the implementation of predictive maintenance and the forecasting of energy demand. These insights also aid in the feasibility studies for the development of new renewable energy products. The startup’s solution enables grid operators and local energy prosumers to optimize energy production, maximize financial returns, and increase machine life.

Avokado Energy: Avokado AI/AVoS/AVOX

avokado.energy

HEADQUARTERS: Athens, Greece
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Avokado AI uses machine learning to offer utilities energy monitoring and supply chain event prediction. AVoS is a system that combines AI with battery energy storage systems to make them more efficient and sustainable. AVOX is a platform that uses AI to provide useful data insights to cities and supply chains that can help them transition to decarbonize their networks.

Brightnight: Box Canyon

brightnightpower.com

HEADQUARTERS: West Palm Beach, FL
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

BrightNight is a U.S. company working to decarbonize power by developing customized, renewable power solutions for utilities, commercial buildings, industrial buildings, and private landowners. Its Box Canyon Solar Project—underway in collaboration with Cordelio Power and Southwest Public Power Agency—uses BrightNight’s proprietary AI platform to design and optimize a solar farm near Florence, Arizona, to maximize its performance at the lowest possible cost. The first project of its kind in the state, Box Canyon is expected to produce enough electricity for 77,000 homes and businesses and generate $47 million for the county.

Drishya: VoltOS

www.drishya.ai/voltos

HEADQUARTERS: Calgary, Canada
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

VoltOS, the startup’s AI platform, uses accurate IoT data and smart AI algorithms to enable automated operations of distributed renewable energy sources and trading of power. The platform simplifies the deployment, operation, and improvement of microgrids by predicting usage patterns and automating workflows. This allows the widespread roll-out of distributed renewable energy resources. The startup’s technology integrates with existing infrastructure with minimal disruption in normal operations.

E.on


HEADQUARTERS: Essen, Germany
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

E.on uses AI to maximize the energy yield in wind farms, synchronize the turbines, and align them optimally with the wind. Using AI and meta-forecasts, the company calculates precisely how much wind will be at a particular wind farm so that it can react accordingly in advance—both in the event of a shortage of wind energy and in the event of an expected surplus. The company also uses AI for predictive maintenance to identify when medium voltage cables in the electrical grid need to be replaced.

eSmart Systems: Grid Vision

gridvision.com

HEADQUARTERS: Halden, Norway
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Grid Vision is an AI-powered software tool that offers utilities data on their assets and virtual, automated transmission line inspections to help make grids more resilient and efficient, thereby helping to optimize the power grid.

General Electric: GE Vernova

g.e.com

HEADQUARTERS: Cambridge, MA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

GE Vernova focuses its research on accelerating the energy transition through innovative developments in decarbonization, renewables, and electrification. Utilizing advanced research methods, including AI and robotics, the organization drives the creation of sustainable energy solutions, aiming for enhanced efficiency and a zero-carbon future in energy-intensive industries.

GE Vernova

g.e.com

HEADQUARTERS: Cambridge, MA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

GE Vernova focuses its research on accelerating the energy transition through innovative developments in decarbonization, renewables, and electrification. Utilizing advanced research methods, including AI and robotics, the organization drives the creation of sustainable energy solutions, aiming for enhanced efficiency and a zero-carbon future in energy-intensive industries.
Google DeepMind: Accelerating fusion science through learned plasma control

deepmind.google/discover/blog/accelerating-fusion-science-through-learned-plasma-control/

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

The DeepMind project, in collaboration with the Swizz Plasma Centre, utilizes artificial intelligence to advance nuclear fusion research by mastering plasma control in tokamak-style reactors. This complex process involves creating and sustaining a plasma that is hotter than the sun’s core, which can only be contained using rapidly adjusted magnetic fields. DeepMind’s approach integrates deep reinforcement learning to autonomously control magnetic coils, enabling the plasma to be shaped and maintained in desired configurations. This not only enhances the understanding of fusion processes, but also demonstrates a significant application of AI in facilitating breakthroughs in clean and limitless energy production.

Google DeepMind

deepmind.google/discover/blog/machine-learning-can-boost-the-value-of-wind-energy/

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Google DeepMind applied machine learning algorithms to wind farms to assess weather and turbine data, predicting energy production up to 36 hours in advance. The AI model then uses that data to recommend energy delivery commitments a day in advance, raising the wind farms’ energy value by approximately 20%. The drive behind the effort is to strengthen the business case for wind power and increase the uptake of clean energy on power grids at scale.

Gridware

gridware.io

HEADQUARTERS: Walnut Creek, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Gridware is a US-based startup that uses remote telemetry and edge AI to detect faults in and around electrical assets that can ignite wildfires. Gridware raises alerts that enable the scheduling of timely repairs and rapidly respond to transmission line incendencies before damage can occur.

Hepta Airborne

heptaairborne.com

HEADQUARTERS: Tallinn, Estonia
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Hepta Airborne is software that uses IR and LIDAR images from drones, satellites, and helicopters, and AI to identify defects in power lines and report those defects, allowing utilities to more effectively maintain their power lines and speed up grid analysis, thereby optimizing performance.

Husk Power Systems: Husk

huskpowersystems.com

HEADQUARTERS: Fort Collins, CO
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Husk uses AI, IoT, and smart meters to upscale and remotely manage mini-grid solar systems in Africa and Asia. Predictive AI is used to forecast supply and demand and then deploys AI-powered algorithms to deliver electricity to its customers at the lowest cost at any given time. The company provides renewable energy, power generation, and transmission lines to offer affordable, maintainable energy solutions to historically energy-poor communities.

Microsoft and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory: Azure Quantum Elements

cloudblogs.microsoft.com/quantum/2024/01/09/unlocking-a-new-era-for-scientific-discovery-withai-how-microsofts-ai-screened-over-32-million-candidates-to-find-a-better-battery/

HEADQUARTERS: Redmond, WA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Azure Quantum Elements was recently used by researchers at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory to create a new type of battery. It analyzed over 32,000,000 potential compounds and predicted stable materials from them (about 500,000). In the process, the model not only identified more than ten years’ worth of collective battery knowledge but also identified eighteen new possibilities. The researchers then deployed virtual machines onto that data, synthesizing and experimenting with reliable, solid electrolytes. From their findings, they built a new, functional electrolyte material battery prototype notable for its potential as a sustainable energy-storage solution. Their research demonstrates the power of AI to create new, more sustainable, more efficient battery materials.

National Grid Electricity System Operator (ESO): National Grid ESO

nationalgrideso.com

HEADQUARTERS: Warwick, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public

National Grid ESO uses AI and machine learning to make their solar energy forecasting abilities much more accurate and efficient in an effort toward more renewable energy and net zero carbon emissions.

Open Climate Fix

openclimatefix.org

HEADQUARTERS: London, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Nonprofit

Open Climate Fix uses AI to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the energy sector. They focus on creating open-source models that predict solar photovoltaic electricity generation, enabling better integration of solar power into the grid. By forecasting solar energy output more accurately, utilities can reduce reliance on carbon-intensive power sources.

ORE Catapult: Multi-Platform Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair in Extreme Environments (MIMRee)

ore.catapult.org.uk/stories/mimree/

HEADQUARTERS: Glasgow, UK
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

The MIMRee project provided proof of concept for robotic teams repairing offshore wind farms. It was funded by Innovate UK and enabled by eight cross-sector collaborators led by ORE Catapult. MIMRee used AI and robotics to automate the repair of offshore wind turbines. Optimizing wind turbine maintenance enables increased performance and better energy outputs, making wind farms more viable.

Stanford University: DeepSolar Project
deepsolar.web.app

HEADQUARTERS: Stanford, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Research

DeepSolar is a deep learning framework that analyzes satellite imagery to identify the GPS locations and sizes of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels. Leveraging its high accuracy and scalability, DeepSolar constructed a comprehensive high-fidelity solar deployment database for the contiguous U.S.

Stem: Athena

stem.com

HEADQUARTERS: San Francisco, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

Stem’s Athena platform leverages AI to optimize the clean energy value chain—grid power, generator usage, EV charging, battery energy storage, and other distributed resources (like solar panels).

Toyota Research Institute

tri.global

HEADQUARTERS: Los Altos, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private

The Toyota Research Institute (in partnership with Northwestern University) established a nanomaterial data factory that uses AI to assist the experimental process of exploring material data and potential combinations for novel energy storage solutions.

United States Department of Energy: Office of Critical and Emerging Technologies


HEADQUARTERS: Washington, DC
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Public

The U.S. DOE established the Office of Critical and Emerging Technologies in December 2023 in response to President Biden’s Executive Order on AI. The office is tasked with investigating and amplifying the impact of AI technologies across many areas of national interest, as well as developing partnerships to accomplish this. One national interest the office is focused on is AI solutions to the climate crisis.
Power (continued)

**Uplight: Autogrid**

*auto-grid.com*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Redwood City, CA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Autogrid (recently acquired by Uplight) is a cleantech company that offers AI-driven distributed energy resource management that helps forecast and optimize energy consumption for microgrids, EV grids, and virtual power plants. AutoGrid leverages AI to transform data into actionable intelligence for electricity providers, enabling them to automate grid operations, predict energy demand, and integrate renewable resources efficiently.

**Uplight**

*uplight.com*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Boulder, CO  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Uplight uses AI models to analyze vast amounts of energy consumption data and draw actionable insights for customers (utility companies or their customers), allowing them to reduce energy consumption and costs and making their business more sustainable.

**WattTime**

*watttime.org*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Oakland, CA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Nonprofit  
WattTime is an environmental tech nonprofit that empowers all people, companies, policymakers, and countries to slash emissions and choose cleaner energy. Founded by UC Berkeley researchers, WattTime develops data-driven tools and policies that increase environmental and social good, especially through load shifting, renewables sitting, and supply chain decarbonization.

**Technological Carbon Removal**

**Brilliant Planet**

*brilliantplanet.com*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Harpenden, UK  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
Brilliant Planet removes CO₂ from the atmosphere permanently using algae supported by remote sensing via satellites, machine vision, and data processing.

**Heriot Watt University: ECO-AI**

*ai4netzero.github.io/eco-ai/*  

**HEADQUARTERS:** Edinburgh, UK  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Research  
Heriot-Watt University’s ECO-AI is a UKRI-funded project to address critical barriers to large-scale Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) implementation, including a) high energy demands of the capture process, b) high cost for predicting and monitoring, and c) uncertainties in financing CCS projects and lack of understanding of the impact of regulatory and market interventions. The project aims to address the barriers by developing: AI materials discovery pipeline for energy-efficient CO₂ capture, AI-solvers for modeling CO₂ flow in geological storage formations, Modelling CO₂ target progress coupled with innovation trajectories for each industrial sector.

**Stanford University: CCSNet**

*ccsnet.ai*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Stanford, CA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Research  
CCSNet is a deep-learning modeling suite for CO₂ storage (digital twins for carbon capture and storage). CCSNet provides CO₂ storage predictions for 2D and 3D saline reservoirs with a wide range of reservoir conditions, injection design, rock properties, and permeability maps. This work was also carried out with the California Institute of Technology, Purdue University, and NVIDIA and supported by the Stanford Center for Carbon Storage and ExxonMobil through the Strategic Energy Alliance at Stanford University.

**U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Argonne National Laboratory:**

*www.energy.gov/ea/argonne-national-laboratory*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Lemont, IL  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Research  
The Argonne National Laboratory is using AI to identify new materials for carbon capture through generative AI to dream up previously unknown building block candidates, machine learning, and high-throughput screening of candidate materials. They are working on metal-organic frameworks or MOFs, a porous material that can selectively adsorb carbon dioxide.

**Xyonix**

*xyonix.com*

**HEADQUARTERS:** Seattle, WA  
**ORGANIZATION TYPE:** Private  
In addition to the many AI-driven tools Xyonix has developed, it has crafted an entire category of custom AI and machine learning models solely focused on carbon sequestration within the industry. They incorporate a variety of approaches, including satellite image processing, molecule prediction technology, and emissions forecasting. Together, these tools offer a flexible, customizable approach to myriad stakeholders within industry and manufacturing.
customers cut 693,000 metric tons of CO2 each year

They claim to help their estimations, reduce fuel consumption, and lower emissions from transportation. They back this claim with their platform that creates tailored software and machine learning solutions for the aviation and transportation industries, helping them with route optimization, shipment management, and fuel efficiency, among other aspects of their operations.

Chemix: MIX Platform
chemix.ai

Chemix, a California tech startup, uses its MIX Platform to apply AI and machine learning to EV battery design. Battery design has always been challenging: producing highly complex objects made of nearly infinite available materials is a demanding effort with typically long and slow testing times. With AI, however, Chemix can accelerate battery development and performance through new material discovery and predictive modeling. It helps identify new, better-performing, lower-carbon battery materials and chemistry and quickens and digitizes the battery-testing process.

CSX
csx.com

CSX uses sensors, machine learning, and industry IoT systems to monitor the company’s locomotives and freight cars. It monitors car movements continuously and assesses bearings, wheels, lateral forces, and axles passing through stationary monitoring sites.

Descartes: Descartes Route Planner AI Advisor
descartes.com

Descartes Route Planner AI Advisor uses machine learning to process real-time data on weather, road networks, traffic patterns, driver capability, truck type, geography, type of asset, geography, and delivery location to generate highly accurate arrival time estimations, reduce fuel consumption, and lower emissions from transportation. They claim to help their customers cut 693,000 metric tons of CO2 each year.

ElaadNL
elaad.nl

ElaadNL researches and tests smart and sustainable charging for electric vehicles, supporting EV infrastructure planning and design.

Google Research: Green Light
sites.research.google/greenlight/

Google Research teamed up with American Airlines and Breakthrough Energy to study the development of contrails. By combining massive quantities of weather data, satellite data, and flight data, AI is used to create state-of-the-art predictions of when and where contrails are likely to form. Pilots and dispatchers can then use this information to adjust the altitudes of their flights.

Konux: Konux Switch / Konux Traffic
konux.com

Konux Switch is an AI- and IoT-driven predictive maintenance platform for railway switches—responsible for 20-30% of railway delay minutes—which can continuously monitor the health of switches and inform managers when switches require repair and what kind of repairs are required. Konux Traffic uses algorithms based on neural networks to monitor train movement data, identify delays, and anticipate the effect of those delays on the rest of the railway network, thereby helping managers optimize timetables. Together, these tools make railways greener by optimizing time spent on the rails and reducing delays across the entire network.

Norfolk Southern
www.norfolksouthern.com

Norfolk Southern develops AI-powered solutions that help make their rail networks more efficient and sustainable by optimizing operations, automating railcar and railway inspections, predicting maintenance, improving safety, and preventing delays.

Otaski Energy Solutions (OtaskiES)
otaski.es

OtaskiES is an energy management company that focuses on decarbonizing EV infrastructure and improving the efficiency of EVs, as well as AI and machine learning, to optimize the charging of EVs and improve driving distance timing/capability between charges.

Parallel Systems
moveparallel.com

Parallel Systems, a startup founded by SpaceX engineers, builds modular electric freight cars (much cleaner than traditional railcars) with fully automated systems that use machine learning to help optimize routes, energy consumption, and scheduling. Their goal is to make railways cheaper, safer, and more profitable and eventually get them to net zero emissions.

Plugger.ai: Human Detection, Vehicle Detection
plugger.ai

Plugger.ai’s AI-driven human and vehicle detection software has many applications, including retail analytics, search and rescue, healthcare, and security; its climate applications, however, involve traffic management and generating insights to help decision-makers make data-informed decisions on traffic and parking infrastructure.

Progress Rail: Talos
www.progressrail.com

Talos is a platform created by Progress Rail that leverages AI and machine learning to analyze train runs and engineer behavior to optimize train routes and operation, making performance more efficient and reducing fuel consumption and time spent on the rails.

Rail Vision: Main Line/ Shunting Yard
railvision.io

Rail Vision’s technologies use AI, vision sensors, and deep learning to detect obstacles on railway tracks, monitor weather and light conditions, and help optimize train transportation—which can help the industry become more sustainable. In February 2024, Rail Vision joined NVIDIA Metropolis to enhance its ability to innovate in rail transportation.
TrinityRail: Trinsight
trinityrail.com
HEADQUARTERS: Dallas, TX
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
TrinityRail’s railway management platform, Trinsight, leverages AI and big data to create actionable insights supporting railway networks, helping make rail transportation more efficient and sustainable.

TuSimple
tusimple.com
HEADQUARTERS: San Diego, CA
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
TuSimple used deep learning algorithms to develop software to make autonomous trucks for the shipping and transportation industry. A University of California San Diego study on TuSimple’s autonomous trucks determined they were 10% more fuel efficient than human-driven trucks. In 2023, the company announced it would be closing its U.S. business and moving to China.

Uptake: Uptake Fleet
uptake.com
HEADQUARTERS: Chicago, IL
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Uptake Fleet is AI-enabled software that helps companies manage their truck fleets and predict maintenance needs; it delivers work order analytics, system insights through sensors, detects anomalies and identifies high-risk trucks to prioritize repairs, as well as visualizes assets and diagnostics. And, by optimizing truck transportation, Uptake increases companies’ fuel efficiency and reduces the carbon footprint of their shipping operations.

Vialytics
vialytics.com
HEADQUARTERS: Short Hills, NJ
ORGANIZATION TYPE: Private
Vialytics is an intelligent road management platform that uses AI to automatically record road infrastructure conditions and plan maintenance and repair operations tasks. The centralized nature of the data and insights allows municipalities to save money, time, fuel, and energy in road maintenance.